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COLLEGE CALENDAR
1953-1954
SUMMER SESSIONS
1953

Registration, First Session ...... .....................................................Monday, June 8, 1953
Class work begins......................................................'. .................Tuesday, June 9, 1953
Session ends....................................................................................Friday, July 17, 1953
Registration, Second Session ....................................................Saturday, July 18, 1953
Class work begins........................................................................Monday, July 20, 1953
Session ends ................................................................................Friday, August 21, 1953
FALL QUARTER

New Student Week for Freshmen............ 7:30 A.M. Tuesday, September 8, 1953
Transfer Students report ..........................8:00 A.M. Thursday, September 10, 1953
Registration of Student Teachers..................................•. Friday, September 11, 1953
Registration of Freshmen and Transfer Students........Monday, September 14, 1953
Registration of Upper Classmen....................................Tuesday, September 15, 1953
Class work begins........................................1:10 P.M. Tuesday, September 15, 1953
Thanksgiving vacation begins............12:00 P.M. Wednesday, November 25, 1953
Class work resumed ........................................................ Monday, November 30, 1953
Quarter ends...................................................................... Friday, Decerrioer 4, 1953
WINTER QUARTER

Registration........................................................................ Monday, December 7, 1953
Class work begins................................................................Tuesday, December 8, 1953
Christmas vacation begins..............................3:00 P.M. Friday, December 18, 1953
Class work resumed ..........................................................Monday, January 4, 1954
Quarter ends........................................................................ .......Ffiday, March 5, 1954
SPRING QUARTER

Registration ................................................................................Monday, March 8, 1954
Class work begins................................................................ .Tuesday, March 9, 1954
Easter vacation begins......................................12:00 P.M. Thursday, April 15, 1954
Class work resumed .............................................................. Tuesday, April 20, 1954
Quarter ends..................................................................................Friday, May 28, 1954
SUMMER SESSIONS
1954

Registration, First Session..........................................................Monday, June 7, 1954
Class work begins........................................................................ Tuesday, June 8, 1954
Session ends................................................................................~
y, .uly 16,...1954
Registration, Second Session ..............................................Saturday, July 17, 1954
Class work begins........................................................................Monday, July 19, 1954
Session ends..............................................................................Friday, August 20, 1954
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FOREWORD
This catalog is published annually as an authoritative guide to the
organization of the college, its educational philosophy, its practices and
regulations, and its instructional program. It gives the necessary details on admission requirements, academic regulations, tuition and other
expenses. It describes the various curriculums of the college, and
divisional programs, and the specific course offerings in each division.
It provides information on student organizations and activities, and on
the many student personnel services. The faculty list gives the education
and experience background of all members of the instructional staff.
All of this information is important and pertinent. Students and staff
members should be thoroughly familiar with it from beginning to end
and prospective students should read it carefully. How ever, it would be
well for the prospective student to remember that any college catalog is
primarily a record book. The true personality of a college is a living,
dynamic thing because it is made up of people. The college exists
in human relationships, in the day to day pattern of students and faculty
members working out problems together. The web of relationships that
makes up the true college dates all the way back to the origin of the institution, to everything that has been said or written by former faculty
members or students that has helped develop the traditions and standards
and the spirit that creates the atmosphere of the college as it exists today.
St. Cloud State Teachers College is proud of the friendly spirit that is a
hallmark of the campus atmosphere. Faculty members work together in
a spirit of cooperation and genuine friendship. New students catch the
atmosphere quickly and have little trouble getting into the swing of things.
Most important of all is the traditional relationship at St. Cloud between faculty and students, an easy informality coupled with mutual
respect, a willingness by faculty members to give time to each student as
an individual. These relationships and their impact on growth and
development are important aspects of this college. They can not be
communicated adequately through the pages of a book.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
HISTORY

St. Cloud State Teachers College has come a long way since the day it first opened
its doors as the Third State Normal School in September 1869. Up to 1898 the
St. Cloud Normal School was essentially a secondary school with a few students of
college grade. From 1898 to 1912 the Normal School was a four-year high school
plus two years of college. It wasn't until 1914 that the institution adopted a
policy against admitting students who were not high school graduates.
The college was given its present name in 1921, and in 1925 it was authorized to
grant the four-year degree, Bachelor of Education. This teacher education degree
was changed to the Bachelor of Science in 1940. In 1946 the college was authorized
to grant a Bachelor of Arts degree to students completing a four-year general
education course. The two-year Associate in Arts degree in general or pre-professional education was authorized in 1948. The two-year Associate in Education
degree is no longer given but under the Provisional Elementary School program a
student may receive a provisional certificate for elementary school teaching after
completing eight quarters of work. The requirements for this certificate are being
gradually increased.
St. Cloud State Teachers College is a member of the American Council on Education, the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, and the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. One of the largest teachers colleges of the midwest, it has awarded diplomas to more than 15,000 young
men and women in the 84 years since it was founded.
PHILOSOPHY OF THE COLLEGE
A democratic society depends for its success upon the ability of education to create
an enlightened electorate and a wiseleadership. Widely disseminated and purposeful
public education is essential in any society in which every citizen has a voice in
government. Education, if it is to be effective, must provide for every member of
its society capable of receiving it a respectable body of accumulated human knowledge and the skills and opportunities for using it to his profit and to the advantage
of many; it must create situations favorable to the development of discriminating
judgment; it must encourage self-development and self-realization; it must furnish
the impulse toward wider understanding and sympathy; it must instill an attitude
of personal responsibility. The college, recognizing the individual needs, interests,
and abilities of its students, offers a variety of curriculums designed to meet such
differences and to prepare the graduates for his future opportunities and obligations. The following curriculums of the college are the means by which this
philosophy of education is realized:

I.

General Education Curriculum

The General Education Curriculum, offered for all students, provides opportunities
for acquiring the knowledge, understanding, and appreciation basic to intellectual
and social maturity. The specific objectives of General Education are:
1. To provide information, theory, and skill pertinent to liberal education.
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2.

To encourage the development of creative thinking and discerning judgments and to stimulate intellectual curiosity.

8.

To foster the growth of ideas leading to wholesome and productive citizenship.

4.

To develop the ability to communicate effectively.

5.. To encourage the development of sound mental, moral, and physical
health.
II.

Teacher Education Currlculums

A primary function of the college is the improvement of the quality of education
and the preparation of better teachers for the schools of the state of Minnesota:
1. By increasing understanding of the child as a growing, developing personality.

2.

By increasing knowledge and understanding of those subject areas in
which they will eventually teach.

3. By providing knowledge of and skills in handling the tools of education.
4.

By fostering the development of a philosophy of education.

5. By developing wholesome attitudes toward the ethics of the teaching
profession.
6.

By facilitating the use of research in all fields which will affect professional
and personal life.

7.

By encouraging the development of leadership qualities.

III.

Other Professional Curriculums

Related courses of study are offered in certain other professional fields to provide
adequate backgrounds of general knowledge and specific skills. The specific
objectives of these curriculums are:

IV.

1.

To provide information concerning the status of various occupations and
to encourage an appreciation of the services they offer to society.

2.

To foster the development of occupational and professional competence.

Liberal Arts Curriculum

The Liberal Arts Curriculums amplify the objectives of the General Education
Curriculum, providing extended opportunities for acquiring desirable knowledge,
attitudes, experiences, and skills. Within-the major and minor sequences which
are offered in many fields, the student has opportunities for ·general study or for
specialization leading to numerous vocational pursuits and to effective living. The
curriculums are especially suitable for:
1. The student who has not yet chosen his profession.
2.

The student who after graduation will engage in those pursuits which do
not require a more specific vocational education, and
·

3. The student who plans advanced study in graduate school.
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V.

Pre-Professional Curriculums

The courses of study in the Pre-Professional Curriculums are designed and arranged
to provide the necessary background of knowledge and skills preparatory to technical and professional education in other colleges and universities.
LOCATION

The college is located in the city of St. Cloud which has a population of about
28,000. St. Cloud is on the transcontinental lines of the Great Northern and the
Northern Pacific Railways. Branch lines also pass through the city. Bus lines
furnish hourly transportation to Minneapolis and St. Paul and buses run at frequent intervals from St. Cloud to most of the Jarger cities and towns of Central
Minnesota.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Stewart Hall. This modern $1,500,000 building with its distinctive marble entrance has been the center of college activities ever since its completion five years
ago. Containing more then 200 classrooms and offices, the building also houses
laboratories, lounges, museums, music rooms, a post office, a book store, a cafeteria,
industrial arts shops, a well-equipped stage, and a modern auditorium seating
1,200. The building was named for Warren H. Stewart, St. Cloud attorney who
was Resident Director of the college from 1938 to 1948 and president of the State
Teachers College Board from 1941 until his resignation as Resident Director.
David L. Kiehle Library. The new college library, in use now for one year, is a
masterpiece of planning to provide the best possible combination of beauty, comfort and utility. Maximum use has been made of its site on the bank of the
Mississippi River. Picture windows nearly 20 feet long and seven feet high look
out over the river on each of the three floors. Since the ground slopes away toward
the river, the entrance to the building is on the middle or main floor, with either
the upper or lower floor only a short flight of stairs away. The floor plans emphasize easy access to the book shelves instead of the traditional separation of book
stacks from reading rooms. One of the most important sections of the library is
the Audio Visual Center at the north end of the lower floor. This includes two
classrooms with complete audio-visual facilities, a central office, a photographic
dark room, a large listening room, and three individual listening booths. Other
features of the library are an especially attractive Recreational Reading Room,
an outdoor reading area, a curriculum laboratory, and separate classrooms and
conference rooms. The library is named after Dr. David L. Kiehle, second president of the college and a pioneer in Minnesota educational progress.
Riverview School. This is the campus laboratory school which provides professional experience for teachers. Students observe master teachers at work and
participate in teaching under their skilled supervision. It is an elementary and
junior high school.
Nursery School. A well-equipped nursery school is maintained for observation,
demonstration, and student teaching. Although it is not located on the campus,
it is administered as part of Riverview School.
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Eastman Hall. The Physical Education building has one large gymnasium providing a standard basketball floor and seating space for 1,500, two smaller gymnasiums, a tiled swimming pool, dressing rooms, classrooms and offices. It is named
in honor of Alvah Eastman, a former resid~nt director.
Music Studio. This small building south of Eastman Hall, is used for individual
lessons in voice, piano and violin. Practice rooms are provided for vocal and
instrumental students.
Lawrence Hall. This red brick residence hall for freshman women is located
along the river between Stewart Hall and Kiehle Library. It accommodates 130
students.
Shoemaker Hall. This dignified-looking women's dormitory is located on the
highest point of the campus, on the crest of a long, sloping hill overlooking the
Tenth Street Bridge across the Mississippi River. It is the traditional residence
hall for upperclass women.
Carol Hall. Originally one of the most distinguished private residences of the
city, Carol Hall was especially easy to adapt as a women's dormitory. It is located
on the west side of First Avenue, just across the street from the northwest corner of
the campus proper.
Brainard Hall. Located directly across from Selke Field, Brainard Hall will
accommodate 108 men. It is a one-story, white cement block building with a large
fireplace, dining room and kitchen in the center and student rooms on the north and
south wings.

Alice M. Eastman Home. Left to the college by Alvah Eastman and named
in honor of his wife, this former private residence provides living quarters for
several women students. It is located on Fifth Avenue South across the street
from Barden Park.
Cafeteria. The college cafeteria in Stewart Hall overlooks the Mississippi River,
and the entire eastern wall is glass to take full advantage of the view. The cafeteria is run on a non-profit basis with prices just high enough to take care of costs.
There is a large main room and-a separate faculty dining room.
Museum. Located on the third floor of Stewart Hall, the Science department
museum contains several interesting collections. There is a biological collection of
mammals, birds, butterflies and insects; a geoiogical collection of rocks, minerals
and fossils; and herbarium containing hundreds of classified specimens of plants.

a

Student Lounges. The attractively-furnished student lounges on the first and
second floor of Stewart Hall are used for visiting and studying during school hours,
for weekend dances, and occasionally for meetings. Each of them has a television
set, paid for out of student funds. Smoking is permitted in the second floor lounge.
Talahi Lodge. A half mile south of the college on a high knoll on the east side of
the Mississippi River is Talahi Lodge, an attractive log building that has become
very popular for parties and meetings. The lodge has a spacious living room, a
large fire place, appropriate furnishings, and excellent kitchen facilities. Nearby
are the toboggan and ski slides, outdoor fireplaces, tables and benches, and a large
council ring.
13
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Selke Field. The varsity athletic field, Selke Field, is located several blocks east
of the college across the Tenth Street bridge. Its 18 acres include a baseball diamond, a cinder track, and a well-lighted football field. The grandstand seats
3,000. The field was named after former president George Selke.
J.C. Brown Field. Located directly west of Shoemaker Hall, J.C. Brown Field
is used primarily for intramural sports and outdoor activity of physical education
classes. The hockey rink is set up there during the winter months. The tennis
courts are just across the street to the north.
George W. Friedrich Park. This 130 acre tract one mile east of the campus
contains a picnic area, a quarry, and the college tree nurseries.

The Islands. The college owns an extensive group of islands in the Mississippi
River one half mile south of the campus. Bridges once connected nine of the
larger islands but they have been destroyed by an ice jam; plans are underway to
replace them. The islands form a valuable outdoor laboratory for the study of
plant and anhnal life in relatively undisturbed conditions.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS
ADMISSION
WHO MAY BE ADMITTED

High School Graduates.
1. Graduates of high schools accredited by one of more of the following agencies.
a. The regional accrediting association of the region in which the high
school is located.
b. The state university of the state in which the high school is located.
c. An accrediting agency other than one of the two named but acceptable to one or both of them.
2. Graduates of non-accredited high schools upon successful completion of
examinations administered by the local State Teachers College or by the
chief state school authorities of the state in which the high school is located.
Students who are not high school graduates.
1. Adults over the age of 21, and veterans who completed service in the
armed forces prior to January 1, 1949, upon certification by proper school
authorities of the successful completion of the General Education Development Examination, High School Level, administered by authorized
agencies.
2. Adults over the age of 21 upon successful completion of high school equivalency examinations other, than the General Education Development
Examination, approved and administered by the local State Teachers
College faculty or by other authorized agencies.
Transfer Students.
Transfer students previously admitted to institutions of higher learning accredited by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education or by
the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools or comparable regional accrediting association and who have been honorably dismissed
by the institution granting previous admission.
ADMISSION PROCEDURE

High School Graduates.
Graduates of accredited high schools, or equivalent, are admitted to either the
Provisional Elementary or Four Year Curriculum. Applicants for admission
must submit a statement of their credits, certified by the superintendent or the
principal of the high school from which they were graduated. Application
blanks for admission may be obtained from the superintendent or will be sent
upon request from the college. The blank should be on file in the Office of the
Registrar several weeks before the opening of the college.
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Non High School Graduates.
Proceed as above after having submitted to the proper school authorities
evidence of the successful completion of the General Educational Development Examination, High School Level. Or present to the college other e~dence of high school equivalence.
Tran.sfer Students.
Proceed as above. Transfer students must submit transcripts from all institutions of higher learning previously attended. Request the Registrar of the
institution of higher learning, from which credits are to be transferred, for an
official transcript of credits to be sent directly to the Registrar of this college.
High School Normal Training Department graduates must submit the record of their training and teaching experience.
DESIRABLE QUALITIES AND APTITUDES
Good health, good character, qualities of leadership, and adequate scholastic aptitude typify the successful college student. If a student plans to enter teaching as a
profession, he must be free from marked physical deficiencies, speech impediments,
and nervousness. Students who have ranked in the lowest fourth of their high
school classes rarely succeed in teacher education and are not encouraged to choose
a vocation which demands a college education. They may experience difficulty
meeting competition in the college environment.
TIME OF ENTRANCE
Students may enter at the beginning of any quarter or summer session and pursue
their work until graduation.

TRANSFER AND OTHER ADVANCED CREDIT

.
Credits averaging a grade of C or better and earned in accredited institutions of
higher learning are accepted so far as they fit into the curriculum which the student
selects, with correspondence credits counted as part of the total correspondence
credit allowed to apply towards each specific curriculum.
.

Students who have completed one year of High School Teacher Training work in a
Minnesota high school after graduation from an accredited four-year high school
will be allowed 48 quarter hours of transfer credit, except that no re-evaluation will
be made if the student has already used High School Teacher Training transfer
credit in completing one of the college curriculums before May 12, 1962.
Graduates of the five-year curriculum discontinued in the Minnesota State Teachers Colleges in 1927 shall be granted 96 quarter hours of credit toward a Bachelor's
degree.
Advanced credits not to exceed 36 quarter hours may be granted on the basis of the
General Education Development Examinations, College Level, provided the student has not used the General Education Development Examinations,High School
Level, to satisfy the final four high school units. If used to satisfy less than four
high school units, college credit may be granted in proportion to the number of
units satisfied, for example: 1 unit- ¾ , 2 units-½.
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Veterans entering a Minnesota State Teachers College will be given credit for
military service in line with the recommendations of the American Council on
Education, Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experience in the Armed
Services, to the extent that work is applicable to the curriculum to be followed.
Students transferring from Junior Colleges shall be required to take a minimum of
96 quarter hours in order to graduate with the bachelor's degree.
Students transferring to this college may be required to take at least 12 quarter
hours in their major field exclusive of student teaching and at least 8 hours in the
minor field exclusive of student teaching in residence at the St. Cloud State Teachers College.

RESIDENCE, EXTENSION, CORRESPONDENCE CREDITS
DEFINITIONS

Residence credit shall be credit earned in courses taken on the campus of a Minnesota State Teachers College.
Extension credit shall be credit earned in courses taken off the college campus
under the direction of a Minnesota State Teachers College.
Correspondence credit shall be credit earned in courses taken by correspondence
through an accredited institution of higher learning.
REGULATIONS

Candidates for graduation from a four-year curriculum shall be in residence a
minimum of three quarters and shall earn a minimum of 45 quarter hours of residence credit in the college awarding the degree during the junior and senior years, 8
of which shall be earned during the last quarter preceding graduation.
Candidates for graduation from the 96 hour curriculum shall earn a minimum of 48
quarter hours in the Minnesota State Teachers Colleges, 32 quarter hours of which
shall be earned in the college which awards the diploma. Sixteen of these 32
quarter hours must be earned in residence.
Candidates for graduation from any other curriculum shall earn a minimum of 45
quarter hours in any one State Teachers College, including a minimum of 32 quarter
hours in residence, at least 8 of which shall be earned in the last quarter preceding
graduation.
A maximum of 9 quarter hours of correspondence credit may be allowed in the six
or seven quarter curriculum; 12 in the eight or nine quarter curriculum; and 15 in
the four-year curriculum.
Extension credit toward graduation shall conform to the standards of those accrediting agencies of which the college is a member.

COMMON CURRICULAR PRACTICES
GENERAL CURRICULAR PATTERN

The general curricular pattern of the Minnesota State Teachers Colleges shall include .60-68 quarter hours in general education; 30-56 quarter hours in professional
education and the balance in suitable courses in areas of specialization.
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1. In the case of transfer students who have had two or more years of general
education in an accredited institution of higher learning, it is assumed that
the college will determine if the general education requirement of the
Teachers College has been satisfied.
2. In special cases and on the basis of comprehensive tests or other evaluation
appropriate substitution of advanced college work may be made for requirements at lower levels.

STUDENT PROGRAM

The normal quarterly load for students shall be 16-18 quarter hours. Permission
to carry more than this amount of load shall be granted only in exceptional cases
or to those students whose cumulative honor point ratio is 2.0 or better. A student
shall not be allowed to carry in excess of 20 quarter hours during any one quarter.
During the summer session, the normal load shall be 8 quarter hours. A student
shall not be allowed to carry in excess of 10 quarter hours in any one summer session.
No change in program may be made without the approval of the adviser. No
credit can be allowed for work taken which does not appear on the program on file
in the registrar's office.
AUDITORS

Auditors may enroll for courses by securing the permission of the Administration
and by paying the regular fee. Auditors are not permitted to take examinations
for credit.
DAILY SCHEDULE AND STUDY HOURS

School is in session five days each week. The college maintains high scholastic
standards and special attention is given to the development of proper study habits.
Evening study hours are observed, except during week-ends.
WITHDRAWAL
A student who finds it necessary to leave the school before the close of a quarter
should make arrangements with the Dean of Women or the Dean of Men for honorable dismissal. If it is impossible to do this before leaving, the student should
write to the dean as soon as possible, explaining fully the reasons for leaving.
Clearance certificates are also necessary for withdrawals at the end of the quarter.

PENALTIES

Credits for each quarter are withheld until the student has cleared his record at the
library and the business office.
TRANSCRIPTS

The original transcript of a student's record will be mailed upon request without
cost to the student. A charge of $1.00 is made for each additional transcript. No
transcript will be issued unless all obligations to the college have been paid, all
credits cleared, and admission requirements met.
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REGULATIONS GOVERNING EXTENSION COURSES

Each quarter hour of credit shall require a minimum of ten clock hours (600 minutes)
of classroom work. Each additional hour of credit shall require a proportionately
increased number of clock hours of classroom work.
The number of class sessions shall be regulated by the number of clock hours required for the completion of the course. The sessions shall not be abbreviated by
crediting time for intermissions to the total number of clock hours.
The qualification of faculty members offering extension work shall be equivalent
to the qualifications of faculty members offering courses in the regular schedule.
Extension courses shall be included as a part of the instructional load for faculty
members.
Faculty members offering extension courses during the regular year shall be compensated for travel and other necessary expenses incurred in connection with their
off-campus assignment, but no additional salary shall be allowed.
The recommended minimum enrollment for extension classes given on the campus
is 15, for off-campus 20. Courses may be offered for classes with smaller enrollment, provided that within a given quarter the program of such extension courses
shall not be operated at a loss to the college.
Each off-campus center dperated during the summer will be in session as many
weeks as are required on the campus, but shall total not less than thirty days. The
clock hours of class work for each credit hour shall be the same as is required on the
campus-ten clock hours of class work for each quarter hour of credit.
The work done in the off-campus center shall be equal in quality and quantity to
regular college work.
Teachers employed full time shall be permitted to enroll for no more than four.
quarter hours in Minnesota State Teachers College extension courses during any
one quarter.
Extension courses offered on the campus shall be governed by the rules for extension classes, but the credit will be recorded as residence credit.
The tuition fee for both on-campus and off-campus students will be $4.00 for each
quarter hour of credit.
DIPLOMAS: TEACHER EDUCATION-PROVIS~ONAL CURRICULUMS

Diplomas may be granted upon the completion of 96 quarter hours of credit (1) to
those graduates of Minnesota High School Teacher Training Departments who
completed the High School Teacher Training Department as a fifth year of work
before July 1, 1950, provided the 96 quarter hour curriculum is ·completed before
September 1, 1955, and (2) to any student who had started on the two-year elementary program in a Minnesota State Teachers College before July 1, 1950, provided
the 96 quarter hour curriculum is completed before September 1, 1955.
Diplomas may be granted upon completion of 112 quarter hours of credit to those
students who began a shorter elementary curriculum at a Minnesota State Teachers
College before September 1, 1952, provided the 112 quarter hour curriculum is
completed before March 1, 1954.
·
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Diplomas may be granted upon completion of 128 quarter hours of credit to those
students who began a shorter elementary curriculum at a Minnesota State Teachers
College before September 1, 1954, provided the 128 quarter hour curriculum is
completed before March 1, 1957.
·
Diplomas may be granted upon completion of 144 quarter hours of credit to those
students who began a shorter elementary curriculum at a Minnesota State Teachers
College before September 1, 1957, provided the 144 quarter hour curriculum is
completed before March 1, 1961.
Students
A. Before
B. Before
C. Before
D. Before

Complete Course In
96 Qr. Hrs.
112 Qr. Hrs.
128 Qr. Hrs.
144 Qr. Hrs.

Enrolling
July 1, 1950
Sept. 1, 1952
Sept. 1, 1954
Sept. 1, 1957

Students in categories A and B must complete courses by March 1, 1954.
Students in category C must complete by March 1, 1957.
Students in category D must complete by March 1, 1961.
DEGREES

The Associate in Arts degree may be granted upon the successful completion of
terminal curriculums in general education or in specialized fields, such curriculums
to include a minimum of 96 quarter hours of credit.
The Bachelor of Science degree may be granted upon the successful completion of a
minimum of 192 quarter hours of credit in a curriculum designed for the preparation of teachers and including courses in professional education in addition to
courses in general education and in fields of specialization.
The Bachelor of Arts degree may be granted upon the successful completion of a
minimum of 192 quarter hours of credit in a curriculum consisting of courses in
general education and in major and minor fields of concentration.
The ~innesota State Teachers Colleges may recommend for teaching certificates
only those students who have earned the Bachelor of Science degree or a diploma
based upon the successful completion of a teacher-education curriculum.
Both four year degrees, the Bachelor of Arts degree and the Bachelor of Science
degree, may be awarded to a student only on the completion of 192 quarter hours
of credit in addition to the professional work required for the Bachelor of Science
degree.
SCHOLARSHIP REQUIREMENTS
Marking.

The work of students is marked according to the following divisions: grade A
meaning excellent; B, very good; C, average; D, passing; and E, failing. In
transcribing marks, the following per cent equivalents of these letters have been
agreed upon: 93 per cent for A, 87 per cent for B, 82 per cent for C, 76 per cent
for D. Students who withdraw officially from the class pi;-evious to the midterm period will be reported "withdrawn" (W). After the mid-term period
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students who are doing satisfactory work will be reported "withdrawn satisfactory" (WS). Students whose work is failing at the time of official withdrawal from class, will be reported "withdrawn unsatisfactory" (WU), providing the withdrawal occurs previous to the expiration of two-thirds of the
sessions. After that time the grade "E" will be recorded. Courses not
completed during the regularly scheduled period will be recorded as "Incomplete." Such "Incomplete" must be removed by students within a year in
order to receive credit for the course.
Honor Points.
The following system of honor points is used in all courses and curricula: A
grade of A, three points per quarter hour credit; B, two points; C, one point;
D, no points; E, minus one honor point for each quarter hour.
A student must have at least as many honor points as credits in the prerequisites for student teaching as well as in all the subjects taken before he is assigned to teaching, and as many honor points as credits before he is graduated
from any curriculum.
For graduation from the teacher education curriculum students must have as
many honor points as credits in student teaching.
Each student who completes a degree curriculum with an average of at least
two honor points per quarter hour credit (but less than two and one-half) is
graduated with "scholastic honors." Each student with an average of at
least two and one-half honor points per quarter hour credit is graduated with
"high scholastic honors."
Deficiencies in Honor Points.
Deficiencies in honor points are considered unsatisfactory. Any student with
a deficiency of 50 per cent of honor points per quarter shall be placed on probation. A student on probation shall be continued on probation until his
marks improve sufficiently to balance his deficit.
A student who remains on probation two quarters in succession shall be called
before the Student Progress Committee for consideration of his academic
status.
Any transfer student admitted to the college is automatically placed on probation, and the probationary regulations of this institution apply thereafter
if the student was on probation at the time of his withdrawal from the previous institution attended. If the student has been refused readmission for
any reason by the institution he previously attended, he is ineligible for admission to this institution, except as follows: the student may make application in writing to appear before the Student Progress Committee. He must
be prepared to review for this committee his progress at the previous institution attended, and present his reasons for requesting admission to this institution. The committee will consider each case on its individual merits,
and either grant or deny admission as a result thereof. The committee may
stipulate the terms of admission if admission is granted. Application for appearance before the committee should be directed to the Dean of Academic
Administration.
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APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO THE SENIOR COLLEGE AND
FOR ADMISSION TO THE SECOND YEAR OF THE PROVISIONAL
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROGRAM

All students who expect to become candidates for the degree Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science shall, when their completed credits equal or exceed 68 quarter
hours, make application for admission to the Senior College. All students who
expect to become candidates for the Provisional Elementary School Program shall,
when their completed credits equal or exceed 51 quarter hours, make application
for admission to the second year of this course.
On the application blank, obtained from the offices of the Dean of Women and the
Dean of Men, the student shall declare his objective for further study, report the
first and second year constants completed with the grade therefor, and designate
his preferences as to majors and minors.
The completed blank shall be filed with the Dean of Women or the Dean of Men
within 6 weeks after completion of the number of credit hours before mentioned.
The student's file shall be supplied with information concerning general personality
rating, test records, speech defects,. health status, and academic standing which
must average "C" or higher. The application shall then be reviewed and approved
by the student's counselor, his major and minor academic advisers in order.
Final disposition of the application shall be determined by a faculty committee of
which the Dean of Academic Administration shall be chairman.
ACTIVITY POINT SYSTEM

The Student Council has set up an activity point system for the purpose of recognition of membership and participation in the extra-curricular program of the
college, also to regulate the number of activities for each student according to the
scholastic record made by the student. A minimum number of points (6) to be
acquired before graduation from the Provisional Elementary School Program insures participation by every student. Twelve points are required before graduation from the four-year course. This point system is placed on the Student Council bulletin board for referep.ce. Each college student should check his own activity
record each quarter. The limitations should be noted. A student committee
records the points earned on the activity record card in the Student Organization
Office.

STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
ENTERING FRESHMEN AND TRANSFER STUDENTS

Entering freshmen and all new students are urged to come to the campus for a
personal interview during the summer months. It is advisable to write for an
appointment in advance. The student should contact the Director of Student
Personnel, Room 13, Psycho-Educational Clinic, the Dean of Women, Room 107,
Stewart Hall, or tqe Dean of Men, Room 110 d, Stewart Han: These individuals
will confer with the student or make referral to the proper agency where the student's interests, abilities and needs will be given attention.
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FRESHMEN WEEK-FRESHMEN CAMP

Entering freshmen will meet in the auditorium, Stewart Hall, Tuesday, September
8 at 7 :30 a.m. Scheduled physical examinations and psychological testing will
begin immediately. On Wednesday, September 9, all freshmen will be transported
by bus to the Assembly Grounds, Lake Koronis, Paynesville, Minnesota, for a
three day freshmen camp. The camp is staffed by faculty and upper class counselors. The program includes additional psychological testing, orientation discussion,
camp fires, talent shows, nature hikes, swimming, dancing, softball, archery, volley
ball, crafts and the organization of freshmen musical groups.
Return to campus will be made on Saturday, September 12. Registration for all
freshmen will be held Monday, September 14, beginning at 8:00 a.m. in Eastman
Hall.
TRANSFER STUDENTS

All transfer students will meet in Stewart Hall Auditorium on Thursday, September
10, at 8:00 a.m. Scheduled physical examinations and psychological testing will
begin immediately. The orientation program for transfer students will extend
through Friday, September 11. Registration will be held Monday, September 14,
beginning at 8:00 a.m. in Eastman Hall.
VETERANS

The college is approved for educating veterans under Public Laws 16, 346 and 550
(Korean Veterans). Veterans should have certificate of eligibility or other
authorizing documents at the time of registration. These may be obtained
through the Veterans Administration Office, Fort Snelling, Minnesota, or the
nearest County Veterans Office.
The Dean of Men is the veterans representative on campus and will process the
necessary papers in Room 110 d. He is in a position to help with housing, subsistence, and other problems. Veterans are encouraged to utilize his services and
those ·of the Military Affairs Committees for advice and counsel.

LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
RESIDENCE HALLS-WOMEN

The college has four modern residence halls for women: Shoemaker Hall for upperclass women, Lawrence Hall, Carol Hall, and the Eastman Home for freshmen and
selected upperclass counselors. These halls provide spacious lounges, recreation
rooms, student laundries, kitchenettes, and sewing rooms, which contribute to the
comfort and convenience of the residents. The social, educational, and cultural
advantages derived from living in this environment are of great value. Many
social functions for the students and faculty take place in these attractive college
residences.
Lawrence Hall and Shoemaker Hall student rooms are equipped with two closets, two single beds with air-spring mattresses, pillows, bedspreads, bed linens,
blankets, study tables, dresser, I.E.S. lamps, curtains, rugs, and chairs. Towels
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and dresser scarfs are not furnished. An additional lamp may be provided by the
student (if desired) without extra charge for electricity.
Carol Hall is a beautiful granite residence hall, which provides sleeping and study
rooms for thirty young women. The first floor includes the living room and study
rooms. The second and third floors are used only for sleeping quarters. The
rooms are equipped with closets, double bunks, mattresses, pillows, bed linens,
blankets, tables, lamps, dressers, curtains and chairs. Towels and dresser scarfs
are not furnished. Students living at Carol Hall board at Lawrence Hall.
The Alice M. Eastman Home is a residence hall which accommodates five freshman girls. The home is attractively equipped and entirely furnished, the women
having to supply only towels and dresser scarfs.

RESIDENCE HALL-MEN

Brainard Hall will accommodate seventy-four men. Each student room is equipped
with closet space, two single beds, pillows, bed linens, blankets, study tables, chest
of drawers, study lamps, curtains, rug and chairs. Towels and dresser scarfs are
not furnished. Comfortable lounges, recreation rooms, a study hall and a laundry
area are available for hall residents.
RESIDENCE HALL-ADMISSIONS INFORMATION

Application for rooms with an accompanying deposit of $5.00 should be addressed
to the Dean of Women or Dean of Men. Please state definite period for reservations, i.e., summer sessions (1 or 2) or regular college year. Checks should be
made payable to the State Teachers College. Ten cents for exchange should be
added to personal checks. Postal money orders are accepted without discount.
Reservations for the fall quarter may be cancelled with refund of the $5.00 deposit
fee up to August 15, 1953. Freshmen and new students must claim their rooms by
noon on Tuesday, September 8, unless the house director of each residence hall has
been notified of late arrival. Rooms must be claimed by upperclassmen Tuesday,
September 15, 4:00 P.M.
Preference in choice of rooms is given in the order of application and subject to the
approval of the house director. Students who wish to reserve a room in any of the
halls are urged to make reservations at as early a date as possible.
The residence halls are closed to students during the Thanksgiving, Christmas, and
Easter vacation periods. If necessary, special arrangements for living quarters
during these vacation periods can be made with the college deans.
All students from outside the city are expected to live in the college residence halls
in so far as accommodations are available. Students who, because of delay in reserving a room or for any other reason, find it necessary to live in privately-owned
student houses, must make application to the Dean of Women or the Dean of Men.
Lists of student homes which meet the standards required may be obtained in the
offices of the Deans. The residence halls will be open to freshmen and upperclass
counselors of the 1953 fall quarter any time after noon September 7. The first
meal will be served Tuesday, September 8.
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All business transactions such as paying for board and room are made with the
college cashier at Stewart Hall.
At present the charge for board and room at all residence halls is $13.50 perweek.
The college may increase charges to the maximum authorized by the State Teachers College Board which is now $15.00 per week. An attempt is made to keep
costs to students as low as possible. The same low cost policy prevails for the
operation of the College Cafeteria.
All bills for board and room must be paid in advance by the quarter or by the
month. No discount is made for absences of less than a week, except in case of
regular vacations as indicated. Rooms in the residence halls are not reserved for less
time than a college year except to those who graduate during the year.
ACCOMMODATIONS IN PRIVATE HOMES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The college has approved homes near the campus where students may obtain either
board and room or do light housekeeping. An approval card displayed in the
window of these homes will identify them. The standard equipment in these
living quarters includes: adequate closet space, dresser, study table and lamp,
chairs, bed, bed linen, blanket, bedspread, wastebasket, rug and curtains. Towels
and dresser scarfs are not furnished. The light housekeeping facilities provide
storage space for food, a kitchen equipped with stove, sink, cupboards,refrigerator,
table, chairs, and dishes.
The housemothers maintain a pleasant and comfortable environment for the college
students who come into their homes. Social occasions are planned and each home
is a unit organized to provide experiences for the enrichment and development of
each student. The cost of room varies from $4.00 to $5.00 per week per student.
This charge includes the use of light, gas, heat and water, as well as the furnishings
stated above.
It is understood that rooms in private homes are rented for the full quarter, unless
other arrangements are especially made in advance with the housemother.
The best social, mental, and physical conditions prevail when student's living
quarters are not crowded.
Students are not permitted to change rooming or boarding places without permission from the college authorities. Those who wish to live with friends or relatives
must secure permission from the Deans.
It is understood that college men and women are not allowed to room in the same
house. Exception is permitted only when living arrangements provide separate
entrances and living quarters.
VETERANS HOUSING

The college provides forty-eight housing units, located at Selke Field. Each unit
consists of living room, two bedrooms, kitchen and bath.
Married students, both veteran and non-veteran, may apply for these units, but
veteran applicants will be given preference. The date of application and number
of dependents will also be considered in making assignments.
Applications are processed through the office of the Dean of Men. Requests for
application forms should be directed to his office.
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COST OF ATTENDANCE
Deposit Fee-Each student is required to deposit $3.00 at time of registration to
cover breakage, loss of books, library fines, keys, locks, etc. If the student incurs
any charges of this type, deduction will be made from the deposit fee. Any balance
will be refunded at the end of the year.
Gymnasium Fee-A charge of $1.00 per quarter or $3.00 for the school year is
made for towel service. (Clean t owels are furnished daily.) The student is required to pay the full amount the first quarter he enrolls in a Physical Education
Class. Gymnasium suits and shoes should not be purchased until after conference
with the instructor. The approximate cost of a suit is $5.00.
Locker Service-Each registered student is entitled to the free use of a steel
locker.

Books-Textbooks may be purchased in the textbook library.
Student Activity Fee-A term fee of $10.00 is charged each student. This
covers (1) ticket s of admission to lectures, concerts, and plays given as numbers on
the regular entertainment course, (2) college convocations, (3) athletic contests,
(4) college health service, (5) the college paper, (6) the college yearbook, (7) the
college directory, (8) all college social and recreational activities, (9) Talahi
Lodge.

Tuition-Tuition for students residing in Minnesota is $20.00 per quarter. For
non-residents the charge is $25.00 per quarter. Payment of tuition is required as
part of the registration.
SUMMARY OF EXPENSES

Board and room per quarter for 12 weeks, Residence Halls .................... $162.00
Deposit fee.... ........................................................................................................ 3.00
Gymnasium fee...................................................................................................... 1.00
Student Activity fee, per quarter.................................................................... 10.00
Tuition, per quarter............................................................................................ 20..00
Total ........................................................................................ $196.00

Special FeesFreshman Camp fee:........... ................................................................................ $
*Lessons in Orchestral Instruments, per quarter..........................................
*Lessons in Piano, per quarter.. ......................................................................
*Lessons in Voice, per quarter..........................................................................
Certificate fee.. ......................................................................................................
Life membership, Alumni Association..............................................................
Fees are payable in advance at the beginning of each quarter.
*No fees charged with music majors and minors for required credits.
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EMPLOYMENT AND LOAN FUNDS
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Off Campus Employment. There are many opportunities for students who desire part time work in return for room and board or financial remuneration. Applications for these positions should be made to the Dean of Men or the Dean of
Women during August if placement is requested at the beginning of the fall quarter.
Students may ask the assistance of the deans in locating work any time during the
college year. The college is interested in helping all deserving students who find
it necessary to earn part of their expenses. Students who are employed while
attending college are required to adjust the college load to their time and ability.

SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
Alpha Psi Omega Scholarships. TheHonoraryDramaticsFraternity,AlphaPsi
Omega, offers scholarships to two high school seniors who have applied and have
demonstrated their abilities in the annual speech festival held at St. Cloud Teachers
College. In order to make application, the high school senior must have completed
a one-semester course in speech at the high school level and must have been active
in co-curricular speech activities. Only one senior may make application from
each high school. The scholarships are intended for those who need financial
assistance without which the student would find it virtually impossible to pursue a
college education.
Kathrine Kimball Eastman Memorial Fund. The college was the recipient of
a generous gift in 1933. Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Eastman presented through the
Minerva Literary Society, a United States Bond of one thousand dollars. This is
designated in memory of their daughter, a former Minerva, as the Kathrine Kimball Eastman Memorial Fund. The income from the bonds is to be used annually
to help two worthy students who have been selected on the basis of character,
scholarship and citizenship.

Alice M. Eastman Scholarship Fund . In 1935, Mr. Alvah Eastman presented
the college with a thousand dollars to be known as the Alice M. Eastman Scholarship Fund. In 1936, Mr. Eastman added another thousand dollars to this fund.
The income from the fund is used to aid students of merit selected by the college
staff.
Stephen H. Somsen Scholarship. This scholarship was established in 1936
through a bequest by Stephen H. Sornsen who was for many years a member of the
State Teachers College Board. The purpose of the scholarship is "to aid worthy
and needy students in and at the college in paying their expenses while in attendance thereat ... upon consideration of character, school standing, need, and general
ability."
Zonta Club Scholarship. The Zonta Club of the St. Clold Area is a classified
women's service organization which provides two scholarships to be awarded each
year to an outstanding and deserving senior girl from the Technical High School
and from Cathedral High School. The Scholarship Committee of the St. Cloud
State Teachers College selects the students to recj:!ive these scholarships which
covers tuition and activity fees for one year.
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STUDENT LOAN FUNDS

Clarence L. Atwood Loan Fund. In 1930, Mrs. Mary E. Atwood, through a
generous provision in her will, bequeathed the sum of five thousand dollars to the
college. This fund is known as the Clarence L. Atwood Scholarship Fund, so
named in memory of her husband, who for many years served efficiently as resident
director of the college. This bequest is used to aid deserving students depending
in whole or in part upon their earnings for support while attending the college.
Student Loan Fund. A group of public spirited citizens of St. Cloud contributed
seventy dollars in 1890 to begin the first Student Loan Fund at the college. This
has been added to in various ways by many people since that time until the several
funds at present total approximately ten thousand dollars. Students and alumni
are largely to be credited with the establishment of the W. A. Shoemaker, the
Isabel Lawrence, the Elspa Dopp, the Carrie E. Minich, and the Beulah Douglas
Memorial Funds.

The Twentieth Century Club Loan Fund. For a long period of time the
Twentieth Century Club of St. Cloud has contributed fifty dollars yearly to the
college. This amount is added to the Student Loan Fund in the name of the student selected annually as the best college citizen.
Alumni Association Loan Fund. This fund is open to entering freshmen who
may be in need of assistance at the beginning of their college work, such assistance
to be granted on a basis of merit and need. Applications should be placed with the
Deans.
A. W. S. Scholarship Loan. In 1943, the Associated Women Students established
a scholarship loan for the purpose of financially aiding a worthy freshman girl.
Character, high school academic record, need, and general ability are considered in
the selection of the student to receive this loan.

SERVICES FOR STUDENTS
ADMISSION AND RECORDS OFFICE

Information regarding admission and records may be secured in the registrar's
office, Room 111, Stewart Hall. See "Admissions."
DEAN OF ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION

The office of the Dean of Academic Administration cooperates with the Junior
College Counselors and Academic Advisers in assisting students with such problems
as: adjustment of class load, adjustment of class schedule, faculty-student relationships, academic progress, special problems of admission and attendance, and
registration. All matters pertaining to the academic program of the college are
cleared through this office.
THE DEAN OF WOMEN AND THE DEAN OF MEN

The Deans cooperate in the administration of the student academic and personnel
program. It is their responsibility to provide the services necessary in the coordinated program concerned with the total development of the students.
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Within the offices of the Deans the following services are rendered: permanent
cumulative personnel records; consultants for the college service organizations and
military service; training of selected upperclass students to act as counselors for new
students; assistance in the administration of the co-curriculum program of the
college; housing of students in the college residence halls and in off-campus approved private homes; loans, and part-time employment.
HEALTH SERVICE

The Health Service provides:
1. Physical examination for all new and transfer students and all candidates for

graduation.
2. Control of communicable diseases.
a. Mobile Unit chest X-ray, Mantoux and Schick tests, serology test, and
immunization for Diphtheria.
b. In case of illness:
(1) All students who are ill should report to the Health Service immediate-

ly on the first day of illness.
make a home call.

If special care is needed, the nurse will

(2) After the illness, to assure the student and student body that recovery

is complete, the student must be readmitted through the Health
Service before returning to his first class.
3. Laboratory services such as urinalysis and hemoglobin if necessary.
4. Consultation and advisory service concerning individual health problems.

5. Health education materials.
6. A physician is in attendance, one hour daily-Monday through Friday-for
consultation, diagnosis, and treatment.
7. Hospital and medical care only when recommended in advance by authorized
personnel.
a. Hospitalization for acute illness at three days per illness per quarter not
to exceed $5.00 per day for room and board.
b. The cost is not to exceed $20.00 for medical and surgical care due to
injuries incurred in regularly scheduled college activities.
c. Medical and surgical care for students injured while participating in
inter-collegiate athletic events.
d. One physician's office call or home call per illness per quarter, if recommended by authorized personnel.
The Health Service staff includes one full-time public health nurse, one-full time
secretary, two part-time physicians, and two part-time student laboratory assistants. Medical care and first aid are provided under the direction of the physicians.
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HEALTH COUNCIL

The Health Council is the advisory and policy-making committee that formulates
policies for the operation of the health center. It consists of five faculty members
appointed by the president and an equal number of students appointed by the
student council president.
PLACEMENT SERVICE-BUSINESS

The Business Placement Service has a two-fold purpose: it serves Bachelor of Arts
and Associate in Arts degree graduates seeking employment. It serves business
and institutional employers seeking the services of employees with the qualifications and training of our graduates.
Information is collected concerning the aptitudes, experience, character, personality, and training of each graduate in a permanent, confidential file. This information is made available in confidence to employers.
The Business Placement Service gathers information concerning the method of
hiring, type of application required, and employment practices of firms in the upper
midwest. State and federal civil service examination announcements are posted.
The Business Placement Service informs graduates of job opportunities.
The service is available to graduates without charge.
PLACEMENT SERVICE-TEACHERS

This service assists superintendents and school boards in obtaining accurate information concerning the character, personality, training, and experience of graduates of the St. Cloud State Teachers College. Information is collected concerning
graduates, and is kept on file permanently. Whenever possible, the Teacher
Placement Service informs graduates concerning openings. It submits in confidence to employing officials or to other institutional placement bureaus, any data
which it possesses concerning candidates and assists graduates in obtaining worthy
positions. This service is given without charge.
PSYCHO-EDUCATIO,NAL CLINIC

The Psycho-Educational Clinic is operated primarily to serve four needs; first, to
diagnose psychological and educational difficulties of elementary and high school
children in the area, and to suggest remedial programs to be followed; secondly, to
furnish a laboratory situation for students engaged in learning diagnostic and
remedial procedures in reading, counseling, speech, hearing, and other areas;
thirdly, to engage in correcting difficulties that elementary, high school, and college
students are found to have. Such correction program covers reading, personality,
speech, hearing and other areas.
·
School children will be admitted upon the referral of school authorities, while
pre-school children may be referred by parents, social workers, or other interested
individuals. No charge is made for services rendered.
The fourth purpose of the Clinic is to assist college students in making educational,
vocational, personal, or social adjustments through individual interviews or counseling conferences. A complete psychological test library Is maintained, and tests
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in the areas of mental ability, interests, personality, special aptitudes and achievement are frequently used to assist in the counseling process. An educational,
vocational, and personal information library is also provided.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

The office of student activities headed by the Dean of Women and a student cochairman, coordinates the various interests and activities of the student body.
Here students come to arrange for places and dates for different activities such as
meetings, rehearsals, parties, to check out and in materials used for different occasions, to submit statements of expenditures and comments on success of various
affairs, etc. Functioning under the Student Activities office are four committees
composed of faculty members and students; social activities, athletics, organizations, and artists course.

STUDENT ADVISORY SYSTEM
JUNIOR COLLEGE COUNSELORS

All four year degree students are regarded upon entry as general education students
and assigned to Junior College counselors. These counselors assist students in all
phases of adjustment to college life; academic, social and personal. Students remain with them three or four quarters and then apply for transfer to major advisers.
PROVISIONAL ELEMENTARY COUNSELORS

Freshmen students on the Provisional Elementary Curriculum are assigned to Provisional Elementary Counselors who serve the same function as do the Junior
College Counselors. After three quarters, they apply for transfer to Provisional
Elementary Advisers.
PRE-PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS

Those students who plan to take a one, two, or three year course in preparation for
entry into a pr.ofessional school are assigned to Pre-Professional Advisers who aid
them in their program planning as well as personal and social problems.
MAJOR ADVISERS

In each department of the college, one or more staff members are designated as
Major Advisers. These advisers assist students desiring to major or minor in their
departments with their program planning, personal and social problems, vocational
problems, and preparation for graduation.
PROVISIONAL ELEMENTARY ADVISERS

These advisers serve much the same function as the Major Advisers.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
THE ARTISTS COURSE

The artists course each year brings to the campus a variety of entertainment
furnished by nationally recognized artists representing music, dance, drama, and
lecture. There is usually one such evening program each month throughout the
year. Recently such attractions have included the Northwest Sinfonietta, the
Tamburitzans, Coro de Hispanica, Alan Lomax, Dr. Bernard Iddings Bell, the
Katherine Flowers Dancers, Frances Magnes, William Masselos, John Anglin, and
many others. The activity ticket admits students and faculty to the programs.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

The social program is planned by a committee composed of ten faculty members
and ten students. It offers a wide variety of activities to meet the varied interests
of the student body.
The program is planned quarter by quarter with a sub-division of the whole committee in charge of administering it each term. The different student organizations on the campus sponsor the events and a group of facultymembersareassisting
hosts and hostesses.
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS

The Athletic Department is under the general supervision of the Intercollegiate
Athletic Committee, and under the immediate supervision of the Director of
Athletics. The College is a member of the Minnesota-Wisconsin Conference, and
the Minnesota State College Conference. It is committed to tolerate only clean
and wholesome activities and to promote good sportsmanship among contestants
and spectators. The College is represented by intercollegiate teams in football,
basketball, wrestling, track, baseball, tennis, hockey, and golf, and over a period of
years it has made an excellent record in intercollegiate competition. Large squads
are encouraged so that a maximum number of students may enjoy the benefits from
intercollegiate competition. In addition to the varsity squad, freshman squads are
maintained and trained in the major sports.
INTRAMURAL SPOR.TS

The aim of the Intramural Athletic Department is to offer every student and
faculty member opportunity to participate in some wholesome leisure time athletic
activity. Participation in intramural sports is entirely voluntary. It provides
opportunities for students to increase their skills in activities with the fun of friendly competition, provides social contact with other students and develops the spirit
of cooperation and fair play.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Students are encouraged to take an intelligent and active part in a reasonable
number of co-curricular activities. Each organization established on the campus
has a constitution accepted by the Student Council, and two faculty members
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selected as consultants. Meeting time and place are regularly scheduled in the
office of the Dean of Women who assists in administering the college organizations.
The opportunities for participation cover a large area of interests and pleasure. A
well balanced student program chosen to supplement the academic training and to
broaden the cultural experiences is invaluable for prospective teachers. Such
training and enjoyment increases the value of a teacher's work in any community.
DEPARTMENTAL CLUBS, HONORARIES,
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Arts and Letters: Art Club, Band, Camera Craft, Choral Groups, Debate Club,
English Club, Foreign Language Club, Music Club, Orchestra, Players, Poster
Bureau, National Music Educators.

Business and Science: Academy of Science, Aero Club, Business Club, Roberts
Ornithology Club.
Health and Physical Education: Lettermen's Club, Modern Dance Club
(Women), Women's Athletic Association, Women's Mand M Club, Aquatic Club,
Square Dance Club, Pep Club.
Religious Organizations: Baptist Student Fellowship, Canterbury Club,
Lutheran Students Association, Newman Club, St. Cloud Christian Fellowship,
Wesley Foundation, Westminster Fellowship, Young Women's Christian Association.
Scholarship and Education: Alpha Psi Omega(Dramatics honorary), Associatiol} of ·Childhood Education, Chi Sigma Chi (Industrial Arts honorary), Future
Teachers of America, Kappa Delta Pi (Education honorary), Kappa P.i (Art honorary),
Photozeteans (Coed honorary), Pi Omega Pi (Business honorary), Tau Kappa
Alpha (Forensic honorary).
·

Social Science:
publicans.

International Relations Club, Young Democrats, Young Re-

Social Organizations: Al Sirat, Lambda Chi Beta (local men's fraternities),
Married Couples Club, Rangers Club, Twin Cities Club, Women's Societies (4),
Yo-Hi (off-campus women).

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
The Student Council is an administrative group representing the entire college
community. The purposes of the council are to coordinate student activities on
the campus, to effect a·centralized student government, to promote faculty-student
cooperation, to provide a training opportunity in democracy and democratic procedure, to develop leadership, and to promote fine citizenship.
The Associated Women Students includes all women in St. Cloud State Teachers College. It is designed to promote democracy, scholarship, interest, and leadership in student activities and to maintain a high social and morale standard among
the women of the college. Its membership in the Inter-Collegiate Association of
Women Students provides a channel for exchange of ideas, programs of activities
and for direct representation in a national group.
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The Men's Organization represents all the male students of the College. Its
Administration is vested in the eight members of the Men's Council which is the
agency that represents the men students before the administration and the Student
Council.
The Classes, organizations of freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior students
respectively, serve to promote a feeling of class spirit and to plan class projects and
entertainments.
The Inter-Religious Council furthers the interest in the spiritual life of the college students. It acts as a referendum and coordinating agency to carry out the
religious activities in which all of the various religious groups participate as a unit.
The Inter-Society Board considers matters of common interest to all of the
women's so_cieties. It serves as a coordinating group acting only upon the activities which are referred to it from the four societies on the campus or from
other college organizations.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
The Colleae Chronicle is the weekly newspaper published by the students.
Students taking news writing or editing serve on the paper as part of their class
work, but all students are eligible to try out for the staff as co-curricular activity.
The Chronicle has a program of scholarships for those in key editorial positions.
To cover subscription to the Chronicle, 50 cents each quarter is taken from the
student activity fee.
The Talahi is the college yearbook published by the students. Its purpose is to
record the activities of each college year and to give training to students interested
in the production of yearbooks. The Talahi has a program of scholarships for
those in key editorial positions.
The Freshman Handbook, written informally, contains information for new
students.
The College Directory is a publication including the names, college addresses,
telephone and post office numbers of students and members of the college faculty .

•
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COURSES OF STUDY
WHAT THE COLLEGE OFFERS
The college admits graduates of accredited high schools and students of equivalent or more advanced
preparation to the following programs:
1. The four year Bachelor of Science program for teaching in junior and senior high schools, for
teaching and supervision in the elementary schools, for principalships of elementary schools and for
elementary and high school teaching of business education, fine arts, industrial arts, music and
physical education.

2. The Provisional Elementary School Program for teaching in the elementary grades of village,
city or rural schools.
3. The four-year Bachelor of Arts program for students who complete general courses, nonprofessional in character.
4. The Associate in Arts degree for students who have successfully completed 96 quarter hours
of approved courses either in general education or in certain terminal education fields, or in pre-professional areas leading to advanced study in a professional school.

TEACHER EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred on students who complete the four-year course in
teacher education. A minimum of 192 quarter hours arc required for graduation.
The certificate for which the graduate is recommended to the State Department of Education will
indicate the educational field for which the student has prepared.
The four-year course is organized to prepare students for the following fields of educational service,
depending upon the particular curriculum selected:

I. Teaching of general high school subjects, such as English, languages, physical sciences and
social sciences. Opportunity for differentiation in training for either the junior or senior high
school is provided for those who wish the special preparation.

2. Teaching of special subjects such as Business Education, Industrial Arts, Fine Arts, Music, and
Physical Education in the high and elementary schools.

3. Teaching in the elementary field, such as the kindergarten, the primary, intermediate or upper
grades, junior high schools and rural schools.

4. Administration and Supervision in the elementary field as principal or supervisor. Students
who complete this curriculum must meet the special requirements in training and experience
fixed by the State Department of Education.
Certification practices for teachers in Minnesota are prescribed by the State Board of Education and
administered by the State Department of Education. The college recommends graduates of
its several programs for certification by the State Department of education.

Qr. Hrs.

I. CONSTANTS
A. General Education (first and second years)

English:
131 Communication........ ........................... .................................................. .......................... 4
132 Communication.................................................................................................................. 4
133 Communication..... .. ............. ......................................... ................... ............... 4
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Geography 171 Regional Human.............................................................................................. 4
Health Education 115.......... .............................................. ........................................................ 2
History 141 The United States in the Twentieth Century................................................ 4
*Humanities
121 Introduction to Art.... ..................................................................................................... 3
122 Introduction to Literature.. ........................................................................................
3
123 Introduction to Music...................................................................................... .............
3
Mathematics 121 Cultural...... ...................... ............................................................................
Physical Education (4 quarters ).... ...................................................................................... ...
Psychology 101 Educational and Personal Adjustment.... .... .............................................
Psychology 121 General............................................................... ..............................................
*Science
101 Life and Environment (4)
(Elect two of the following)
I02 Transformation and Use of Materials (3 )
'l_;'" (Tu, Transformation and Use of Energy (3 )
'l1!4 Human Development and Problems (3)
105 Use of Matter and Energy (3)

4
4

2
4
10

*Social Sciences
101 Economic Aspect................... .......... .............................................................................. . 3
102 Political Aspect................ .. ................................................... ..................... ................ ... 3
I03 Sociological Aspect ................ .... ........................ ..... ................. ..... ,...... .................... 3

64
B. General Education (senior year only)
Philosophy 459 Educational...... ..................... ..........................................................................

4

Total.. ............................... ....................................................................................................... 68

C. Professional Education (first and second years)

Qr. Hrs.

Education 103 Community Experiences.................... .................................................... ....... 0-4
Education 201 American Public School System.. .. .... .......................................................... 2
Psychology 262 Human Growth and Development.. .. ........................................................ 4
Psychology 263 Guidance of Learning Activities 1..... .......................... ...................... ..... 5
D. Professional Education (third and fourth years)
Education 345 Diagnostic and Evaluative Procedures.......... ........................................... 4
Education 366 Curriculum........................................................................................................ 3
Teaching (in fields of concentration) ........................................................................................ 8-12
Special Methods (secondary only) .. .... .... ........ .. ........ ............................................................ 2-9

II. FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION
A. Elementary
The elementary field emphasizes the professional preparation for teaching in the elementary schools (rural, graded, kindergarten, nursery) , and in the junior high school.
*Need not be taken in sequence
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I. Standard Elementary
Students who complete this curriculum are recommended to receive an Elementary
School Advanced Certificate qualifying them to teach in any rural or graded elementary
school. Qualification in this field requires completion of the following work (deviations
may be approved by the adviser) in addition to the constants :
Arts and Music
Art 150
Music 250

Qr. Hrs.
3

5

Languages and Literature
English 151

4

Mathematics and Science
Mathematics 351
Science 324

2
4

Professional Studies
Education 250
Education 357
Education 415 or 416
Electives in Education
Electives in Psychology
Social Studies
Electives in History
and Geography
Electives

Qr. Hrs.
4

5
4
12
3

7
37-45

Upon consultation with advisers students may use their elective hours to complete
minors in either general or special fields, or may, by taking additional courses, earn a
major in a special field.
2. Kindergarten-Primary

Arts and Music

Qr. Hrs.

Art 150
Music 250

3

5

Languages and Literature
English 151

4

Mathematics and Science
Mathematics 351
Science 324

2
4

Professional Studies
Education 250
Education 351
Education 352
Education 357
Education 415 or 416
Electives in Education
Electives in Psychology
Social Studies
Electives in History and
Geography
Electives

Qr. Hrs.

4
4
4
5
4
12

3

7
30.36

3. Intermediate-Junior High School
Qualification in this field requires completion of the following work in addition to the
general education and regular professional requirements:
Arts and Music
Art 150
Music 250

Qr. Hrs.
3

5

Languages and Literature
English 151

4

Mathematics and Science
Mathematics 351
Science 324

2
4

Professional Studies
Education 250
Education 357
Education 370
Education 415 or 416
Electives in Education
Electives in Psychology
Social Studies
Electives in History and
Geography
Electives

Qr. Hrs.
4

5
4
4
12
3

7
34-39

The elective hours in the intermediate-junior high school program must be used to
supplement the general education and special major program in order to earn a minimum
of twenty-four quarter hours in each of two teaching fields.
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4. Nursery School Education
Students desiring nursery school education enroll in the kindergarten primary curriculum
and take special work in nursery school education.

B. Junior High School
Students who prepare specifically for junior high school teaching will complete four areas
of concentration which arc similar to four minors, each preparing for teaching one of the
following fields in the junior high school: English, social studies, gmeral science, mathematics, geography, health and physical education, music, art, or industrial arts. The combination of fields shall be selected with the advice and the approval of the junior high school
adviser.

C. Secondary
The secondary field emphasizes the professional education for teaching in secondary schools
(junior-senior and six year high schools.)
Qualification in this field requires the completion of at least one major, other than education, and two minors or the completion of two majors. The number of quarter credits for a
major varies with the different fields. A minor consists of at least twenty-four quarter
credits. The particular subjects to be selected in each field are determined in consultation
with an adviser.

DIVISION OF LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
1. Foreign Languages
French
Major-36 Quarter Hours
(For students who have had no French in high school.)
131-132-133
231-232-233
331-332-333
or
431-432-433

Qr. Hrs.

Elementary.............. _ _ _ __ ............................................
Intermediate......................................................................................
Advanced.... ............ ........................................................... ................

12
12
12

Advanced.. .... ......................................................................................

12

Major-36 Quarter Hours
(For students who have satisfactorily completed two years
of French in high school. )
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
331-332-333 Advanced.... ................................................................................. ... ..
431-432-433 Advanced............................... ............................................................

12
12
12

Minor-28 Quarter Hours
(For students who have had no French in high school.)
131-132-133 Elementary........................................................................................
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
Electives_............................................................................................

12
12
4

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
(For students who have satisfactorily completed two years
of French in high school. )
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
Electives..............................................................................................
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German
Major-36 Quarter Hours
(For students who have had no German in high school. )
131-132-133 Elementary........................................................................................
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
331-332-333 Advanced............................................................................................
or
431-432-433 Advanced.. ................................ ..........................................................
Major-36 Quarter Hours
.
(For students who have satisfactorily completed two yean
of German in high school. )
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
331-332-333 Advanced............................................................................................
431-432-433 Advanced............................................................................................

Qr. Hn.

12
12
12
12

12
12
12

Minor-28 Quarter Hours
(For students who have had no German in high school. )
131-132-133 Elementary..........·············-·································-·········•·•················
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
Electives .................................·-·····························-····························

12
12

·4

Minor- 24 Quarter Hours
(For students who have satisfactorily completed two years
of German in high school. )
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
Electives..............................................................................................

12
12

Spanish
Major-36 Quarter Hours
(For students who have had no Spanish in high school.)
131 -132-133 Elementary........................................................................................
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
331-332-333 Advanced............................................................................................

12
12
12

or

431-432-433 Advanced............................................................................................

12

Major-36 Quarter Hours
(For students who have satisfactorily completed two years
of Spanish in high school. )
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
331-332-333 Advanced............................................................................................
431-432-433 Advanced .................... •····················--- ·································

12
12
12

Minor-28 Quarter Hours
(For students who have had no Spanish in high school.)
131-132-133 Elementary.-,......................................................................................
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
Electives..............................................................................................

12
12
4

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
(For students who have satisfactorily completed two years
of Spanish in high school. )
231-232-233 Intermediate......................................................................................
Electives..............................................................................................

12
12
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Qr. Hrs.

Professional Studies Division

Teaching, Major ...................................................................... Credits to be assigned
Teaching, Minor .................................................................................... Credits to be assigned

2. English
language Arts
Major-60 Quarter Hours
Speech
230
242
320
321
326
382

Oral Interpretation..........................................................................................
Dramatics..........................................................................................................
Advanced Public Speaking................. ..........................................................
Conducting a Meeting....................................................................................
Argumentation, Discussion, and Debate....................................................
Speech Science..................................................................................................

3
4
4
I
4
3

Literature
234-235-236 Survey of World Literature...... ......................................................
336-337 American Literature ................................................................................
345-347 Contemporary Literature........................................................................
442 Shakespeare......................................................................................................

9
4

4
3

Communication
345
346
432
444

High School Journalism................................................................................
Communication Media..................................................................................
History and functions of Language .................................... ......................
Language Arts Problems................................................................................
446 Seminar.............................................................................................................
Educ. 417 Developmental Reading....................................................................
Electives in the three fields ........................................................................

3
3

5
I
2-3
3
3-4

Professional Studies Division
352 The Teaching of Language Arts ............. ........ ............. ..........................
4
Educ. 368 Audio-Visual Materials and Methods . . . . ... ... . .. . . ..... ..... ......
4
T caching.. .... ..................................................................................Credits to be assigned
Literature
Major- 36 Quarter Hours
234-235-236 Survey of World Literature...... .. ... ..............................................
336-337 American Literature.. .................................................. ...........................
345-347 Contemporary Literature...... .................................................................
432 History and Functions of Language.. ........................................................
442 Shakespeare............................
..........................................................
444 Language Arts Problems................................................................................
446 Seminar.. ............................................................................................................
Electives................................................... ........................................................

9
4
4

5
3

I
2
8

Professional Studies Division
352 The Teaching of Language Arts..................................................................

4
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Qr. Hrs.

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
234-235-236 Survey of World Literature .........................................................
331 Advanced Composition.... ............................................................................. .
444 Language Arts Problems................................................................................
Electives.......................................................................................................... .

9

2
1
12

Professional Studies Division
352 The Teaching of Language Arts.........................
.........................
4
Educ. 417 Developmental Reading........ .............. .................... .......................... 3-4
Teaching........................................................................................ Credits to be assigned
Journalism
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
245-246-247 News and Feature Writing ..................................... ..........................2-1-1
341a-342a-343a Editing and Makeup ........ ......................................................2-1-1
345 High School Journalism.. ...............................................................................
3
346 Communication Media....................................................................................
3
348 Editorial Writing.................................................................. ............................
2
349 School Public Relations..................................................................................
2
Electives.............. .... .... ...................................................................................... 6

3. Speech
Major-36 Quarter Hours
230
242
320
321
326
340
381
382
444

Oral Interpretation....... .... ..............................................................................
Dramatics..........................................................................................................
Advanced Public Speaking............................................................................
Conducting a Meeting....................................................................................
Argumentation, Discussion, and Debate....................................................
Stagecraft............................................................................................................
Speech Pathology 1..........................................................................................
Speech Science................................................................................................
Language Arts Problems................................................................................
Electives (Senior College ) . .. .............. .. .. ................ ......................................

3
4
4
I
4
2
3
3
1
11

Professional Studies Division
350 Elem. and Sec. Speech Survey .. ............ .... ............... ................ ................
2
Teaching......................................................................................Credits to be assigned
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
230
240
242
320
321
326
381
382

Oral Interpretation...... ....................................................................................
Stagecraft............................................................................................................
Dramatics..........................................................................................................
Advanced Public Speaking ...... ........ ··•···················································.········
Conducting a Meeting.......... ..........................................................................
Argumentation, Discussion, and Debate....................................................
Speech Pathology 1..........................................................................................
Speech Science..................................................................................................

3
2
4
4
1
4
3
3

Professional Studies Division
350 Elem. and Sec. Speech Survey......................................................................
2
Teaching........................................................................................Credits to be assigned
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Additional coursea required for certification as speech therapists
in the State of Minnesota.
280
481
482
483

Phonetics........................................................................................................... .
Speech Clinic..................................................................................................... .
Speech Pathology..............................................................................................
Hearing Conservation ............ ......................................................................... .

Qr. Hrs.
3
8
3

2

Professional Studies Division
350 Elem. and Sec. Speech Survey........ ........................................ ..................... 2
Tcaching...........................................................,............................Credits to be assigned

4. Ubrary Science
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
376-Materials for the Secondary School Library........ .....................,................
377 Functions of the School Library..................................................................
378 Materials for the Elementary School Library............................................
476 Secondary School Library Collection............................................................
477 School Library in the Reading Program....................................................
478 Use of Materials in the Elem. School Library..........................................
479 Functions of the School Library..................................................................
(including observation and practice)

4
4
4

4
4
2
2

DIVISION OF MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
1. Mathematica
Major-36 Quarter Hours
221
224
226
325
329
430

Qr. Hrs.

College Algebra..................................................................................................
Trigonometry......................................................................................................
Analytics..............................................................................................................
College Geometry...... ........................................................................................
Differential Calculus........................................................................................
Integral Calculus...... ........................................................................................
Electives (senior college) .......................................................... ...................

4

5
5
4
5
5
8

Professional Studies Division

~~~!.~~~ . ~.~.~~.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"c;~ib··i~-·be a!igned

451 tc:c~~~~ ..

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
221
224
226
325

College Algebra..................................................................................................
Trigonometry....................................................................................................
Analytics..............................................................................................................
College Geometry..............................................................................................
Electives····-·········································•··························································•···

4

5
5
4
6

Professional Studiea Division
451 Professional Subject Matter............................................................................ 4
Tcachin,.,,___ _ _ ·························--········································ Credits to be assigned
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2. Sciences

Qr. Hn.

Major----oO Quarter Hours

241-242 General Zoology_........................................................................................ 8
245-246 General Botany.......................................................................................... 8
211-212 General Chemistry.................................................................................... 6
223 Qualitative Analysis.......................................................................................... 4
272 Geology................................................................................................................ 3
231 Physics, Mechanics............................................................................................ 3
232 Physics, Magnetism and Electricity.............................................................. 4
233 Physics, Heat, Light, Sound.......................................................................... 3
Electives in science, not less than six hours in
biological and six hours in physical sciences.......................... .................. 20

Professional Studies Division
453 Teaching Secondary Science............................................................................ 4
Teaching........................................................................................Credits to be assigned

Biology
Major-36 · Quarter Hours

8

241-242 General Zoology..........................................................................................
245-246 General Botany........ ............................................................ :...................
345 Local Flora........................................................................................................
349 Conservation......................................................................................................

3
6

Two of the following: _........................ ·····-·················•·····..............................

6

8

341 Entomology.................................................. 3
343 Field Vertebrate Zoology .......................... 3
347 Ornithology.................................................. 3
Two of the Eoqowing:......................................................................................

8

441 Ecology......................................................... 4
443 Genetics .................................... .................... 4
445 General Physiology .. .. .... ............................ 4

Professional Studies Division
453 Teaching Secondary Science............................................................................ 4
T caching........................................................................................Credits to be assigned

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
241-242 General Zoology.............................................................................. ...........
245-246 General Botany..........................................................................................
Electives in Biology........................................................................................

8
8
8

Professional Studies Division
453 Teaching Secondary Science............................................................................ 4
Teaching
........................... ..............................Credits to be assigned
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Physical Science

Qr. Hrs.

Major-36 Quarter Hours
211-212 General Chemistry... ..... ............. .......... . ................................ ....... ...
223 Qualitative Analysis.. .. ......................................................................................
231 Physics, Mechanics.............................................. .............................................
232 Physics, Magnetism and Electricity........................................... ..................
233 Physics, Heat, Light, Sound..........................................................................
321-322 Organic Chemistry........ ..... ............................................................ ... .....
335-336 Modern Physics.......................................... ............... ...............................
Electives in Physical Science. .. .... .. .. .. ............ .... ....................... .. ................

6
4
3
4
3
6
6
4

Professional Studies Division
453 Teaching of Secondary Science ..............'. ............ ·····························-······ 4
T eachin_g.... ..... ................ ... ... ... .. .. .. .. .......... . .. ... ...
................. Credi ts to be assigned
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
211-212 General Chemistry............. ......................................................................
223 Qualitative Analysis..................... .. .................................................................
231 or 231a Physics, Mechanics............................................................................
232 or 232a Physics, Magnetism and Electricity..............................................
233 or 233a Physics, Heat, Light, SouncL........................................................
Electives in Physics or Chemistry................................................................

6
4
3
4
3
4

Professional Studies Division
453 Teaching of Secondary Science.... .................................................................. 4
T caching........................................................................................Credits to be assigned
Chemistry
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
211-212 General Chemistry...................................................................................
223 Qualitative Analysis..........................................................................................
321-322 Organic Chemistry....................................................................................
Electives in Chemistry....................................................................................

6
4
6
8

Professional Studies Division
453 Teaching Secondary Science............................................................................ 4
T caching........................................................................................Credits to be assigned
Physics
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
231 Physics, Mechanics ........................................................ .................................
232 Physics, Magnetism and Electricity......................................... ...... .............
233 Physics, Heat, Light, Sound..........................................................................
335-336 Modern Physics.................. '........................................................................
Electives in Physics.............. .................................. ........................................

3
4
3
6
8

Professional Studies Division
453 Teaching Secondary Science......................................................................... 4
Teaching........................................................................................Credits to be assigned
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DIVISION OF SOCIAL STUDIES
I. Geography

Major-36 Quarter Hours
271
275
277
370
372
374
378

Qr. Hrs.

Economic Geography....................................................................................... . 4
North America........ ......................................................................................... 4
South America................................................................................................... . 4
Asia ..................................................................................................................... . 2
Conservation..................................................................................................... . 3
Europe .................................................................................................................. 3
Russian Sphere........ ......................................................................................... . 4
Electives............................................................................................................ . 12

Professional Studies Division
353 Tcaching Secondary Social Studies... ... .... .. ................................................ 2
Tcaching.................................................. .................................Credits to be assigned
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
271
275
372
378

Economic Geography.......................................................................................
North America...... ...... ................
.................................. ............................
Conservation........... .... ....................................................................................
Russian Sphere.. .... ............................................................................................
Electives................... .. .... ... .......... ... ........ .......... ... ..... ... .. ... ...... .. ... .. ..... .. .. .... ..

4
4
3
4
9

Professional Studies Division
353 Teaching Secondary Social Studies ............................................................. 2
Tcaching..........................................................................................Credits to be assigned

2. History

Major-36 Quarter Hours
A minimum of one course in each of the four fields of Ancient,
Medieval, Modern European, and American History is required.................... 36
Professional Studies Division
351 Teaching of Elementary Social Studies........................................................ 2
353 Teaching of Secondary Social Studies......................................................... 2
Tcaching ........................................................................................ Credits to be assigned
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
A minimum of one course in each of the four fields of Ancient,
Medieval, Modern European, and American History is required ............ ............ 24
Professional Studies Division
351 Teaching of Elementary Social Studies........................................................ 2
353 Teaching of Secondary Social Studies.......................................................... 2
Teaching .......................................................... .............................. Credits to be assigned

45
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3. Recreation
Qr. Hrs.
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
Art 212 Art in Recreation ...................................................................................... 2
Biology 314 Nature Study and Camping ............................................................ 3
Education 216 Audio-Visual Aids .......................................................................... I
Ind. Arts 340 Recreational Crafts .. ........................................ ............................ 3
Music 214 Music in Recreation ........................................................................... . 2
Phys. Ed. 218 Games and Stunts..................................................................... .. I
Phys. Ed. 322 Tearn Sports ................................................................................. . 1
Phys. Ed. 324 Adult Recreation_.... .......................... .......................................... 1
Phys. Ed. 424 Rhythm in Recreation............................................................... . 1
Phys. Ed. 426 First Aid .......................................................................................... 1
Sociology 222 Public Recreation ............................................................................ 3
Sociology 422 Comm. and Recreation ................................................................. . 2
Speech 241 Dramatics.............................................................................................. 3
4. Social Sciences
Major-36 Quarter Houn
260 Principles of Sociology............ ........................................................................ 5
272 Principles of Economics.................................................................................. 5
281 Pol. Science, Amer. Gov't............................................................................... 4
361 Sociology, Contemp. Problems...................................................................... 3
382 Pol. Science, State Gov't....... ........ .. .............................................................. 3
471 Economics, Money and Banking............ .. .................................................... 4
Electives.......................................................... .. ......... ..... ............ ........................ 12

Professional Studies Division
353 Teaching of Secondary Social Studies .......................................................... 2
Tcaching.·-·····•·•···················································· ........................Credits to be assigned
Minor-24 Quarter Houra
260 Principles of Sociology....................................................................................
272 Principles of Economics.......... ........................................................................
281 Pol. Science, Amer. Gov't..... .... ......................................... :..........................
361 Sociology, Contemp. Problems ......................................................................
382 Pol. Science, State Gov't. .......... ....................................................................
471 Economics, Money and Banking .. . .... .... ......................................................

5
5

4
3
3

4

Professional Studies Division
353 Teaching of Secondary Social Studies.......................................................... 2
Teaching..- ....................................................................................Credita to be assigned

S. Social Studies
Major-56-6Q Quarter Houn
Economics.................................................................................................................... 8-12
Geography....................... .......................................................................................... 8
History...... ·················································••·••·····•···•··••···············••········••·•········· ......16-24
Political Science.......................................................................................................... 8-12
Psych. 464 Principles and Procedures in Guid. 1........ .................................... 3
Sociology...................................................................................................................... 8-12
Professional Studies Division
353 Teaching of Secondary Social Studies............................ ............................ 2
Tcaching.................................................................. .....................Credits to be assigned
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DIVISION OF ARTS AND MUSIC
1. Fine Arts

Qr. Hrs.

Major-36 Quarter Hours
232
234
340
431

Design.................................................................................................................. 5
Advanced Design.............................................................................................. 5
Painting.............................................................................................................. 3
History of Art or 432 Modem Art .............................................................. 4
Crafts................................................................................................................ 5
Electives.................................................................... .......................................... 14

Professional Studies Division
256 Art Education Methods.................................................................................. 2
451 Organization and Supervision.... .................................................................... 2
Tcaching........................................................................................ Credits to be assigned
Minor-24 Quarter Houn
232 Design..................................................................................................................
340 Painting..............................................................................................................
431 History of Art or 432 Modem Art... ................................................. -.... ...
Crafts.... .. ............................................................................................................
Electives.................................................. . ... ....... ... ... ........... ............. ... .... ..... .. ....

,

5
3
4
3
9

Professional Studies Division
256

Art Education Methods .... ......................................................................... :....
2
Tcaching........................................................................................Credits to be assigned

2. Industrial Arts
Major-52 Quarter Hours
101
124
126
201
205
215
222
224
226
301
305
310
341
343
351
401
405
407

Industrial Education.... ......... .............................. ............................................
Basic Wood .........................................................................·...............................
Basic Drawing....................................................................................................
Applied Drawing and Design...... ..................................................................
Basic Crafts........................................................................................................
Philosophy of Industrial Arts ........................................................................
Basic Metal........................................................................................................
Basic Graphic Arts.............. ........................................................................ ...
Sheet Metal and Spinning.......................................................................... ...
Junior High School Shopwork........ ..............................................................
Engineering Drawing........................................................................................
Pattern Making, Foundry, Forging, and Welding....................................
Basic Electricity (Prerequisite: Physics 232a or 232 )............................
Ceramics..............................................................................................................
Course Construction..........................................................................................
Shop Planning, Equipment, and Maintenance............................................
Power (Prerequisite: Physics 231 a or 231 ) .......................................:........
Instructional Aids..............................................................................................
Electives..............................................................................................................

2
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
2
2
2
2

3
2
2
3
3

2
8

Professional Studies Division
Tcaching.......................................................................................Credits to be assigned
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3. Music
Qr. Hrs.

Major-60 Quarter Hours

Fundamentals of Music .......... ........................................................................ I
Harmony 1........................................................................................................ . 5
Harmony I I .... .. ................................................................................................ 5
Harmony l11 ..................................................................................................... . 5
History and Adv. Appreciation...................................................................... 5
340 Choral Conducting........................................................................................... . 3
3
352b Instrumental Problems........................................................................ .
440 Instrumental Conducting............................................................................... 3
113-313 Choral Organizations (3 quarters ) ........................................................ 2
161 -363 Band or Orchestra (3 quarters) ............................................................ 2
165-365 Piano (3 quarters ) ................................................................................... . 3
167-367 Band and Orchestral Instruments (6 quarters ) .............................. . 6
169-369 Voice (3 quarters) .. - ............................................................................... . 3
Electives .................................................................................... ........................ . 14
IOI
220
221
222
320

Professional Studies Division
350a Music Education-Elementary.......
.....................................................
350b Music Literature-Elementary........................................................................
351a Music Education-Secondary.. .. .....................................................................
351 b Music Literature-Secondary...... .................
.................. .....................
352a The Theory of the Teaching of Band and Orchestra
Instruments ......................................................................................................
T caching ....................... .................. .... ......................:................ Credits to be

·2
3
2
3
2
assigned

A. Vocal
IO I
220
221
222

Fundamentals of Music................. ..................................................................
Harmony 1........................ .................................................................................
Harmony 11.......... .......................................................................................... ...
Harmony l11....................................................... ..............................................

: ~~:;:r C:!d!:/:.:.~~.~.~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I

5
5
5

~

443 Analysis of Vocal Problems .... .. .... ................................................................. 2
450 Small Vocal Ensemble ....... ................. .......................... ................................ 2
113-313 Choral Organizations (6 quarters )........................................................ 4
165-365 Piano (6 quarters )................................................................................... 6
169-369 Voice (6 quarters) .. .................................................................................. 6
Electives.................................................................................................
16

Professional Studies Division
350a
350b
351 a
351 b

Music Education-Elementary................................ .......................................
Music Literature-Elementary.. ......................................................................
Music Education-Secondary ................................................................:.........
Music Literature-Secondary.............................. ...........................................
Teaching ...................................................................................... Credits to be

2
3
2
3
assigned

B. Instrumental
IOI
220
221
222
320
430

Fundamentals of Music....................................................................................
Harmony 1.:........................................................................................................
Harmony 11 ........................................................................................................
Harmony 111......................................................................................................
History and Adv. Appreciation ......................................................................
Instrumentation................................................................,.................................

48

I
5

5
5
5
3
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Qr. Hrs.
352b Instrumental Problems.................................................................................. 3
440 Instrumental Conducting................................................................................ 3
451 Small Instrument Ensemble........................................................................... . 2
453 String Instrument Problems............................................................................ 2
161-363 Band or Orchestra (6 quarters) ........................................................... . 4
165-365 Piano (3 quarters)············-·······························'. ..................................... . 3
167-367 Band or Orchestra Instruments.............................................................. 6
Electives ............................................................................................................. . 13
Professional Studies Division
350a Music Education-Elementary........................................................... ... ........
350b Music Literature-Elementary................ - ................................................ ...
352a The Theory of the T caching of Band anp Orchestra
Instruments...... .......· - - - - ··································································
Teaching...................................................................................... Credits to be

2
3
2

assigned

Minor
Vocal-24 Quarter Hours

JOI Fundamentals of Music......·-·································•··································-·····
220 Harmony 1..........................................................................................................
340 Choral Conducting.... ........................................................................................
113-313 Choral Organizations (3 quarters)........................................................
165-365 Piano (3 quarters).·- - - -········•··•-·····•········································
169-369 Voice (3 quarters) ······ ········································-·············•······················
Electives ················- ·····················•··········•···························································

I

5
3
2
3
3

7

Professional Studies Division
350a Music Education-Elementary........................................................................ 2
350b Music Literature-Elementary........................................................................ 3
Tcaching...................................................................................... Credits to be assigned
lnstrumental-24 Quarter Hours
101 Fundamentals of Music....................................................................................
220 Harmony 1..........................................................................................................
221 Harmony 11.. ......................................................................................................
440 Instrumental Conducting........ ........................................................................
161-361 Band or Orchestra (6 quarters)............................................................
165-365 Piano 3 (quarters)·······-···-··············································•···•···················
Electives .. ................... ....... ... ..... .... .. ... ... .... ... ..... ... ................................. ..... ..... ...

1
5

5
3

4
3
3

Professional Studies Division
352a The Theory of the Teaching of Band and Orchestra
Instruments····················•·····································-·········································· 2
T caching ...................................................................................... Credits to be assigned

DIVISION OF BUSINESS
1. Business Education
Major-60 Quarter Hours
207 Machine Calculation and Filing............ .......................................................
230 Basic Business....................................................................................................
271 Economic Geography........................................................................................

49

2

5
4

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Qr. Hrs.

300 Survey of Business Law..................................................................................
311
312
316
340
401
423

Principles of Accounting.. ............................................................................... .
Principles of Accounting................................................................................. .
Business Communication................................................................................. .
Consumer Education....................................................................................... .
Office Practice and Office Machines ........................................................... .
Salesmanship..................................................................................................... .

5
4
4
4
3
4
2

Stenographic Studies Plan A........................................................................ 18
Stenographic Studies Plan 8.................................................... .................... 12
Electives Plan A...... ........................................................................................ 5
or
Electives Plan B.... .................................................................... ...................... 11
Stenographic Studies Plan A is arranged for those who have
had no previous work in shorthand and }ypewriting.
201
202
203
211
212
213

Typewriting........................................................................................................
Typewriting.... ....................................................................................................
Typewriting.. ........ ..............................................................................................
Shorthand............................................................................................................
Shorthand............................................................................................................
Shorthand............................................................................................................

2
2
2

4
4
4

Stenographic Studies Plan B is arranged for those who
have had one or more years of shorthand and typewriting
in high achoo!.
221 Secretarial Science........ ....................................................................................
222 Secretarial Science.. ...... ....................................................................................
223 Secretarial Science........ .. .. .. ................ ............................... .... ....... ......... ..... ... ..

4
4
4

Professional Studies Division
451 Methods in Business Education...... .... ......................................................... 2
452 Methods in Business Education.. ....................................................
2
Teaching.............................................................. ..........................Credits to be assigned
Minors
Accounting-24 Quarter Hours
201 or 202 Typewriting........ ........................................ ......................................... 2
230 Basic Business.................................................................................................... 5
300 Survey of Business Law.................................................................................. 5
31 1-312-313 Principles of Accounting . .. .. .. .. .... .................................................... 12
Professional Studies Division
451 Methods in Business Education .................................................................... 2
Teaching .................................................. .................................... Credits to be assigned
Retail Selling-23 Quarter Hours
201
230
306
311
420
423

or 202 Typewriting..........................................................................................
Basic Business ....................................................................................................
Principles of Marketing....................................................................................
Principles of Accounting .............................................................. ... ... ... ........
Retail Store Management ................................................................................
Salesmanship ......................................................................................................
Business Elective .. .. . .. .. .. .. ........... .................................. ......... ............... ....... ....
50

2

5
4
4
4
2
2
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Professional Studies Division

Qr. Hrs.

451 Methods in Business Education .................................................................... 2
Teaching........................................................................................ Credits to be assigned
Secretarial Training-23 Quarter Hours
Stenographic Studies Plan A........................................................................ 18
or
Stenographic Studies Plan B.. ........................................................................ 12
Business Electives Plan B.....................................................·- ··········-·········· 6
230 Basic Business................................................ ·•·········-······································· 5
Professional Studies Division
452 Methods of Business Education .. ...... . .......................................................... 2
Teaching.... .................................................................................... Credits to be assigned

DIVISION OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
I . Health and Physical Education for Men
Major-48 Quarter Hours
121
151
204
235
251
253
255
257
259
261
263
345
348
351
451
210
310
320
338
471

Qr. Hrs.

Wrestling.............. .....................................·-·······································•·•············
Gymnastic Stunts................................... ••·····•·••-··············································
First Aid ....·-···················································•·············••···························-·······
Square Dancing................•·••·······································································-·····
Coaching Basketball..........................................................................................
Coaching Track and Baseball·-·································••··········-·······················
Coaching Football ........................................................... •-······························
Recreational Activities......................................................................................
Swimming................................ .............................. .................... ........................
Dancing and Rhythms....................................................................................
Sports Education..............................................................................................
Human Physiology.............................................................................. .............
Anatomy and Kinesiology ...... ........................................,...............................
School Programs and History........ ................................................................
Health Education and Corrective..................................................................
School Nutrition................................................................................................
School Health Program....................................................................................
Problems in Health Education ...... ................................................................
Methods and Materials ....................................................................................
Psychology, Personality Adjustments .. ~·········· ····•·······································

1

2
2
1

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
4
2

Professional Studies Division
Teaching ...... ............. ....................................................................Credits to be assigned
2. Physical Education for Men
Major-36 Quarter Hours
121 Wrestling........ ....................................................................................................
233 Rhythm Fundamentals....................................................................................
151 ' Gymnastic Stunts..............................................................................................
204 First Aid..............................................................................................................
251 Coaching Basketball........ ..................................................................................

51

I
1
2
2
2
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,
253
255
257
259
261
263
345
348
351
451

Qr. Hrs.

Coaching Track and Baseball........................................................................
Coaching Football........................................................................................... .
Recreational Activities..................................................................................... .
Swimming............................................................................................................
Dancing and Rhythms ........ ........................................................................... .
Sports Education............ ................................................................................. .
Human Physiology ........................................................................................... .
Anatomy and Kinesiology ............................................................................ .
School Programs and History .. .... ..................................................................
Health Education and Corrective ................................................................. .

2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4

Professional Studies Division
432 Technique of Teaching Dance......_................................................................ 2
Teaching··--····- ··········································•································· Credits to be assigned
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
121
233
151
204
251
257
259
261
263
351

Wrestling............................................................................................................
Rhythm Fundamentals....................................................................................
Gymnastic Stunts..............................................................................................
First Aid..............................................................................................................
or 253 or 255 Coaching................................. ....... .......................... .............
Recreational Activities......................................................................................
Swimming............................................................................................................
Dancing and Rhythms ...................................................................................
Sports Education..............................................................................................
School Programs and History ........................................................................
Electives..............................................................................................................

I
I
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4

Professional Studies Division
432 Teaching Rhythm ............................................................................·-··············· 2
Teaching........................................................................................Credits to be assigned

3. Physical Education for Women
Major-36 Quarter Hours
101
102
103
104
105
106
258
345
348
351
353
451
455

Fundamental Skills............................................................................................
Fundamental Skills...........................................................................................
Fundamental Skills............................................................................................
Fundamental Skills............................................................................................
Fundamental Skills............................................................................................
Fundamental Skills............................................................................................
a-b-c-Coaching.. .......... ....................................................................................
Physiology.......... ................................................................................................
Anatomy and Kinesiology..............................................................................
School Programs and History...... ..................................................................
Organization of Materials........................................................................ .......
Health Education and Corrective ..................................................................
Extra Curricular Activities..............................................................................
Electives..............................................................................................................

2
2
I
I
I
I
6
4
4
4
4
4
I
I

Professional Studies Division
340 Technique of Teaching Swimming............................................................... .
432 Technique of Teaching Dance........................................................................ 2
Teaching .................................................................. ...................... Credits to be assigned
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Qr. Hrs.

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
IOI Fundamental Skills ........ ..................................................................................
102 Fundamental Skills............................................................... ...........................
(03 Fundamental Skills.. ... ·····················~······························································
104 Fundamental Skills............................................................................................
105 Fundamental Skills............................................................................................
106 Fundamental Skills............................................................................................
204 First Aid..............................................................................................................
258b Coaching............................................................................................................
258c Coaching............................................................................................................
351 School Programs and History... .................. ..................................................
353 Organization of Materials................................................................................
Electives.... ..........................................................................................................

2
2

I
I
1

I

2

2
2
4
4
2

Professional Studies Division
432

f:~~~:~ .o~..:i:~~~:i~..~~~~e_-··•·····_-.·_-_-_-_-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_-.·.·.·_-_-·. _-_-_-_-_-C;~i~··t~··be a!igned

Participation in the Sports Program
A regular part of the major and minor in Physical Education curriculum is participation
in the intramural program. One sport is required each quarter throughout the four
years, and all must meet swimming requirements.

4. Health Education
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
First Aid ..............................................................................................................
School Nutrition................................................................................................
School Health Program.................................................................................. .
Problems in Health Education..................................................................... .

2
2
2
2
4

451 Health Education and Corrective ..................................................................
471 Psychology-Personality Adjustments ............................................................
Electives.............................................................................................................

4
2
2

204
210
3(0
320

ll~ ~~~~;;n~r i~e~rli~gyv::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

4

Professional Studies Division

Tcaching........................................................................................ Credits to be assigned

DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
1. Psychology
Qr. Hrs.

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
464 Principles and Procedures in Guidance 1....................................................
477 Clinical Psychology..........................................................................................
484
v!eminar.................................................................................................

t:ti

58

3
6

d,

STATE TEACHERS CO"LLEGE
THE PROVISIONAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROGRAM
PRESCRIBED SUBJECTS
The Provisional Elementary School Program provides preparation for teaching in the elementary
schools. The completion of 128 quarter credits is required for graduation, of which not less than
forty-eight must be earned in Minnesota State Teachers Colleges and at least thirty-two in the local
college, including the last eight quarter credits.
.
Students may prepare for teaching in the elementary grades of village, city or rural schools meeting
the requirements for the Provisional Teacher's Certificate.

Qr. Hrs.

A. General Education

36

To be selected from the following :
English:
131 Communication (4)
132 Communication (4)
133 Communication (4)
•Humanities:
121 Introduction to Art (3)
122 Introduction to literature (3)
123 Introduction to Music (3)
•Science: (10)
IOI
102
I 03
104
105

Llfe and Environment (4)
Transformation and Use of Materials (3)
Transformation and Use of Energy (3 )
Human Development and Problems (3 )
Use of Matter and Energy (3 )

•Social Sciences:
I 01 Economic Aspect (3)
102 Political Aspect (3 )
I 03 Sociological Aspect (3 )
Geography 171 Regional Human ..............................................................................
Health Education I 15..................................................................................................
History 141 The United States in the Twentieth Century................................
Physical Education (4 quarters)..................................................................... ........
Psychology IOI Educational and Personal Adjustment.. ....................................
Psychology 121 General..............................................................................................
Electives..........................................................................................................................

4
2
4
4
2
4
6
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B. Professional Education
Art 152 Principles............. ............................................ ..............................................
Education 201 American School System..................................................................
Education 250 The Teaching of Reading, Elementary........................................
Education 256 Methods of Education......................................................................
Education 357 Guidance of Learning Activities ................ .....................................
*Need not be taken in sequence.
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Qr. Hra.

English 151 Children's Literature .............................. ............................................... . 4
Mathematics 151 The Teaching of Arithmetic, Elementary.... ......................... . 2
Music 250 The Teaching of Music, Elementary.............. ................................... . 5
Psychology 262 Human Growth and Development.. ............................................ 4
Psychology 263 Guidance of Learning Activities L ........................................... 5
Science 324 Science for Elementary Teachers........................................................ 4
Speech 210 Fundamentals of Speech.. ...................................................................... 2
Teaching.......................................................................................................................... 12
Electives......................................................................................................................... 12

66
Total.. ........ .................................................................................................................. 128
Students who have had no prior training for or experience in teaching in ungraded or rural schools are
required to teach six weeks in a rural school. Thus they will be prepared for teaching in ungraded
or rural schools as well as for teaching in elementary grades of villages and city schools.
Students preparing for the Kindergarten field are required to complete the following courses:
Education 351 ......................................................................................................................4 quarter hours
Education 352 ......................................................................................................................4 quarter hours
Kindergarten Teaching...................................................................................................... 4 quarter hours
Provision is made for each graduate to have not less than three types of experience in student teaching: (I ) That in the t raining school wheie demonstration of expert teaching, contact with small
groups of children, and individual instruction based on individual difference is available; (2 ) in the
ungraded or rural schools where an overview of all the grades and the different subjects is possible;
(3 ) that in the city or village schools where the student is confronted with the actual graded school
con~ions with large classes, general classroom management, and pupil problems. It is believed
that such a program will give the maximum assurance of success for beginning teachers.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
The Bachelor of Arts degree will be conferred upon those students who have met the requirements in
general education and who have completed fields of concentration as set forth below. Majors may
be arranged in one of several departments of the college or between departments upon consultation
with the adviser.
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree must meet the following general education requirements
unless the student's background makes waiver and substitution desirable:

1. Constants
A. General Education (first and second years )

Qr. Hrs.

(See General Education Curriculum page 10. )
English:
131 Communication..............................................................................................
132 Communication... ..............................................................................................
133 Communication................ .................................................................................

4

Geography 171 Regional Human.................................... ..........................................
Health Education 115 Personal Hygiene................................................................
History 141 The United States in 20th Century........ ..........................................

4
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Qr. Hra.

*Humanities:
121 Introduction to Art .. - ..................................................................................... .
122 Introduction to Literature............................................................................. .
123 Introduction to Music .......................................................................... ........... .
Mathematics 121 Cultural........ ..................................................................................
Physical Education (four quarters) ........................................................................
Psychology IOI Educational and Personal Adjustment ..... ..............................
Psychology 121 General..............................................................................................

3
3
3
4

4
2

4

*Science·················--························-············································································ 10
IOI Life and Environment (4)
(Elect two of the following)
102 Transformation and Use of Materials (3)
103 Transformation and Use of Energy (3) ,
104 Human Development and Problems (3)
105 Use of Matter and Energy (3)
*Social Science:
101 Economic Aspect..............................................................................................
102 Political Science Aspect..................................................................................
I03 Social Aspect. ... ..................................................................................................

3
3
3

64
B. General Education (senior year only)
Philosophy 444 General.....................................................................................

4
68

In addition to the core of 64 quarter hours in general education the student will complete 32 quarter
hours in electives during his first two years. These elective hours may be used to explore the
several areas of concentration and to build toward advanced study. Credits must be earned in the
required freshman and sophomore courses during the first two years.
Before the end of the sophomore year the student must choose a field of concentration. This may be
a departmental major such as English, History, Biology, or Business Administration; or, itmaybea
broader interdepartmental major such as Natural Science, Language (English and Foreign) and
Speech, or Social Studies; or, it may be an area type program of studies drawn from several different
departments leading to the fulfillment of some special interest of the student.
In any event the student's program must be integrated and purposeful. A field of concentration
contains not less than 36 quarter hours. There must, also, be one or two secondary fields of concentration or minors consisting of not less than 24 quarter hours in each minor, taken in a department
or departments other than the major department. No less than 60 per cent of each field of concentration must consist of courses on the 300 and 400 levels. Professional courses intended specifically for the education of teachers may not be counted towards the Bachelor of Arts degree.

MAJOR AND MINOR FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION
Majors and minors may be chosen from the following fields: Biological Science, BusinessAdministration, English, Fine Arts, Geography, History, Industrial Arts, Mathematics, Music, Physical
Science, Political Science, Science (General) or Sociology, or combinations of these fields as indicated
above. Departmental majors and minors will follow in the main the pattern established for teacher
education, omitting the professional subjects, with the following exceptions:
*Need not be taken in sequence
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I. Business Administration

Qr. Hrs.

General Education

English I 31, 132, 133 Communications................................................................ 12
Foreign Languages or Humanities ............................................................................ 9-12
Geog. 171 Regional.. ................................................................................................ 4
H .E. 115 Personal Hygiene ...... ··············-·•···························································· 2
Hist. 141 United States in 20th Century.......................................................... 4
Math. 123 Business.................................................................................................. 4
Philosophy 444 General.......................................................................................... 4
Physical Education (4 quarters).......................................................................... 4
Psychology IOI Ed. and Pers. Adj....................................................................... 2
Psychology 121 General.......................................................................................... 4
Science 101-102-103-104 or 105.............................................................................. 10
Social Science I O1-1 02-1 03 .. .. .. .. .. .... .............................................. .......... ............... 9
Core Requirements
Bus. 201 or 202 Typewriting.......... ...................................................................... 2
Bus. 231 Survey of Business.................................................................................. 5
Bus. 232 Bus. Org. and Mgt................................................................................. 4
Bus. 304A Corporation Finance.. .......................................................................... 4
Bus. 307 Insurance.................................................................................................. 4
Bus. 311-312-313 Accounting.................................................................................. 12
Bus. 3 I 6 Bus. Communication.. ............................................................................ 4
Bus. 340 Consumer Education.......... .................................................................... 3
Bus. 413 Office Management................................................................................ 4
Econ. 272 Principles................................................................................................ 5
Econ. 372 Modern Econ. Problems...................................................................... 3
Econ. 471 Money and Banking........................................ ................................... 4
Econ. 473 Labor Problems...................................................................................... 4
Geog. 271 Economic................................................................................................ 4
Math. 220 or 221 College Algebra........................................................................ 4
Math. 330 Statistics............ .................................................................................... 4
Psych. 122 Applied.................................................................................................. 4
Speech 320, 326 or 321 and 230.......................................................................... 4
Electives .................................................................................................................... 1-10
A major requires completing one of these sequences:
General Business-39 Quarter Hours
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.

301-302-303 Bus. Law.................................................................................... 12
306 Marketing.................................................................................................. 4
401 Office Machines........................................................................................ 4
410 Personnel Administration...................................................................... 4
420 Store Management...... ............................................................................ 4
Electives ................................
................................................................ 11

Accounting-,-42 Quarter Hours
Bus. 207 Machine Calculation and Filing.. ... .. ...... ............................................

2

Bus. 470-471-472-473 Accounting....... ................................. ................................

16

~~:: ~~U~t~~~ !~:~~:g::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.·.·_-_-_-_-.-.·.·.·.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l~
Secretarial Training-37 Quarter Hours
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Plan

300 Survey of Bus. Law................................................................................ 5
321-322-402 Sec. Training.............................................................................. 12
401 Office Machines........................................................................................ 4
A or Plan B...... ..... ........................................................................................ 16
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Retailing-40 Quarter Hours
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.

Qr. Hrs.

301-302-303 Bus. Law....................................................................................
306 Marketing.............................. .................................. ................................
410 Personnel Administration.......... .. ..........................................................
420-421-422-423-431 Retailing .. :... ................................................................
Elective..............................................................................................................

12

4
4
16

4

Office Management-36 Quarter Hours
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bus.
Bua.

202 Typewriting.... .......................................................................................... 2
207 Machine Calculation and Filing...... .. ...................................... ........... 2
301-302-303 Bus. Law........ ............................................................................ 12
401 Office Machines........................................................................................ 4
409 Bus. Report Writing.............................................................................. 4
410 Personnel Administration.......................... ............................................ 4
470 Income Tax Accounting....................................................................... 4
471 Cost Accounting........ .............................................................................. 4

Z. Psychology

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
122 Applied·.............................................................................................. ................
262 Human Growth and Development.. ..............................................................
484 Senior Seminar..................................................................................................
Electives...... ........................................................................................................

4
4
6
10

ASSOCIATE IN ARTS
The Associate in Arts degree will be conferred upon those students who plan to terminate their
college education at the end of two years and who have successfully completed 96 quarter hours of
approved courses either in general education or in certain terminal education fields, or who have
successfully completed 96 quarter hours in the pre-professional areas leading to advanced study in a
professional school.

1. General Education--96 Quarter Hours

Qr. Hrs.

Communication.. ........................................................................................................ 12
Health Education...................................................................................................... 2
Humanities or Foreign Language .... ......................................................................9-12
Mathematics.... .......... ................................................................................................ 4
Science.................................................................. .......... .......................................... 10-1 3
Physical Education (4 quarters ).. .................................................................. ...... 4
Social Studies.. ........... :.................. ..... ...................................................................... 9
Electives...... ..............................................................................................................40-46
These electives may be selected from subjects of special interest to the student, such as business, art,
music, industrial arts, journalism, literature, etc.

Z. Business
Core Requirements-61 Quarter Hours
English 131-132-133 Communication...... .............................................................. 12
Bus. 201 or 202 Typewriting...... .......................................................................... 2
Bus. 207 Machine Calculation and Filing.......................................................... 2
Bus. 231 Survey of Business........................... ...................................................... 5
Bus. 300 Survey of Business Law........ ................................................................ 5
Bus. 311-312 Accounting.... .................................................................................... 8
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Qr. Hrs.
Health Education 115 Personal Hygiene............................................................ 2
History 141 U. S. in the Twentieth Century.................................................... 4
Humanities 121, 122, or 123.................................................................................. 3
Mathematics 123 Business...................................................................................... 4
Science 101, and 102, 103, 104, or 105..............................................................3or4
Social Science 102 or 103........................................................................................ 3
Physical Education (3 quarters).......................................................................... 3
Psychology 121 General.......................................................................................... 4
Electives (depending on which of the sequences the student completes) ....0-14
Must complete one of the following sequences:
Secretarial Training-35 Quarter Hours
Bus. 316 Bus. Communication.............................................................................. 4
Bus. 321-322 Secretarial Training.......................................................................... 8
Bus. 401 Office Machines ...·••········-········································································ 4
Social Science 101 Economic Aspect.................................................................. 3
Plan A or Plan 8 .... ................................................................................................ 16
Accounting-25 Quarter Hours
Bus. 313-375-376-377 Accounting..........................................................................
or
Bus. 313-470-471 -473 Accounting..........................................................................
Econ. 272 Principles...... .......... -..............................................................................
Math. 220 or 221 College Algebra........................................................................

16
16

5
4

Retail Selling-21 Quarter Hours
Bus. 306 Marketing................................................... ..............................................
Bus. 316 Bus. Communication.... .... .. ....................................................................
Bus. 420-422-423 Retailing......................................................................................
Econ. 272 Principles ................................................................................................

4
4
8

5

PRE-PROFESSIONAL
The pre-professional curriculums have been approved by the University of Minnesota as being
comparable to those offered at the University. Students may enroll in any one of these areas with
the assurance that they may transfer later without loss of credit. The curriculums are not to be
regarded as inflexible. They may be adjusted to meet the requirements in special professional
curriculums and may be subject to change. Programs of study may also be adapted for certain
other areas.

Pre-Agricultural
Adviser-Mr. Partch
Biology 241-242
Biology 245-246
Biology 341
Biology 344
Biology 345
Chemistry 211-212
Chemistry 321-322
Economics 272
English 131-132-133
Health Education 115

Qr. Hrs.

Qr. Hrs.

4
Mathematics 220 or 211
Science 101
4
3
Social Studies 101
Sociology 260
5
Electives chosen from the
following:
23
Bus. 311 , Chem. 223, Ind. Arts 126,
Ind. Arts 222, Physics 231a, 232a,
233a, Pol. Sci. 281 , Soc. 360.

8

8
3
4
3
6
6
5
12

96

2
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Pre-Business

Adviser-Mr. Nash
Qr. Hrs.
Business 311-312-313
12
Economics 272-372-376-471
15
English 131-132-133
12
Health Education 115
2
Mathematics 221-224-330
13
Political Science, SociologJ, History (one
year of one-not the Surveys)
12
Psychology 121 122
8
Science (not Surveys )
I0
Electives
12

Qr.
English 131-132-133
Geography 262
Health Education 115
Industrial Arts 126
Mathematics 220 or 221-224
Physics 231-232-233
Science 101
Social Studies 10 I
Sociology 260
Electives chosen from the following:
Biol. 341, 345, Bus. 301, 311,
Math. 330

96

Hrs.
12
3
2
3
9
10
4
3
5
8

96

Pre-Dentistry

Adviser-Mr. Skewes
Biology 241-242
Chemistry 211-212-213-223
321-322
English 131-132-133
Mathematics 220 or 221-224
Physics 231-232-233-335
Psychology 121-262
Science 104
Social Science 101-102-103
Electives to be chosen from the
following:
Hist. 141. Hum. 121-122-123,
Psych. 122, Soc. 260

Pre-Home Economics

8

Adviser-Mr. Croxton
Art 232-332-334
Biology 241-242-344
Chemistry 211-212-213
Chemistry 321-322
English 131-132-133
Health Education 115
Humanities 121-122
Physical Education
Physics 231 a-232a-233a or
Science 103
Psychology 121-262
Science 104
Social Science 101-102-103
Sociology 260-362
Electives

20
12
9

13
8
3
9

14
96

Pre-Engineering

9

12
10
6

12
2
6

3

3 to 10
8
3
9

7
0 to 8

Adviser-Mr. Bemis
(Prerequisite: Solid Geometry and Higher
Algebra)
Chemistry 2I1-212-321-322
12
Pre-Journalism
English 131-132-133
12
Adviser-Mr. Donnelly
History or Psychology
4
Industrial Arts 126-201-226-305
9
Economics 272
Mathematics 221-224-226
14
English 131-132-133
Mathematics 329-430-434
13
English 331-332
Physics 231-232-233-335-336-433Foreign Language
434
23
Health Education 115
Psychology 101
2
History 340-341-342
Social Science Group
12
Political Science 281-383
Science 101-102-103-104
101
Other Science (Psychology 121122-262 may be used but would
necessitate laboratory psychology
Pre-Forestry
at the University. )
Adviser-Mr. Partch
Electives:
Emphasize psychology and social
Biology 241-242
8
Biology 245-246
8
studies
Chemistry 211-212-321-322-323
16
Economics 272
5
60
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4
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2
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8
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Pre-Law
Adviser-Mr. Lohrman
Business 304a-31 I
Economics 272
English 131-132-133
Geography 171
Health Education 115
History I 41-340-341-342-345
Humanities 122
Physics 231 a-232a-233a-335
Political Science 281-387
Psychology 121-262
Sociology 260-366
Speech 325
Electives

Qr. Hrs.
8

5

12

-4
2
20
3
13

96

7
8
8
2

Pre-Nursing
Adviser-Mr. Skewes
Biology 241-242
Chemistry 211-212-223
English 131-132-133
Health Education 115
History, Political Science or Economics
Physical Education
Psychology IOI
Psychology 121-122
Science I04
Social Science 101-102-103
Sociology 260
Electives

4

96
Pre-Library
Adviser-Miss Budge
English 131-132-133
12
English 234-235-236
9
Health Education 115
2
History 314-315-316 or
History 340-341-342
10 to 12
Physical Education
3
Science 101-102-103-104
13
Social Studies
8
Electives:
40-42
Foreign Language, Humanities (Strong
departmental emphasis preferred )
99
Pre-Medicine
Adviser-Mr. Skewes
Biology 241-242-443-445
Chemistry 211-212-213-223
Chemistry 321-322-325*
English 131-132-133
Foreign Language
Mathematics 220 or 221-224-226
Physics 231-232-233-335 or 337
Psychology 121-122 or 262
Science I04
Social Science I01-1 02-1 03
Electives in Humanities and
Social Science
Free Electives

Qr. Hrs.
Chemistry 325
4
English 131-132-133
12
Physical Education 348
4
Physics 231 a-232a-233a
I0
Physics 337 (For X-Ray Technology)
3
Science I04
3
Electives:
28
(Human Histology to be taken at the
University in the summer.)

8
10
12
2
6

5

2
8
3
9
5
26

96
Pre-Pharmacy
Adviser-Mr. Croxton
Biology 245-246
Chemistry 211-212-213-223
English 131-132-133
Health Education 115
Mathematics 220 or 221-224
Physical Education

16
14
10
12
12
14
13
8
3
9

8
14
12
2
9
3
48

6
27

144
*To be admitted to many medical schools,
students must, in addition, earn at least
six hours of credit in physical chemistry.
Pre-Medical Technology and X-Ray Technology
Adviser-Mr. Skewes
Biology 241-242-344
12
Chemistry 211-212-213-223
14
Chemistry 321-322
6
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Pre-Social Work
Adviser-Mr. Lohrman
Economics 272
English 131-132-133
Foreign Languages or
Psychology 121-262-475
History 316
Humanities 122
Industrial Arts 340 or Art 238
Mathematics (Statistics)
Physical Education 345
Political Science 281-382
Science I04, Biology 241. 242 or
other science sequence
Social Science
Sociology 260-360-365
Speech 320
Electives

5
12
12
4
3
3-2
4

4

7
11
8
11
4
7-8
99
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DESCRIPTIONS OF COURSES
Courses numbered 100 are for first year students, those numbered 200 for second year students, 300
for third year and 400 for fourth year. Students may not elect subjects numbered more than 100
above or below their classification, i. e., second year students may not elect courses numbered 400
and third year students may not elect those numbered 100. Five credit courses will be offered as
four credit courses during the summer session.

DIVISION OF ARTS AND MUSIC
The Division of Arts and Music is set up to coordinate the administration and functions of three
diversified areas: art, industrial arts, and music. These three areas of learning are essential to the
fulfillment of the student's cultural (vocational, recreational, social, and civic) responsibilities.

FINE ARTS
Mrs. Adams, Mr. Dillingham, Miss Penning, Chairman
The Department of Art has as its primary purpose the training of art teachers and supervisors on
both secondary and elementary levels. I ta secondary purpose is the providing of enriched art
experiences for all students.
Art is the expression of a man's experiences, through which he can better understand and appreciate
his fellowman. Through encouraging the development of the creative side of his personality and
helping his appreciation of the beautiful, both man made and natural, it is hoped the student will
become a more mature, discerning, and poised individual and a more alert and intelligent citizen,

IZI Humanities. Survey of architecture, painting, sculpture, art in home, community and industry
and the minor arts.

Lectures, discussions, exhibits.

3 credits

150 Principles of Art. Emphasis on philosophy of teaching, methods, principles and fundamental
skills. Work in all media. For four-year elementary.
3 credits
I SZ Principles of Art. For Provisional Elementary School Program. Similar to 150 with considerable industrial arts added.
3 credits
ZIZ Recreational Art. Theory and practical application of the arts in a community recreational
program.
3 credits
Z30 Advanced Appreciation. Continuation of interests created in Humanities 121.

3 credits

Z3Z Design. Fundamentals of visual design. Study of basic elements and principles through
original compositions.
5 credits
Z34 Advanced Design. Prerequisite: Art 232

5 credits

Z36 Crafts. Experimentation with various materials and technique suitable for elementary and
secondary schools. Creativeness stressed. Prerequisite: Art 150 or 152.
2 credits

Z38 Crafts. For majors and minors in art. Prerequisite: Art 232.

2 credits

Z39 Weaving. Warping and weaving on floor and table looms. Reading of patterns.

2 credits

ZS6 Art Education. Philosophy, methods and techniques.

For majors and minors in art only.
2 credits

33Z Interior Design. Emphasis on basic principles of good design in furnishing a home. Brief
study of period furniture. Prerequisite: Art 150, 152 or equivalent.
3 credits
334 Clothing and Textiles. Personal clothing problems, costume design, study of fibers, weaves,
etc. Prerequisite: Art 150, 152 or equivalent.
3 credits
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336 Clay Work. Pottery making, decorative tiles, modeling with armature and without. Glazing
and firing.
3 credits
338 Advertising Art and Lettering. Analysis of good lettering. Experimentation with lettering
pens, brushes, etc. Poster making. Prerequisite: Art 232.
3 credits
340 Painting For Pleasure. In oil and watercolor. Still life: figure, portrait, landscape and
other subjects. No prerequisite.
3 credits

342 Advanced Painting. Continuation of Art 340.

3 to 6 credits

344 Figure Work. Anatomy of the human body. Drawing and modeling from living modeis.
Casting and carving. Permission of instructor.
3 to 9 credits
431 History of Art. Survey of the arts from the caveman to the present day.

4 credits

432 Modern Art. Study of Contemporary architecture, painting and sculpture and the movements leading to them.
4 credits
434 Photography. Analysis of the qualities of a good photograph. Experimentation with various
subjects and techniques. Prerequisite: Art 232.
2 credits
436 Printmaking. Basic techniques in wood block printing, etching and other processes. Prerequisite: Art 232.
2 credits
438 Great Masters of Painting. Several artists of different periods and countries. Growth of
each from early drawings to their mature style.
4 credits
451 Art Curriculum. Selection and organization of subject matter, methods, materials and techniques for teaching and supervision of art.
2 credits

INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION
Mr. Burdette, Mr. Rawland, Mr. Larson, Chairman
The Industrial · Arts Department helps the individual to develop concepts, understandings, and
appreciations regarding industry, its tools, materials, processes, products, problems, conditions, and
workers. Training is in an area of learning rather than in an isolated subject or course. The
primary function of the Industrial Arts Department is to prepare industrial arts teachers for instruction on the junior and senior high school levels; to offer instructional material, non-vocational
in nature which is an integral part of general education. Ever increasing functions are: meeting the
needs of elementary school teachers, pre-professional people, recreational workers, and community
groups.
IOI Industrial Education. History, objectives, and philosophies of industrial education. The
distinctions between industrial arts and trade-training. Techniques and devices for self-evaluation
to determine fitness for major work in industrial arts.
2 credits
124 Basic Wood. The fundamental tools, materials, and processes used in woodwork. Primarily confined to handwork. Machines used only to dimension stock. Elementary wood finishes
and finishing.
3 credits
126 Basic Drawing. The use and care of instruments; lettering, freehand sketching, orthographic;
pictorial and working drawings; measurement and blue print reading. Instruments furnished by
the department.
3 credits

201 Applied Drawing and Design. The application of the principles of drawing in design. Projects functional in the several industrial arts areas and at the various grade levels provide special
problems.
2 credits
205 Basic Crafts. Art metal. plastics, fly-tying, jewelry making, lapidary, leather, wood carving,
shellcraft and other areas of major interest and need. Also, sources of tools and materials of the
several craft areas.
3 credits
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210 Construction and Upholstering. The broad field of construction, repair and refinishing as
applied to covered home furnishings. The sources of essential fabrics and other materials. Comparisons of types of construction.
2 credits
210 Philosophy of Industrial Arts . The ancestry of industrial arts as an area of general education.
Present day philosophies and the factors indicating trends.
2 credits
222 Basic Metal. Fundamental processes of bench metal and art metal, and use of common
metal working machines. The properties and characteristics of iron, steel and the non-ferrous
metals. Principles and unit operations stressed.
3 credits

224 Basic Graphic Arts. The fundamental operation of composition, stone work, proof-reading,
press work and distribution. Practical work in book-binding, silk screening, linoleum block cutting,
duplicating, and lay out work.
3 credits
226 Sheet Metal. The principles of pattern development. The use of hand tools and machines
common to the area. Manipulative work such as soldering, riveting, transfer, assembly, spinning,
and finishing of sheet metals.
2 credits
301 Junior High School Shopwork. Special adaptations to the Minnesota State Curriculum at
seventh, eighth and ninth year levels. Disassembly and assembly and the work kits or packaged
projects adapted to the various levels.
2 credits
305 Engineering Drawing. The symbols and conventions common to the drawing of machines
and machine parts. Special emphasis on auxiliary, revolution, assembly, sections, exploded views
and patent drawings.
2 credits
310 Pattern Making, Foundry, Forging and Weldin(. The principles of pattern making and
foundry. Casting of non-ferrous metals, forging of iron and steel, and gas and arc welding of
common metals.
2 credits

321 Elementary School Industrial Arts. Projects, tools, and materials, and processes of handwork suitable in the elementary grades. The organization of equipment and supplies, course content, and methods of teaching. Practical work in a_ctual manipulative operations.
4 credits
340 Recreational Crafts. Preparation designed primarily for supervisory work in a broad recreational program. The sources of information, tools, and materials ; and development of limited
skills in basic craft operations.
3 credits

341 Basic Electricity. The primary laws of electricity, electrical wiring (circuits, splicing, soldering, etc.) experiments and construction, experiences with motors, transformers, heating devices, etc.,
and appliance repair. Prerequisite: Physics 232 or 232a.
3 credits
343 Ceramics. Fundamental hand and machine operations in the construction of pottery, plaster
casting, and firing and glazing of clays. Experimentations with keene cement.
2 credits
345 Architectural Drawing. The standard symbols and conventions used in building construction
drawing. The designing of the plan and elevation of an ideal home. Some work in landscaping
and pictorial representation.
2 credits
347 Advanced Graphic Arts. The principles and processes involved in letter press and offset
printing. Problems in design and color printing common to typography. Special emphasis on
plate making, photography and more advanced work of general printing, bookbinding and silk
screen processes.
2 credits

351 Course Construction. Tecliniques and devices employed in analysis to determine operations,
jobs and basic informations ; the format for the organization of instruction within a particular area.
A practical application of analysis within a philosophy of industrial arts.
2 credits
401 Shop Planning, Equipment and Maintenance. Theory and practice in planning industrial
arts shops; and in selection, arrangement, and maintenance of equipment. The approaches to new
shops and reorganization of existing shop areas.
3 credits
403 Administration of Industrial Arts. Budgets, requisitions, and storage of supply, methods of
fund and material control, and pupil personnel problems and practices.
2 credits
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405 Power. Theory and practical experience in varied sources of power; such as double and four
stroke cycle engines; automotive, diesel, air-craft and steam engines. Prerequisite: Physics 231 or
231 a.
3 credits
407 Instructional Aids. An application of audio-visual materials peculiar to industrial arts.
Principles of displaying and exhibiting the results of instruction. Practical experience in the construction of comparison boards, cut-a-ways, object tests, wiring boards, tool panels, etc. 2 credits

410 Electricity and Radio. An advanced course in electricity dealing with the fundamentals of
electronics in radio and television.
3 credits

MUSIC
Mr. Barrett, Miss Brust, Miss Carlsen, Miss Gant, Mrs. Huls, Miss Marvel,
Mr. Waugh, Chairman
The functions of the Music Department are : to prepare students to teach music at all levels in the
schools, to foster the development of musical talent; to provide rich musical experiences for all
students; to contribute to the musical life of the college, community and state.

101 Fundamentals of Music. The development of music theory, notation, rhythm, car-training,
and rapid sight singing. Required of all majors and minors in Music Education unless an examination proves this course is not needed. Prerequisite: The ability to sing music of school grade
difficulty and to play the piano or an orchestral instrument.
I credit
113-313 Choral Ogranizations. Mixed chorus, glee clubs and ensembles for concert and laboratory
experiences. Membership open to any student on completion of a voice test. Requirement: 3
consecutive quarters for credit.
2 credits

123 Humanities. Significant aspects of man's creative works in music as related to art and literature
through the study of masterpieces.

3 credits

161-363 College Band. An organization for concert, laboratory and marching experiences. Membership open to any student at the discretion of the director. Requirement: 3 consecutive quarters
for credit.
2 credits

161-363 College Orchestra. An organization for concert and laboratory experiences. Membership open to any student at the discretion of the director. Requirement: 3 consecutive quarters
for credit.
2 credits
165-365 Piano or Organ. Private study toward a comprehension of the principles of playing, including tone, technique, pedaling, interpretation; a knowledge of literature for the instrument.
Requirement: 3 consecutive quarters for credit.
3 credits

167-367 Band or Orchestral Instruments. Private lessons on string, brass, wood-wind and percussion instruments. Aspects stressed: fundamentals of tone quality, intonation, techniques and
musical expression. Requirement: 3 consecutive .quarters for credit.
3 credits
169-369 Voice. Development of individual voices for solo performance and for the needs of Music
Education. Understanding of the vocal mechanism; study of song literature. Requirement: 3
consecutive quarters for credit.
3 credits
211 Fundamental of Reading Music. Sight-reading, ear-training, enunciation, tone quality and
rhythm in connection with the teaching of rote songs. Accepted in lieu of Music 250 at the discretion of the music faculty. Not for majors or minors.
5 credits

220 Harmony. Major and minor structures, intervals', triads in root position and inversion; relationship of primary and secondary triads, fundamental principles of chord progression cadences,
four part harmonization, modulation, melodic writing and keyboard harmony.
5 credits
221 Harmony. The dominant seventh chord, secondary seventh chords, the diminished chords and
their inversions; common altered chords; distant modulations, non-harmonic ornamental tones;
harmonic analysis.
5 credits
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222 Harmony. A continuation of Harmony 221.

5 credits

250 The Teaching of Music in the Elementary School. Methods in the teaching of music
through the first six grades, including: training in the care of the child voice: enunciation and tone
quality; song interpretation; ear training; demonstration teaching. Students unable to read music
will take Music 211 in lieu of this course, at the discretion of the music faculty.
5 credits
251 Music for the Rural School. Integration of music with other subjects by use of the unit
plan. Prerequisite: Music 211 or 250.
4 credits
320 History of Music. Primitive sources th.rough the various periods of music literature to the
present time. For majors or minors or elective at the discretion of the music faculty.
5 credits
331 Counterpoint. Fundamental principles of contrapuntal writing, in five species. Practical application in the composition of two and three part songs. Analysis of compositions by Bach and his
predecessors. Prerequisites: Music 221 and 222.
4 credits
340 Choral Conducting. Fundamental technique; examination of choral materials. May be
elected by non-music majors or minors at the discretion of the music faculty. Prerequisite : Choral
experience.
3 credits
342 Advanced Choral Conducting. A continuation of the course in Choral Conducting but with
emphasis on larger choral works. Opportunities to conduct college organizations. Prerequisite:
Music 340.
3 credits

350a Elementary Music Education. Methods in teaching rote songs; training in the care of the
child voice; car training; sight-reading; theory; appreciation ; preparation of lesson plans; demonstration teaching. For majors and minors.
2 credits
350b Elementary Music Literature. Materials in rhythm, listening, singing, and creative music
for grades one through six.

3 credits

351a Secondary Music Education. Methods of organizing classes and presenting school music in
junior and senior high school. Survey of materials for the general music course, glee club and
chorus, _theory and music literature courses, school programs. Prerequisite: Music 350a or 350b.
2 credits

351b Secondary Music Literature. Junior and senior high school music literature, correlative
materials. Formation of a music library for the secondary level.

3 credits

352a The Theory of the Teaching of Band and Orchestra Instruments. A study of procedures
for teaching the various instruments. Correct methods for teaching brass, woodwind, and percussion emphasized.
2 credits
352b Instrumental Problems. Fundamental techniques and skills involved in playing band instruments; participation in small groups.
3 credits
35S The Teaching of Woodwind Instruments. Flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, including acoustical properties, selection and care of instruments, correct teaching techniques and
methods for class instruction. Prerequisite : Instrumental ensemble experience.
2 credits
430 Instrumentation. Band and orchestra instruments as to register and tone quality. Experience
received in making arrangements of melodies for various types of instrumental ensembles. Prerequisite: Harmony 221.
3 credits

440 lnatrumental Conducting and Repertoire. Qualities of a conductor, the use of the baton,
rehearsal routine, problems of organizing and developing orchestras and bands in schools, and the
examination and discussion of orchestral and band literature. •
3 credits

443 Analysis of Vocal Problema. An elective for Vocal Majors and Minors. Voice production
in all principle aspects: quality, diction, control. Discussion and demonstration with adult and
adolescent subjects. Prerequisite: 1 year of voice.
2 credits
444 Techniques of Marching Band. A course for students in organization of marching bands,
formation planning, scoring, and study of suitable repertoire.
2 credits
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450 Small Vocal Ensemble. The training of all types of vocal ensembles.
materials, experience in group direction. For majors and minors.

Study of suitable
2 credits

451 Small Instrumental Ensembles. A laboratory course in brass, woodwind, string, and percussion instruments, study of chamber group methods and available music literature.
2 credits
453 String Instrument Problems. Emphasis on learning correct teaching techniques for the
violin, viola, cello and double bass. Class instruction methods and materials examined. Opportunities to observe class teaching. Prerequisite: Instrumental ensemble experience.
2 credits

Private Lessons in Voice, Piano, Band and Orchestral Instruments. The fee for lessons in
voice, piano, organ, band or an orchestral instrument is $15.00 per quarter of twelve weeks. Class
instruction in voice and piano is also offered. Majors and minors in music are not required to pay
the fee.
Students not majoring in music and who wish the advantages of private or class work may register
for the work at any time.
One half hour to one hour of practice per day is required of all voice students and one to two hours of
practice per day is required of all piano and instrumental students.
The lessons in voice, piano, band and orchestral instruments are given in the studios of the Music
Hall.

DIVISION OF BUSINESS
Mr. Archer, Mr. Day, Miss· Kolstad, Mr. Nash, Miss Whitford, Miss Williams,
Mr. Daggett, Chairman
The primary functions of the Division of Business are to prepare students for careers in education
and in business. The college also serves as a regional college in offering a pre-business course for
those who wish to transfer to other colleges. The Division of Business provides opportunities to
acquire those personal and professional qualities which will increase occupational and professional
competence.
The Division of Business contributes to the general education of the individual by providing an
understanding of practical business principles, methods, and practices so that the individual is able
(o manage his own financial affairs, to accept his business responsibilities in the community as an
informed citizen, and to act wisely as a consumer. It also provides the opportunity to acquire the
personal business skills desired by the student. Students in Business may earn degrees in the
following curriculums: (1 ) Bachelor of Science degree in Business Education; (2) Bachelor of
Arts degree in Business Administration; (3) Associate in Arts degree in Business.
201 Typewriting. A course developing skill in the operation of the typewriter, and presenting simple
letter writing and tabulation.
2 credits Fall, Winter, Summer
202 Typewriting. A continuation of Business 201, presenting all forms and styles of letter writing,
and stressing speed development.
2 credits Winter, Spring
203 Typewriting. A course correlated with Business 213 and required to be taken concurrently
with Business 213, developing transcription ability and typewriting from the office-practice viewpoint, including the typing of letters, stencils, drafts, legal documents, contracts, and other widely
used business forms, and stressing greater accuracy and speed.
2 credits Spring
205 Personal Typewriting. A course designed particularly for those wishing to develop basic skill
in the operation of the typewriter as an effective tool for personal and school work. Rental fee for
machine: $3.00 per term;
No credit Fall, Winter, Summer
206 Typing and Duplicating Skills. A course presenting basic typewriting skill and stencil.
gelatin, and direct-process duplicating, and designed to aid teachers in duplicating their own teaching aids such as job sheets, study guides, and tests. Open to any student except business majors
and minors.
2 credits
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207 Machine Calculation and Filing. Intensive driil on the ten-key adding machine, the key.
stroke calculator, the crank-driven calculator, and filing practice and systems.
2 hrs. lab. 2 credits Fall, Spring
208 Principles of Office Machines. A continuation of Business 207, including the full keyboard
adding machine, geographic, subject, and soundex filing, and specialization on either the key-stroke
calculator or the crank-driven calculator.
Alternate years. 2 credits

211 Shorthand. A course dealing with the fundamental principles of Gregg shorthand, the basic
characters and their execution, and stressing reading and writing ability. May be waived by
examination if the student has had one or more years of high-school shorthand with the approval of
the Division of Business. Prerequisite: Typewriting or consent of instructor.
4 credits Fall
212 Shorthand. A continuation of Business 211, completing the basic principles of Gregg shorthand
and developing the ability to read shorthand notes fluently and to take dictation of a simple nature.
4 credits Winter
213 Shorthand. A continuation of Business 212, stressing speed and accuracy in taking dictation
and transcribing new material of average difficulty. Students registered for this course are required to take Business 203 at the same time.
4 credits Spring
214 Shorthand Review. A course designed for students who have had shorthand in the past, but
who need a refresher course, and telescoping a complete year's work into one quarter, with emphasis
placed on the building of an adequate shorthand vocabulary in some of the newer systems. Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
4 credits Summer
221 Secretarial Science. A further study of shorthand, office practice, and typewriting for those
who have had one or more years of high school shorthand and typewriting.
4 credits Fall
222 Secretarial Science. A continuation of Business 221, introducing more rapid dictation and
transcription, and integrating all forms of office correspondence. Prerequisite: Business 221 .
4 credits Winter
223 Secretarial Science. A continuation of Business 222, increasing the student's dictation and
transcription power. Prerequisite: Business 222.
4 credits Spring
230 Basic Business. A course providing an acquaintance with the business world, and supplying
the knowledges, skills, and materials to teach basic business in high school.
5 credits Winter

231 . Survey of Business. A course providing an understanding of the fundamentals of business
organization, marketing, finance, managerial controls, and governmental regulation. 5 credits Fall
232 Business Organization and Management. A course dealing with the internal functional
organization, management, and operation of a business enterprise, and affording an acquaintanceship with the job possibilities in industry.
4 credits Winter
300 Survey of Business Law. A course to prepare Business Education majors to teach business
·law in high school.
5 credits Fall
301 Business Law. Introduction to the field of business law with particular attention to basic legal
principles in contracts, and negotiable instruments.
4 credits Fall
302 Business Law. Problems in business law with special emphasis given to fields of bailments,
common carriers, sales, partnerships, and corporations.
4 credits Winter
303 Business Law. Continuation of the study of law, with special emphasis on the following:
personal property and real property, deeds, mortgages, landlords and tenants, bankruptcy, wills, and
agency.
4 credits Spring

304a Corporation Finance. Basic course in business finance, dealing with the problems of starting
a business, the selection of the form of business, organization, the financial operations of the modern
corporation, and its relations with the business and investment world.
4 credits Spring
306 Principles of Marketing. Marketing functions, market institutions, merchandising, and
pricing policies.
4 credits Spring
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307 Principles of Insurance. A course dealing with property, liability, and life insurance, emphasizing the economics and social significance of the various types of life insurance contracts, and giving
attention to the structure, management and investments of life insurance companies.
4 credits Winter
311 Principles of Accounting. An elementary course in basic principles, including a study of the
balance sheet, the profit and loss statement, the trial balance, bookkeeping procedures, special
journals and special ledgers. Accounting majors must start their accounting sequence at the beginning of their sophomore year. This course may be waived by examination upon the approval
of the Division of Business.
4 credits Fall, Winter
312 Principles of Accounting. A continuation of Business 311, presenting valuation accounts,
accrued and deferred items, the voucher systems, and partnerships.
4 credits Winter, Spring
313 Principles of Accounting. A continuation of Business- 312, pr~senting corporations, departmental accounting, branch accounting, general factory accounting, budgeting, analysis and interpretation of financial statements.
4 credits Fall, Spring

316 Business Communication. A course dealing with effective business letters,application letters,
correct English usage, and the psychological aspects of business letter writing. Recommended
elective for all students specializing in secretarial science. Prerequisite: Ability to typewrite or
consentofinstructor.
4 credits Fall, Spring
321 Secretarial Training. A course providing dictation and transcription skill-building in simulated office situations. Recommended for all students in secretarial training. Follows Plan A.
Prerequisite: Business 203 and 213 or equivalent.
4 credits Fall

322 Secretarial Training. A continuation of Business 321, emphasizing speed in the production of
all types of office work including letters, stencils, bills, reports, and a review of filing. Prerequisite :
Business 321.
4 credits Winter
325 Civil Se"ice Secretarial Training. A course designed to prepare individuals who have had
previous training in shorthand and typewriting for civil service examinations, and also to prepare
students to teach civil service secretarial training on the secondary level.
4 credits Spring
340 Consumer Education. A course providing valuable general business information from the
consumer's point of view, and stressing the solution of personal economic problems.
3 credits Winter, Spring
370 Personal Income Tax Accounting. A course providing training in the preparation of personal
income tax returns, both State and Federal. Not open to accounting majors. May be used as an
elective on all of the business curriculums.
3 credits Summer
375 Advanced Accounting. A course dealing with the further study of current assets, noncurrent
assets, liabilities, capital stock and surplus. Alternate years.
4 credits Fall
376 Advanced Accounting. A continuation of Business 375, dealing with the preparation of
statements from incomplete data, correction of errors, statement analysis, statement of application
of funds, partnerships, joint ventures, installment sales, consignment sales, agency and branch
accounting. Alternate years.
4 credits Winter
377 Advanced Accounting. A continuation of Business 376, dealing with corporate combination,
consolidated financial statements, the statement of affairs, receivership accounts and statements,
accounting for estates and trusts, accounting for governmental units, and actuarial science as applied
to accounting. Alternate years.
4 credits Spring

400 Special Problems in Business Education. A seminar or conference course for advanced
students wishing to work out special problems in business education. 1 to 4 credits to be arranged.
Summer, or with consent of instructor.
401 Office Practice and Office Machines. A course to develop a high degree of proficiency in
the operation of standard office machines and an understanding of office procedures. 4 hrs. lab.
Prerequisite: Ability to typewrite.
4 credits Fall, Spring, Summer
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40Z Stenographic Transcription. A course to develop a student's maximum speed and accuracy in
dictation and transcription through the use of letters, articles, speeches, and court testimony. Prerequisite: 16 quarter hours of, secretarial studies or consent of instructor.
4 credits Spring

406 Foreign Trade. A study of the economic positions of nations which leads to foreign trade.
Social, political and economic implications of foreign trade, principles and practices of foreign trade
and methods employed in importing and exporting. Alternate years.
4 credits Spring
407 Government Regulation of Busine11. A study of public policy with respect to the regulation and control of business, the present laws regulating business, and current problems relating to the regulation of business. Alternate years.
3 credits Fall

409 Business Report Writing. Preparation of special business reports, bulletins, manuals of
instruction and factual summaries. Various types of business reports, their structural elements and
forms of presentation. Several short reports and a comprehensive analytical report on a practical
business problem required.
Alternate years.
4 credits Spring

410 Personnel Administration. Principles of personnel management, basic procedures in employment job and worker classification, morals, safety, training, labor relations and managerial statistics.
Overview of selection techniques, interviewing, employee counseling, and job analysis and evaluation.
Alternate years.
4 credits Winter
413 Office Management. A course dealing with the problems involved in planning and directing
the functions of business or professional offices, the executive duties and responsibilities of the office
manager and the private secretary, and the supervision of employees. Alternate years.
4 credits Winter

4Z0 Retail Store Management. A course dealing with store management and operation, and
including location, layout, organization, buying, receiving and marking, stock control, the merchandise budget, inventory methods, credit and collection, delivery, and personnel problems.
4 credits Fall

4Zl Elements of Retail Merchandising. Further study of markup, computation of profit, inventory valuation,stock control.merchandise planning, expense control,and merchandising policies.
Alternate years.
4 credits Winter

4ZZ Principles of Advertising. Basic course in the functions, theory and principles of advertising.
Purposes of advertising, methods of appeal, and elementary problems of copy, layout, typography,
and selection of media.
2 credits Spring
4Z3 Salesmanship. A study of the salesman: merchandise, customers, and the sale. Practical
illustrations and demonstrations.
2 credits Spring
431 Problems in Retailing. Case-method study of problems in retail profit, merchandising policies,
buying, pricing, merchandise control, sales promotion, personnel, store system and operation, and
finance. Alternate years.
4 credits Winter

451 Methods in Business Education. A course dealing with the subject matter, materials,
methods, devices, tests and measurements, for teaching business for everyday living, bookkkeeping,
and business law.
2 credits Fall, Summer
45Z Methods in Business Education. A course dealing with the subject matter, materials,
methods, devices, tests and measurements for teaching shorthand, typewriting, secretarial training,
and office practice.
2 credits Fall, Summer
470 Income Tax Accounting. A course designed to give the student the information necessary to
ascertain and report correctly taxable income and compute the tax for individuals by making a general analysis of the federal and state income tax laws regarding such topics as gross income exclusions, deductions and exemptions. Alternate years.
4 credits Winter
471 Elementary Coat Accountinc. A study of the principles of cost accounting and cost analysis.
Alternate years.
4 credits Fall
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472 Auditing. A course designed to give the advanced accounting student training in the theoretical and practical aspects of examining accounting records. Prerequisite : 24 credits in accounting
subjects or consent of instructor. Alternate years.
4 credits Spring
473 Advanced Income Tax Accounting. A continuation of Business 470, including the reports
necessary for partnerships, corporations, Social Security taxes, and the Federal .estate and gift
taxes. Alternate years .
4 credits Spring
474 Advanced Coal Accounting. Continued inquiry into the field of cost accounting and cost
analyais1 emphasizing the variations in accounting for overhead, special applications of coat accounting, differential cost analysis, and standard and estimated costs. Alternate years.
4 credits Spring
490 Improvement of Instruction in Business Education. Methods and materials for raising the
level of business-teacher preparation, and for meeting the need for effective in-service education.
Prerequisite: Business teaching experience.
4 credits Summer and off-campus

DIVISION OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Miss Barker, Miss Case, Mr. Colletti, Miss Curran, Mr. Kasper, Mr. Luymcs,
Mr. Lynch, Miss McKee, Mr. Brainard, Chairman
Health and Physical Education is a means of education through knowledge, activities, and experiences. These arc selected and conducted to enable the individual to develop and maintain maximum mental and physical efficiency, to acquire useful skills, to conduct himself, in socially acceptable
ways and to enjoy wholesome living. The work in Health and Physical Education is classified
under two headings, namely :
( I ) Courses for majors and minors, and (2 ) Courses from which the general student may select.
A major or minor in Physical Education may be earned only by students enrolled in the four-year
course. Diploma course students may be recommended for special aptitude in Physical Education
provided at least twenty quarter hours have been earned in this field .
Students electing to major in Physical Education must complete forty-eight required hours as listed.
Minors must complete twenty-four required hours as listed.
Physical Education is required of all students. Degrees and Diplomas are granted only after all
requirements are met including four one-quarter hour courses in physical education. Only one hour
credit may be earned in any one quarter to apply on constant requirements except for majors and
minors. A student whose major or minor is in another department may select other courses in
physical education to apply toward graduation.
No minors (men) are eligible to take the coaching courses Physical Education 251-253-255 until they
have completed eight credits in other physical education courses.
All students are required to take a physical-medical examination. Individual courses arc arranged
for those found unable to take the regular work. Any student who has attained the age of 40 or
upon the recommendation of the College Health Service is excused from activity courses. These
hours may be made up in the field of health.
Students are asked not to purchase gymnasium suits or shoes until after the first meeting of the class .
Uniforms range from $1 .00 to $5.00 depending upon the course taken.

HEALTH EDUCATION
115 Personal Hygiene. Care and development of good health habits including mental and emotional health.

2 credits

210 School Nutrition. The role of nutrition in child development. Fundamentals of diet and
dietary problems and the school lunch with brief laboratory experience.
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310 The School Health Program. The analysis and interpretation of various aspects of the school
health program and the study of their relationship to the health of the school child. An examination
of the healthful school environment and regime, health services, health instruction, the health council,
and the philosophy of a broad health program.
2 credits
320 Problems in Health Education. Correlated problems included in the administration of a
health curriculum, such as: the individualized health program, education in stimulants and narcotics, social hygiene, safety education and recent developments in the field of health. Prerequisite:
Health Education 310.
2 credits
338 Methods and Materials in Health Education. Activities, projects and units in health
curriculums at various age levels. Field trips, teaching observations, practical problems and evaluation of pertinent materials, texts and state course of study.
4 credits

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MAJOR COURSES
Men and Women
204 First Aid, Safety and Training. The theory and practice of conditioning the body for strenuous exercise and caring for injuries through first aid.

2 credits

345 Human Physiology. Lectures, quizzes and demonstrations giving a general knowledge of the
structure and functions of the human body. Especially adapted to teachers in Physical Education.
4 credits Winter

348 Anatomy and Kinesiology. Gross structure of the body, such as skeletal, muscular, circulatory, respiratory, nervous, etc., and the part each system plays in the various actions of the body
during big muscle activity. Applied anatomy and kinesiology as used in physical education work.
Prerequisite: Physical Education 345.
4 credits

351 School Programs and History of Education. Principles underlying the formation of programs in physical education for elementary and high school work. Development of our present
program from theories and methods of various leaders in the field. Relationship of physical education to general education.
4 credits Fall
432 Techniques in Teaching Dancing. A comprehensive knowledge of available materials and
methods of teaching social, tap. folk, and modern dance.

2 credits

451 Health Education and Corrective Gymnastics. Health phase of the physical education program and the corrective or remedial measures to be used in providing proper exercises and procedures
in handling individuals with handicapped conditions. Prerequisite: Physical Education 348, or
consent of instructor.
4 credits Winter
MAJOR COURSES
Men
151 Gymnastic Stunts. The theory and practice of fundamental skills involved in doing exercises
on and with apparatus. Exercises are taught which show progression in difficulty.
2 credits
251 Coaching Basketball. The theory and practice of coaching different styles of offense and defense. Fundamentals are taught such as: passing, dribbling, turns, stops, and team strategy.
Open only to majors or minors in physical education.
2 credits
253 Coaching Track and Baseball. The theory and practice of the fundamental skills involved
in each sport. Team strategy discussed. Open only to majors and minors in physical education.
2 credits
255 Coaching Football. The theory and practice of coaching different styles of offense and defeme.
Fundamentals of forward pass, punting, center pass and team strategy. Open only to majors and
minors in physical education.
2 credits
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257 Recreational Activities. Skills and methods involved in handball, badminton, ping pong,
shuffle board, skating, hockey, and similar games. Training in directing calisthenic exercises and
semi-organized games.
2 credits Winter
259 Swimming. The theory and practice of skills in various strokes, life saving, resuscitation and
fancy diving. Methods of conducting classwork in water activities and competitive water events.
2 credits
261 Dancing and Rhythms. The study and practice of simple rhythms, folk, square and social
dancing.
2 credits
263 Sports Education. Skills and methods involved in some of the so-called minor sports such as :
soccer, archery, volleyball, speedball, and games of like nature. Training in directing marching.
2 credits Fall

MAJOR COURSES
Women
101 Fundamental Skills. An introduction in techniques of field hockey, soccer, and beginning
folk dances.

2 credits

102 Fundamental Skills. An introduction in techniques of volley.ball, basketball, and advanced
folk dance.

2 credits

103 Fundamental Skills. An introduction in techniques of soft ball.

credit

104 Fundamental Skills. An introduction in techniques of modern dance.

credit

105 Fundamental Skills. An introduction in techniques of advanced modern dance.

credit

106 Fundamental Skills. An introduction in techniques of marching, exercises, apparatus, and
tumbling.

I credit

258a Coaching. Instruction in the teaching and officiating of soccer, speedball and hockey. Prerequisite: One qu~rter of activity in each.

2 credits

258b Coaching. Continuation of 258a. Volleyball, basketball, and badminton. Prerequisite :
One quarter of activity in each.

2 credits

258c Coaching. Continuation of 258b. Tennis and softball. Prerequisite : One quarter of activity
in each.

2 credits

332 Tumbling and Pyramid Building. Instruction in tumbling and simple pyramid building for
grades and high school. Open to all students. Prerequisite: Three quarters of physical education.
I credit
340 Technique of Teaching Swimming. Principles and theory of teaching techniques of swimming. Methods of presenting units of work and class organization in water activities.
I credit
353 Organization of Materials. The presentation and adaptation of materials on elementary and
secondary levels.
4 credits
455 Extra Curricular Activity of Physical Education. Organization and administration of Play
Days, Sports Days, Demonstrations, Pageants, Intramural Programs, and G.A.A.
I credit
GENERAL COURSES

Men and Women
121 Wrestling. Skills in performing fundamental positions, holds and breaks, taking opponent to
mat and defenses, riding opponent, offense and defense.
(m) I credit
123 Curriculum. An overview of the state curriculum in health and physical education. Required of all men atudents.
(m & w) 1 credit
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1Z6 Gymnastic Stunts. Skills in balancing in both single and double stunts. (m) 1 credit Fall
1Z7 lndiYidual Athletics. Self testing activities in fundamental skills in throwing, running, jumping, climbing, vaulting.
. (m ) 1 credit Fall, Spring
128 Individual Gymnastics. Special exercises for the correction of remedial defects. Physically
handicapped students are advised to take this course.
(m) 1 credit
129 Swimming. A beginner's course in the fundamental skills involved in one or two of the moat
common strokes.

(m)

1 credit

130 Skating. Skills involved in doing some of the simple strokes. Some stunts and speed work.
(m & w)

1 credit Winter

131 Stunts and Games. The materials, methods, and outlines of stunts, games, achievement, and
efficiency tests for the elementary teacher.

132 Individual Games.
table tem:iis,etc.

Required of all elementary and rural students.
I credit
Individual and dual sportssuch as badminton, shuffle board, deck tennis,
(m & w) I credit

.

133 Folk Dancing. Simple rhythmic work and dances of different nations. Selection of materials and teaching technics for various grade levels. Required of all elementary students. I credit
134 Folk Dancing. Introduction to advanced folk dancing, square dancing, and so~ial dancing.
Open to both men and women. Prerequisite: Physical Education 133.
(m & w) 1 credit
135 Obsenation and Individual Gymnastics. A course for students unable to participate in an
activity course. To be substitut~d for the required work upon recommendation of school nurse
or doctor, or department of physical education.
(w) 1 credit

136 Swimming. For students who cannot swim. The technics of elementary strokes and diving.
(m & w)

1 credit

138a Swimming. A continuation of 136 with emphasis on side, back and crawl strokes.
(m & w )

I credit

138b Swimming. For students who wish to work on advanced strokes and diving.
(m & w)

credit

140 Advanced Swimming. A student may qualify for Senior Life Saving. Achievement in feats
of endurance, speed and skill. Prerequisite: Physical Education 138.

(m & w)

1 credit

141 Body Mechanics. Health habits, normal carriages, flexibility according to individual needs
and abilities.
I credit
14Z Hockey. Individual skill in team strategy, to provide the student with ability for teaching and
officiating.

I credit

143 Soccer. Individual skill in team strategy, to provide the student with ability for teaching and
officiating.
1 credit

144 Volleyball. Individual skill in team strategy, to provide the student with ability for teaching
and officiating.
1 credit
145 Basketball. Individual skill in team strategy, to provide the student with ability for teaching
and officiating.

1 credit

146 Softball. Individual skill in team strategy, to provide the student with ability for teaching and
officiating.

I credit

Z03 First Aid. A standard first aid course designed to acquaint students with basic knowledge of
skills necessary to give first aid to victims of accidents or sudden illness.
(m & w) 1 cre<lit
205 First Aid. An advanced course which gives the student a working knowledge of advanced
techniques in giving first aid to victims of accidents or sudden illness. Prerequisite: Physical
Education 203.
(m & w) 1 credit
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207 First Aid. A course designed to qualify students to teach first aid and is~ue American Red
Cross certificates. Prerequisite: Physical Education 205.
(m & w) I credit
210 Elementary Technique in Physical Education. Organization, presentation and administration of material given in Physical Education I 31 and Physical Education 133. Prerequisite:
Physical Education 131 and 133.
(m & w) I credit

230 Tennis. Fundamental strokes, court position, net play, footwork, rules. Each student must
furnish own equipment.
(m & w) I credit
233 Rhythmic Fundamentals. Techniques and rhythmic fundamentals to increase range, strength,
flexibility, rhythm, and balance, and a knowledge of musical notations, terminology, and form as
these are related to dance.
(m & w ) I credit

234 Modern Dance. A continuation of Physical Education 233. Development of the student's
movement vocabulary through the acquisition of skills in advanced dance technique and in dance
composition. Prerequisite: Physical Education 233.
(m & w) I credit
235 Square Dancing, A course to satisfy the interest developed within other rhythm classes and
to create interest in the historic and literary significance of the Square Dance. (m & w) I credit
238 Archery. Basic techniques for target shooting. Use and care of equipment, terms, rules, and
etiquette.
(m & w) I credit
310 Tap Dancing. Simple tap fundamentals and dances.

(m & w)

I credit

312 Camping Education. Acquaint students with types of camps, with underlying philosophies
and trends with emphasis on camp standards, program planning, cabin counseling, and camp craft
akills.
(w) 4 credits
330 Golf. Fundamental strokes, rules, tcrma, etiquette. Each student must furnish own equipment.
(m & w) I credit
336 Life Saving. Theory and practice of methods used in Red Cross Life Saving and Water
Safety.
( m & w) I credit
338 Water Safety. The training of Red Cross Water Safety Instructors. Two sections: theory
of teaching techniques and a practical water test. Prerequisite: Physical Education 336.
·
(m & w) I credit

Intramural Program for Women. A part of the recreational setup of the department of Health
and Physical Education for Women. Seasonal team and individual sports.
Membership in W.A.A. open to all women. Emblems and awards for participation in intramural
program.

DIVISION OF LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
The Division of Languages and Literature combines several related areas and departments: Foreign
Languages, Communication, Literature, Speech, Journalism, and Library Science. The objective
of these Language Arts is to foster an intelligent and steadfast outlook upon the future. Specifically, the program affords.the student an opportunity to achieve emotional stability and maturity
through wide reading and individual expression; to gather and examine life aspects critically; to
develop intellectual curiosity and appreciation; and to organize ideas purposefully.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Miss Banta, Chairman
Acquiring a foreign language is in itself a widening of the student's mental horizon. With many
business and military posts now available abroad, the proficient student may find a practical application for hia knowledge.
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FRENCH
131, 132, 133 Elementary French. The clements of French grammar and diction, simple
reading, composition and conversation based on French civilization. A continuous year's work
required for credit.
12 credits
231, 232, 233 Intermediate French. A thorough grammar review. Composition based on standard F rcnch texts. Extensive reading of moderately difficult F rcnch. Practice in conversation.
Open to those who have had two years of French in high school or one year in college. A full year
of work required for credit.
12 credits
331, 332, 333 Advanced French. A survey of French literature. A study of the principle writers
and representative work of each from 1600 to the present. Conversation and composition based on
the reading. Prerequisite: French 233 or equivalent.
12 credits
431, 432, 433 Advanced French. A critical study of French masterpieces, free composition. Conversation based on Modern French usage.
12 credits

GERMAN
131, 132, 133 Elementary German. The fundamentals of German grammar and pronunciation
in connection with graded reading material and simple conversation, based on everyday life and
present day Germany. A continuous year's work required for credit.
12 credits
231, 232, 233 ln!ermediate German. A continuation of the elementary course, including a review of fundamentals and more advanced reading in German literature of Scientific Cerman. A
full year of work required for credit.
12 credits
331, 332, 333 Advanced German. Composition, conversation, and a survey of German literature.
12 credits
431, 432, 433 Advanced German. Composition and conversation.
literary masterpieces.

Critical studies of German
12 credits

SPANISH
131, 132, 133 Elementary Spanish. The elements of Spanish grammar. Reading of easy Spanish .
Elementary composition and conversation based on Spanish and Spanish American life. A continuous year's work required for credit.
12 credits

231, 232, 233 Intermediate Spanish. A topical review of Spanish grammar. Extensive reading
of moderately difficult Spanish. Composition and conversation based on Spanish and South American life. Open to those who have had one year of college or two years of high school Spanish. A
full year of work required for credit.
12 credits
331, 332, 333 Advanced Spanish. A survey of Spanish literature, illustrated by representative
works. Composition and conversation.
12 credits
431, 432, 433 Advanced Spanish. A survey of Spanish-American literature with selected readings. Composition and conversation.
12 credits

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Miss Budge, Miss Dale, Mr. Donnelly, Miss Serum, Miss Smith, Mr. Smith,
Mr. Wormhoudt, Mr. Barnhart, Chairman.
Courses in English Language and Literature are designed to acquaint the student with the great
thoughts and universal concepts of mankind as they are recorded by the world's major writers, to
familiarize him with the forms and manners in which such ideas are expressed, to stimulate him to
creative thinking and mature judgments, and to aid him in composing his own thoughts in ways acceptable to contemporary society.
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COMMUNICATION
131 Communication. Listening. Reading. Writing. Speaking. An introduction to the common
principles and practices of written and spoken English. Concentration on reading and analysis of
significant expository materials. Library instruction and practice.
4 credits
131a Communication. A four hour course combining Communication 131 and 132. Only for students whose Freshman tests and certain additional tests and themes indicate abilities so far above
those of most students that acceleration of the program seems desirable.
4 credits
132 Communication. Emphasis on several specialized forms of writing and speaking; research, report writing, prepared talks, panel discussions. Prerequisite: English 131.
4 credits
133 Communication. A study of mass communication media and the extent of their influence in
modern society. Development of critical thinking skills that will help students to distinguish fact
from opinion, intellectual from emotional appeal, and straight thinking from propaganda devices in
their contacts with these media. Prerequisite: English 13 I, 132.
4 credits
Note: An extra, non-credit hour of laboratory will be required of students in Communication 131 .
132, 133 who show marked deficiencies in any of the basic Communication areas.
300 Communication. A four hour junior level course required of students in the B. S. curriculum
who have credit for Communication 131, 132, and 133 or for transferred equivalents but whose average is less than C. Communication 300 may be used to raise a low but passing grade in any of these
courses but not to remove a failure in such a course. Also required of diploma students with credit
only for Communication 131 and 132 or equivalents, who are completing work for the B. S. degree.
Minimum passing grade for Communication 300 is C.
331 Advanced Composition. Exposition. Significant aspects of observing and reporting and of
the writing of primary and secondary source papers.
2 credits
332 Advanced Composition. Narration and Description.

Emphasis on Creative Writing.
2 credit•

LITERATURE
122 Humanities. A constructive approach to novel, drama, essay, poetry, and shortstory, designed
to foster discriminating judgment in reading.
3 credits

234, 23S, 236 World Literature. An estimate of the American cultural heritage through a survey
of the literature in our own tongue and the literature in translation: the Hellenic and Hebraic, the
Oriental, the Medieval, the Renaissance, and the Modern. To be taken in sequence. For English
majors and minors English 234, 235, and 236 are prerequisite to all other courses in Literature except
where special permission is given to take them concurrently. Not open to students having credit
for English 231,232, 233.
3 credits per quarter
330 Medieval Romance and Epic. Literature of the warrior, the priest, and the common man;
chronicle, lyric, and drama.
·
2 credits
336 Survey of American Literature. Significant aspects of the Colonial. Revolutionary, and
Early National periods in America. Not open to students having credit for English 443. 2 credits
337 Survey of American Literature. The development since the Civil War; Whitman and the
novelists and short-story writers. Not open to students having credit for English 444.
2 credits
340 The English Renaissance. The Revival of Learning, the New Nationalism, and the poetic
impulse as represented by Wyatt and Surrey, Sidney, Spencer, Shakespeare, and others.
2 credits
341 The Seventeenth Century. The Age of Controversy, from the late Elizabethans through the
early Nee-Classicists: Donne, Milton, Pepys, Dryden, the Cavaliers, the Religious Poets and the
Restoration Dramatists. Not open to students having credit for English 344.
4 credits
342 Elizabethan Drama. History of English drama and reading of selected plays, exclusive of
Shakespeare, from 900 to I 642. Recommended as preparation for Shakespeare.
2 credits
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343 The Eighteenth Century. The Age of Reason, represented by the satirists, biographers, essayists, dramatists, poets, and early novelists: Addison and Steele, DeFoe, Swift, Pope, Johnson, Boswell, Fielding and others.
3 credits
345 Contemporary Literature. Modern tendencies in poetry and drama.

2 credits

347 Contemporary Literature. Modern tendencies in short story and novel.

2 credits

371 The Romantics. A detailed study of the early Age of the Common Man, of which Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats are the outstanding representatives.
4 credits
372 The Victorians. The progress of the democratic tendency as shown by the works of Tennyson,
Browning, Arnold and others.
4 credits
430 Chaucer. The Canterbury Tales and selected readings from the lyrics and narratives. Sources
and scope of the Tales, their literary values, and the language are stressed.
4 credits
432 History and Functions of Language. Principles of linguistics, with emphasis on semantics.
5 credits
441 The Novel. A survey of the greater European and American novelists, particularly of the late
19th and 20th centuries.
4 credits
442 Shakespeare. Analysis of selected histories, comedies, and tragedies, individual investigation
of essential Shakespeare materials. Not open to students having credit for English 440.
3 credits
444 Language Arts Problems. Orientation for a career in English and Speech: attitudes and obligations, professional organizations, philosophies and trends, bibliographies. Required of majors and
minors in English and Speech.
1 credit
446 Seminar. Individual problems for major students only. To be taken throughout the senior
year and under the direction of an advisory committee.
2 credits
447 History of Drama. A survey of world drama with special emphasis on that since 1625.
4 credits

JOURNALISM
245, 246, 247 News and Feature Writing. A four-credit sequence that includes one lecture a
week during the fall quarter on the basic techniques and three quarters of actual newswriting practice with individual weekly news conferences. Weekly assignments for the College Chronicle as part
of the class work. 245 prerequisite to 246 or 247.
245-2 credits: 246-1 credit: 247-1 credit
341a, 34Za, 343a Editing and Makeup. A four-credit sequence that includes one lecture a week
during the fall quarter plus three quarters of laboratory work-at least two hours a week-in copy
reading, headline writing and makeup for the College Chronicle. 341 a prerequisite to 342a or 343a.
341a-2 credits: 342a-1 credit: 343a-1 credit
345 High School Journalism. Methods of teaching and content of the journalism elective in the
high school curriculum. A study of high school newspapers and yearbooks and the role of the
faculty adviser in supervising them.
3 credits
346 Communication Media. An analysis of the traditional American concepts on press freedom
and responsibility and the application of these principles to the various mass communication media
as they now operate in American society: the place of mass communication study in the high school
curriculum and methods of approaching it.
3 credits'
348 Editorial Writing. Techniques of writing editorials of various types with actual practice in
writing for the College Chronicle. Emphasis on logical organization of thought and principles of
persuasion. A study of the column the critical review, letters to the editor, and other material
suitable to the editorial page.
2 credits

349 School Public Relations. Techniques of interpreting the school for its various publics. Responsibilities of the teacher in relations with the community. The organization of an overall public
relations program with a school news bureau as a clearing house for publicity.
2 credits
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441 Magazine Article Writing. Techniques of writing feature articles for newspapers, magazines
and professional journals. Study of markets and of the importance of slanting articles to meet the
needs of specific publications. Writing and submitting articles for publication.
2 credits
Additional electives in Journalism may be chosen from the following courses offered by other departments of the college : Speech 270, Fundamentals of Radio; Speech 370, Fundamentals of
Educational Radio P,oduction ; Speech 470, Radio Writing; Speech 471, Radio Workshop; Business
422, Principles of Advertising; Industrial Arts 224, Basic Graphic Arts; Industrial Arts 347, Advanced Graphic Arts; Education 369, Educational Photography.

LIBRARY SCIENCE
Miss Heyes, Miss Martin, Miss Roehning, Miss Grannis, Chairman
The primary purpose of the library is to encourage the use of books. It stands as an " invitation to
learning." It makes accessible to the students and faculty the materials needed to carry out the
objectives of the college. A second important function of the library is the offering of courses in
library science. (I ) to freshmen in Communication 131 and, (2 ) to upperclassmen through the
minor in Library Science, which provides courses in school librarianship as outlined by the State
Department of Education.
376 Material, for the Secondary School Library. Books to correlate with the school program,
reference books, pamphlets, periodicals, audio-visual materials. Recommended sources and criteria
of selection. Cataloging and classification with laboratory work . Emphasis on the social studies.
4 credits
377 Functions of the School Library. Major objectives of the school library, methods used in
achieving them, evaluation of achoo! library services, standards, annual reports, planning program.
Machinery needed to achieve the objectives- budget, housing, staff, circulation procedures. Field
trips.
4 credits
378 Materials for the Elementary School Library. Books to correlate with the elementary
school program in all subject fields, standard classics, reference tools, pamphlets, magazines, audiovisual materials. Recommended sources and criteria of selection.
4 credits
476 The Secondary School Library Collection. Study of books and other materials in subject
areas other than the social studies. Prerequisite : Library Science 376.
4 credits
477 The School Library in the Reading Program. The purpose of reading, reading interets at
different age levels, reading guidance techniques. Reading and study of books and materials to fill
these basic interests. Prerequisite: Library Science 376, 377, 378, 476.
4 credits
478 Use of Materials in the Elementary School Library. Correlation of library materials with the
curriculum and recreational reading. Individual problems. Prerequisite: Library Science 378.
2 credits
479 Functions of the School Library. Laboratory course designed to give practical experience
in conducting a school library. Prerequisite: Library Science 376, 377, 378, 476.
2 credits

SPEECH
Mr. Abbott, Mr. Wick, Mr. Pedersen, Chairman
The Department of Speech has a two-fold objective in its course offerings and co-curricular activities,
(1 ) to help the student who is or feels he is deficient in cummunicative ability to gain self-confidence
as a well-adjusted listener and speaker, stressing effective, ethical thinking'.andcommunicativeskills,
(2 ) to provide opportunities for students with special interests or talent to develop tho~e talents or
further those interests by participating in debate, discussion, radio, play production and speech
clincial work and learning the skills required for directing these activities at the elementary and
secondary school levels.
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180 Remedial Speech. A remedial course for students with articulatory speech difficulties.
No credit Winter, Spring
210 Elementary Public Speaking. Special emphasis on those phases of speech which meet the
needs of teachers in the elementary schools. Classes conducted for six weeks. Not open to
degree students.
2 credits
230 Fundamentals of Oral Interpretation. Elementary theory and practice in oral reading with
emphasis on selection, study and presentation of literature suited for oral interpretation. 3 hrs.
Disc., 1 hr. Lab.
3 credits
240 Stagecraft. A study of, and practice in scene design and construction with an introduction to
technical problems pertinent to educational theatre. 2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
2 credits

241 Recreational Dramatics. Course designed to meet the elementary needs of directors of simple
recreational entertainment. Stress given to sourcts,' adaptation and presentation of materials suited
for such entertair1ment. Given in conjunction with Speech 242, Dramatics, of which it is a part.
3 hrs. Disc,, 1 hr. Lab,
·
3 credits Winter

242 Dramatics. Elementary approach to source, preparation, and presentation of suitable dramatic material f01 elementary and secondary schools. Fundamentals of the physical aspects .of dramatic presentations. 4 hrs. Disc., 1 hr. Lab.
4 credits Winter
243 Hand Puppets. An elementary approach to simple puppetry stressing design, construction,
and manipulation of hand puppets.
2 credits
270 Fundamentals of Radio. A brief survey and evaluation of current radio programs. An
introduction to radio station staff organization, programming, network, and world radio systems.
A non-technical study of radio, the medium and its product.
2 credits
280 Phonics. Study of speech sounds from a sociological, physiological. and acoustical point of
view. Instruction and training in use of the international phonetic alphabet. 3 credits Fall
320 Advanced Public Speaking. Detailed consideration of the principles and methods involved in
the organization and composition of the public speech. Practice in the application of these principles and methods. 4 hrs. Disc., 1 hr. Lab.
4 credits
321 Conducting a Meeting. Practice in applying rules of order to group meetings where parliamentary procedure is followed.
1 credit Fall, Spring
326 Argumentation, Discussion and Debate. Fundamentals of oral argumentation with practical
experience in dealing with contemporary problems using the mediums of discussion and debate.
Special emphasis given to developing habits of critical thinking. 4 hrs. Disc., 1 hr. Lab.
·
4 credits Fall
330 Advanced Oral Interpretation. A continuation of the beginning course, Speech 230, which is a
prerequisite. Practice in the public reading of both prose and poetry. 2 hrs. Disc., 1 hr. Lab.
2 credits

350. Elementary and Secondary Speech Su"ey. An evaluation of courses of study of elementary and secondary school speech education with emphasis on extra-curricular activities. Observation of actual speech teaching in the elementary and secondary schools. Prerequisite: 18 hours of
speech work.
2 credits
360 Introduction to Motion Pictures.
production techniques.
culture.

A non-technical survey and evaluation of motion picture
A consideration of motion picture influence on contemporary American
2 credits

370 Fundamentals of Educational Radio Production. Study and practice in reading educational
radio scripts with emphasis on such reading techniques as timing, variety, spontaneity and characterization. Prerequisite: Speech 230 and 270, or permission of instructor.
2 credits

381 Speech Pathology I. The etiology and treatment of speech disorders caused by cleft palate,
brain lesions, and hearing loss. Prerequisites: Speech 280 and Speech 382.
3 credits Winter
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38Z Speech Science. A study of the hygiene, physiology, and anatomy concerned with the speech
procesa.

3 credits Fall

384 Speech Reading. Practice in lip reading for the hard of hearing. Theory and techniques of
materials for teaching lip reading.
2 credits Winter

4Z0 Persuasion. A course giving added emphasis to the uses of effective extemporaneous speech
together with a study of the psychological elements in the audience-speaker situation. A study of
motivation, attention, suggestion, and the ways and means of winning audience response. 3 credits

440 Advanced Play Production. A continuation of Speech 340 with emphasis on directing for the
educational theatre. A study of techniques and actual practice in casting and directing a one-act
pl~y. Prerequisite: Speech 241 or 242.
2 credits
441 Theatre Workshop. A laboratory course designed to give actual experience in meeting technical problems of educational theatre production. Three consecutive quarters required for four
credits.
4 credits
44Z Theatre Lighting. A study of the development of stage lighting, emphasizing basic needs, cost
and types of equipment. A brief consideration of home-built equipment. Prerequisite : Speech
240.
2 credits
445 Theatre Make-up and Costuming. Theory and practice in stage make-up and a survey of
historical costume pertinent to the theatre. A brief introduction to techniques of stage costume
construction. Prerequisite: Speech 241 or 242.
3 credits

447 History of Theatre Design. Survey of the historical development of theatre art, design and
construction. Prerequisite: Speech 240.
2 credits Winter
470 Radio Writing. A course in radio writing stressing continuity, adaptation, and limited experience in writing original dramatic scripts.
2 credits
471 Radio Workshop. A laboratory course of three consecutive quarters designed to provide
actual experience in as many fields of radio production (non-technical) as possible. Participation
in live and transcribed programs when feasible. Prerequisites: Speech 270 and 370 or permission
of the instructor. Three consecutive quarters required for four credits.
4 credits

481 Speech Clinic. Individual and group supervised training in working with clinical cases in need
of speech correction. Prerequisite : Speech 381.
2 to 8 credits
48Z Speech Pathology II. Study of the organization and management of a speech correction
program, the selection and adaptation of remedial materials, and the adaptation of techniques to the
varied needs of pupils with speech disorders. Prerequisite: Speech 381.
3 credits Spring

483 Hearing Conservation. Theory related to hearing, study of the physiology, the classification
of hearing defects. Audiometer testing and social educational adjustment.
2 credits Spring
490 Introduction to Television. A critical survey of the medium and its product. Introductory
study and observation (when possible) of the TV studio in action, viewing and critical analysis of
the various types of television programs. Prognostication of TV's effect on American life. 2 hours
clas_s, laboratory hours arranged.
3 credits
227-327-427 Intercollegiate Discussion and Debate. Co-curricular study of current national
debate and discussion topics. Participation in inter-squad and inter-collegiate discussion and
debate tournaments. Practice in extegiporaneous speaking and original oratory. Three consecutive quarters necessary for three credits. Evening class.
3 credits

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
151 Children's Literature. A survey of the varied types of literature suitable for recreational
reading in the elementary grades, of the standards for selecting material, and of effective methods of
presentation. Discussion of such units as story-telling, dramatization and the teaching of poetry.
Opportunity for observation in the Training School.
4 credits
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352 The Teaching of the Language Arts in the High School. Methods of teaching an integrated course in English literature and usage. Open only to juniors and seniors.
4 credits
357 The Teaching of the Language Arts in the Elementary Schools. The nature and scope of
an adequate program in the language arts. Designed for majors in the elementary field. 2 credits

DIVISION OF MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
Mr. Anderson, Mr. Berg, Mr. Vandell, Mr. Bemis, Chairman
Mathematics, the logical study of shape, arrangement, and quantity is presented by the Mathematics Department with these objectives in mind: (1 ) to give the student an appreciation of the
natural origin and growth of mathematical ideas: (2) to train the student in the use of critical
logical thinking and in the use of correct reasoning dependent upon definitions and assumptions;
(3 ) to give the student a reasonable degree of facility in the application of mathematics to his
personal life.

120 Solid Geometry. A course required of all majors and minors in mathematics who have not had
solid geometry in high school.
No credit
121 Cultural Mathematics. Computational and informational mathematics. Topics considered :
brief history of mathematics; our number system; use and interpretation of graphs; use of formulas;
functional relations; mathematics of the finite and the infinite; series; measurements; statistics;
consumer mathematics.
4 credits
123 Business Mathematics. For majors or minors in Business Education. Topics considered:
our number system; use and interpretation of graphs; meaning and use of appropriate formulas;
series; measurements, statistics, compound interest permutations, combinations, and the binomial
theorem; probability; life insurance; life annuities; index numbers; logarithms.
4 credits
220 College Algebra. Introduction of the quadratic equation, ratio and proportion; logarithms ;
binomial theorem; linear functions, quadratic functions, graphical representation of numbers, variation.
4 credits
221 College Algebra. Complex numbers; simultaneous quadratic equations, permutations and
combinations; probability; determinants; partial fractions; inequalities; theory of equations; progressions; mathematical induction. Prerequisite: Mathematics 220, or consent of instructor.
4 credits
224 Trigonometry. Trigonometric functions,solution of right triangle; logarithms; radian measure;
proper ties of trigonometric functions, the fundamental relations; functions of two angles; the oblique
triangle; inverse trigonometric functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 221.
5 credits
226 Analytics. The point; the straight line; the equation and locus; the circle; the parabola; the
elipse; the hyperbola; conics, algebraic curves; transcendental curves; parametric equations; polar
equations; transformations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 224.
5 credits
228 Slide Rule . · The theory and use of the slide rule.

I credit

325 College Geometry. An e;tension of plane geometry. Emphasis on analysis in problem solving. Prerequisite: High· School Plane Geometry.
4 credits

329 Differential Calculus. The derivative; differentiation; differential notation; maxima and
minima of algebraic functions; differentiation of trigonometric functions ; differentiation of the loga.
rithmic and exponential functions ; the inverse differentiation.
5 credits
330 Elements of Statistics. Computation, charts, diagrams and graphs. A study of frequency
distributions, measures of central tendency, measures of dispersion, probability and the normal
curve. Moments, various frequency curves and the Chi-Square Test. Measures of reliability.
Secular trend and cyclical movements. Index numbers and correlation.
4 credits
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423 Theory of Equations. A general study of algebraic theory. Complex numbers: elementary
theorems on roots of equations; constructions with ruler and compass; cubic equations; quartic equations; isolation of real roots, solution of numerical equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 226.
4 credits
428 Theory of Numbers. The logical basis of the integral, rational, and real number systems.
Divisibility and prime numbers. Congruences and residues. Prerequisite: Mathematics 329.
3 credits
430 Integral Calculus. Technique of integration; applications of the indefinite integral; the definite integral and its applications; approximate integration. Prerequisite: Mathematics 329.
5 credits
432 Intermediate Calculus. Partial derivitives;_ multiple integrals; infinite series; expansion of
functions; differential equations. Prerequsite: Mathematics 430.
3 credits

434 Differential Equations. Separable, homogeneous, and exact equations; linear equations,
solutions by use of series; applications to physical problems. Prerequisite: Mathematics 430.
·
3 credits
454 Field Work in Mathematics. Applications of mathematics through the use of the transit; the
level; the plane table; the sextant; the angle mirror; the clinometer; the hysometer; the alidade; and
the slide rule in actual field experience. Valuable supplementary work for numerical trigonometry
and indirect measurement in geometry.
3 credits

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
359 Recent Trends in Arithmetic. A course for teachers who have not had a recent course in
arithmetic method, emphasizing newer teaching technique, current teaching materials, remedial
procedures, and findings of recent reserch. Observations in the college laboratory school. 4 credits
351 The Teaching of Arithmetic in the Elementary School. Problems involved in the teaching of
arithmetic from grade one through grade eight. Topics discussed: the reading and writing of numbers; the four fundamental operations with integers, denominate numbers, common and decimal
fractions; measurement and intuitive geometry; business arithmetic; the formula, equations, graphs
and signed numbers. All topics discussed in their relationship to the Minnesota Elementary School
Curriculum. Observation of teaching in which the above topics are exemplified is an essential part
of the course.
2 credits

451 Professional Subject Matter for Junior and Senior High School Mathematica. Required of
majors and minors in mathematics. Subject matter and a teaching course. Topics: business
arithmetic; intuitive geometry; the formula; the equation; signed numbers; graphs; the reorganization of the subject matter in algebra and geometry together with modern instructional practices in
these subjects.
5 credits

SCIENCES
Mr. Ahlquist, Mr. Barker, Mr. Croxton, Mr. Dinga, Mr. Goehring, Mr. Grether, Mr. Mentzer,
Mr. Partch, Mr. Rhoades, Mr. Skewes, Mr. Youngner, Mr. Nelson, Chairman
Courses IOI, 102, l03, 104, l05, and 306 aredesignedtohelpthegeneralstudenttounderstand the
natural world and the age of sciences and technology and to make intelligent use of scientific discoveries. Other course offerings in the physical and biological sciences are designed to provide
sound basic preparation and competence in the science area needed by teachers and other workers in
scientific and related fields. Many of these courses arc also open to other students who wish a
better science background or who have an avocational interest in science.

101 Life and Environment. Regional interpretation; familiarity with the living world; interrelationships in nature. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Field and Lab.
4 credits
102 Transformation and use of Materials. Materials: composition, transformation, preparation,
use; basic chemical principles and concepts; impact of chemical discoveries on industry and society;
conservation practices and outlook; some consumer problems. 2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs., Lab. 3 credits
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Students presenting high school credit in physics, but not in chemistry, should choose 102 in preference to 103.

103 Transformation and use of Energy. Energy: sources and forms; important discoveries in
mechanics, electricity, radiant and nuclear energy, and their effects on living and achievement;
intelligent use of discoveries in physics; natural forces controlling universe. 2 hrs. Disc., and 2 hrs.
Lab.
3 credits
Students presenting high school credit in chemistry, but not in physics, should choose 103 in preference to 102.

104 Human Biology. Organization and general functioning of human body; reproduction; heredity; evolution; social implications of biological principles. 2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
3 credits
105 Use of Matter and Energy. Basic physical science principles and their applications to modern
concepts and daily living. Prerequisite: High school chemistry and physics or equivalent.
3 credits
Students who have studied both physics and chemistry in high school should enroll in 105. Students
who a1e planning to major or minor in Physical Science may waive Science 102 and 103 or 105 if
credit in chemistry and physics has been earned in high school.
306 Recent Developments in Science. Step by step non-technical interpretation of modern
scientific developments for general education. Lectures, demonstrations, films, discussions. Not
open for credit to students majoring in science.
4 credits

BIOLOGY
241, 242 General Zoology. Animals: distribution in relation to environment; problems of life;
invertebrate and vertebrate; structure, physiology, life histories, classification, evolution. Two
consecutive quarters. Prerequisite: Science 104 or consent of instructor. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
and Field.
8 credits

245, 246 General Botany. Higher Plants: structure and function, food production, growth. reproduction, life cycle; the plant kingdom; common and important families; effects of environment;
communities; inheritance and improvement; problems in selection, growth, and utilization. Two
consecutive quarters. Prerequisite: Science I01 or consent of instructor. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
and Field.
8 credits

341 Entomology. Insects: relation to human welfare; general morphology, physiology, and classification; preparation of a collection of commoner orders and families; life histories; methods of controlling pests. Prerequisite: Biology 242 or consent of instructor. 1 hr. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab. and
3~~

Rill

343 Field Vertebrate Zoology. Fishes, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals of Minnesota: Classification, distribution, life histories, and habitat requirements; wildlife survey; wildlife management.
Prerequisite: Biology 242 or consent of instructor. 1 hr. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab. and Field. 3 credits

344 General Bacteriology. Microorganisms: culture and identification; morphology, physiology
and relation to soil fertility, foods, industrial fermentations, and disease. Prerequisites: Science
104 and Chemistry 212. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
345 Local Flora. Minnesota vascular plants: collection, identification, study, and vegetationaJ
history. Prerequisite: Biology 246 or consent of instructor. I hr Disc., 4 hrs. Lab. and Field.
3 credits
347 Ornithology. Birds: identification, field study, life histories, economic importance. Prerequisite: Science 101 or consent of instructor. 1 hr. Disc., 4 hrs. Field and Lab.
3 credits
349 Contemporary Conservation Problems. Conservation as wise use of resources; renewable and
non-renewable resources; depletion and present status of our resources; resource planning for
multiple use; problems and methods of conserving ·soils, forests, fish, and game. Prerequisites:
Three of the following: Science 101, 102, 103, 104, 105. 2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Field.
3 credits
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441 Ecology. Effects of environmental factors on living things; distribution and dynamics of biotic
communities; biological basis for land use planning. Prerequisites: Biology 345 and either Biology
343 or 347. 2 hrs. Disc.• 4 hrs. Field.
4 credits
443 Genetics. Principles of inheritance and variation; application of genetic principles in improving domestic plants and animals; human inheritance and social problems. Prerequisites : Biology
242 and 246. 3 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
445 General Physiology. Physiology of the cell, life processes in plants and animals, and the
integration and coordination of life processes in organisms, including man. Prerequisites: Biology
242 and 246. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits

CHEMISTRY
211 General Inorganic Chemistry. Gases; liquids; solids; solutions; molecular, atomic, electronic, and ionization theories; valence; types of chemical reactions; reaction velocity and chemical
equilibrium ; chemical formulas and equations. Prerequisite: Science l02 or consent of the instructor. 2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
3 credits
212 General Inorganic Chemistry. Metals and nonmetals including methods of production,
properties, and use ; also preparation, properties, and uses of their compounds. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 211 . 2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
3 credits

213 Inorganic Chemistry. Atomic structure, radioactivity and transmutation of elements, nuclear
chemistry, chemical equilibrium, ionic equilibrium, weak electrolytes, newer concepts of acids and
bases, electromotive chemistry, applications of chemical principles. Prerequisite: Chemistry 212.
2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
223 Qualitative Analysis. Methods of isolation and identification of metalic and non metallic ions;
solutions, precipitations, chemical equilibrium, and types of chemical reactions. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 212. I hr. Disc., 6 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
321 Organic Chemistry. Major topics include structure, isomerism, types of compounds, methods
of syntheses and practical applications. Prerequisite : Chemistry 212. 2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
3 credits

322 Organic Chemistry. Aromatic compounds, amnio acids, and proteins, and some heterocyclic
compounds. Prerequisite: Chemistry 321. 2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
3 credits
323 Physiological Chemistry. Chemistry of metabolism of plants and animals; the chemistry of
foods and regulatory substances, such as hormones, enzymes, the vitamins. Prerequisite: Chemistry 322. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
325 Quantitative Analysis. The essentials of volumetric and gravimetric methods employed in
inorganic quantitative analysis. Prerequisite: Chemistry 223. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab. 4 credits

PHYSICS
231 Mechanics. Basic principles of mechanics of solids, liquids, and gases; equilibrium of forces
and of moments; work, power, acceleration; laws of motion: linear, rotary, harmonic; molecular
forces and motion. Prerequisites: Science 103 or eqivalent or consent of instructor, and Trigonometry. I hr. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
3 credits
231a Mechanics. Principles of mechanics. More descriptive and less mathematical than Physics

231 ; stresses applications. Prerequisite: Science I03 or equivalent.

I hr. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
3 credits

232 Magnetism and Electricity. Magnetism, static electricity, magnetic and chemical effects of
electric currents, electric circuits, electricity in gases, and nuclear physics. Prerequisite: Physics
231, 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
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Z3Za Magnetism and Electricity. Principles of magnetism and electricity. More descriptive and
less mathematical than Physics 232; stresses applications. Prerequisite: Physics 231a or 231.
2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
Z33 Heat, Light, and Sound. Thermometry, expansion, heat energy, changes of state, heat
transfer; propagation of light, image formation, spectra, interference, diffraction, polarization, color.
Prerequisite : Physics 231. I hr. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
3 credits

Z33a Heat, Light, and Sound. Principles of heat, light, and sound. More descriptive and less
mathematical than Physics 233; stresses applications. Prerequisite: Physics 231a or 231. 1hr.
Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
3 credits
335 Modern Physics. Recent developments: kinetic theory, gaseous discharge, cathode rays,
electrons, isotopes, atomic spectra, Bohr-Sommerfeld atom, photoelectric effects, Compton effect,
Michaelson-Morley experiment, electron waves, quantum mechanical principles. Prerequisite:
Physics 232 and 233 or consent of the instructor. 2 ]us. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
3 credits
336 Modern Physics. A continuation of 335: natural radio-activity, detectors of radiation,
nuclear reactions, mass defect; cyclotrons, beatatrons, and other accelerator; the fundamental particles, cosmic rays, applications of radioactivity and nuclear energy. Prerequisite: Physics 335.
2 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab.
3 credits
337 Electronics and Radio Communication. Electronic emission, construction and characteristics
of vacuum and gas tubes, rectifiers, amplifiers, oscillators, resonant circuits and coupling, radio
transmission and reception, radio servicing, recent developments in electronics. Prerequisite:
One year of college physics. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
433 Experimental Physics, Mechanics. Advanced problems and techniques, including acceleration, trajectory, moment of inertia, angular motion, harmonic motion, collision, gyroscopes, wave
motion, elasticity, viscosity, surface tension. Prerequisite: Integral calculus and one year of
college physics. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits
434 Experimental Physics, Electricity and Magnetism. Measurements of current, resistance,
inductance, capacitance, electromotive force, current and ballistic galvanometers; magnetic measurements; calibration of instruments. Prerequisite: Integral calculus and one year of college physics.
2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
4 credits

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
324 Science Experiences for Elementary Teachers. Practice in exploration, analysis, and evaluation of purposeful science activities, including experiences leading to health, safety, and conservation of natural resources. Prerequisites: Three of the following: Science IOI, 102, 103, 104,
105, or consent of instructor. 3 hrs. Disc., 2 hrs. Lab. and field.
451 Teaching Science in Elementary Schools. Contributions which can be made through the
science area toward meeting personal and social needs.during childhood; the integration of science
experiences into the program of elementary education; methods, materials, books, and other teaching
helps. Prerequisite: Science 324 or consent of instructor.
3 credits
453 Teaching of Science in Secondary Schools. Desirable functional outcomes of science teaching; planning purposeful units of work ; effective use of experimentation, demonstrations, field
trips, projects, textbooks, audio-visual aids, ar.d other instructional methods and devices; science
equipment and materials; evaluation of science learning. Prerequisite: Senior college work in
science.
4 credits

DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Mr. Anderson, Mrs. Bodoh, Mr. Burk, Mr. Clugston, Mr. Cotton, Mr. Emery, Miss Francis, Mr.
Gilbert, Miss Harris, Mr. Holmgren, Mr Lohmann, Miss Maier, Mr. Menninga, Mr. Mitchell,
Mr. Muirhead, Miss Neale. Mrs. Nordquist, Mr. Saddler, Mr. Skewes, Mr. Slobetz, !Mr. Van
Nostrand, Miss Williams. Mr. Gilbert, Chairman.
The chief function of this division is to provide students with opportunities for learning how to guide
direct, stimulate, and evaluate the development and growth of children and youth. These professional activities place emphasis upon the task of the school in (I) assaying 1ociety'1 needs and
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defining the kinds of behavior which children and youth must exemplify for effective living in our
democracy, (2) selecting the school experiences requisite to attainment of this behavior, (3)
organizing these school experiences and stimulating children to interact with them in the direction of
the new behavior patterns, (4) evaluating this behavior with respect to the school's original objectives.

EDUCATION
103 Community Experiences. Opportunity for supervised experiences with children and adults
prior to professional laboratory experiences. Boy and girl Scouting, playground supervision, church
classes, field trips and excursions.
0 to 4 credits
201 American Public School System. Backgrounds and current trends in public education;
attitudes and appreciations concerning the functioning of the schools at the federal, state, and local
levels; responsibilities and opportunities with respect to the growth of teachers within the profession.
2 credits
250 The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School. Reading readiness, the initial period
of reading instruction, grouping, phonics and other word attack skills, lesson planning, work-type
reading and recreatory reading. Observations in the training school at all grade levels. 4 credits
256 Rural School Methods and Management. Administrative problems and procedures typical
in small town and rural schools including (1 ) Program of studies, (2) Unit and lesson planning,
(3) Care of library materials, (4) Requisitioning of instructional materials, (5) School laws,
records, and reports.
2 or 4 credits
320 Nursery School Education. The Nursery School: its aims, methods, functions, organization
and management. Students required to teach in nursery school throughout the same quarter.
2 credits
345 Diagnostic and Evaluative Procedures. Basic philosophy of measuring and evaluating pupil
growth and achievement; examination, administration and interpretation of standardized tests;
construction and use of informal evaluation and measurement devices; elementary statistics involved
in the use of informal and standardized tests. Prerequisite: Psych. 263.
4 credits

346 Directed Observation. Observation in the campus laboratory school with interpretative discussions of the teacher-pupil activities. Readings to formulate principles and standards of successful
teaching. Topics chosen on basis of student needs.
2 or 4 credits
351 Nursery School, Kindergarten, Primary Education. Aims, methods, philosophy, continuity
of growth problems in unified nursery school, kindergarten, first grade education. Required for
students specializing in kindergarten-primary education.
4 credits Winter
352 Kindergarten Education. Organization and methods of instruction in the kindergarten,
characteristics and needs of the five-year-old child; problems of individual children, equipment and
records; the curriculum; and supervised observations in the kindergarten. Students are required to
teach in the kindergarten throughout the same quarter.
4 credits Fall, Spring
356 Activity Units for Elementary Schools. The "Activity Curriculum," its present status, its
objectives and methods, how it meets needs and interests at each grade level, how it provides for
growth in habits, skills, attitudes and understandings. Films, demonstrations, and planned activities. Observations in college laboratory schools.
4 credits
357 Guidance of Lear_ning Activities II. A continuation of Guidance of Learning Activities I.
Special techniques and methods in relation to guidance of learning activities in various curriculum
areas, especially science and social studies in the elementary school. A required course for all students preparing for elementary teaching. Prerequisite: Psychology 263.
5 credits

358 Recent Trends in Reading. A course for those teachers who have not had a recent course in
reading methods. Teaching techniques and procedures which are most effective at the present
time. Current reading materials and reading programs based on the needs, interests, and abilities
of all children.
4 credits
360 Aviation Education. A course designed to prepare teachers to use vocabulary, information,
and teaching materials of the Air Age. No previous experience in aviation necessary. Three credits
for class work. One credit additional for eight hours of approved flight experience.
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366 Curriculum. Examination of broad curricular patterns in the nursery, elementary, and secondary schools; relation of subject areas to childhood and youth education; discussion of curricular

trends; emphasis on importance of group dynamics and human relations in the process of curriculum
change. Prerequisite: Psychology 263.
3 credits
368 Audio-Visual Materials and Methods of Instruction. Techniques of utilizing community
resources, field trips, display materials, projected still pictures, motion pictures, television, sound
recordings, radio, etc., in educational programs. Opportunity to learn equipment operation.
4 credits
369 Educational Photography. Use of still and movie cameras and photographic darkroom equipment to secure educational pictures.
4 hours per week.
3 credits
370 Junior High School Education. The junior high school: its philosophy, development, status,
functions , curricula, organization and management.
4 credits
400 Reading 2nd Conference. Individual readings and conferences with staff members. Subject matter to be determined by the student's needs. Terms and hours to be arranged.

415 The Teaching of Reading in the Primary Grades. Methods and materials for first three
grades. Reading readiness, ways of determining readiness for reading and planning a program of
readiness activities for children not yet ready for reading. The teaching plan of the various reading
programs on the market to be studied carefully through the use of teacher's manuals.
4 credit~
416 The Teaching of Reading in the Intermediate Grades. Special emphasis on work-type
reading, adjusting the reading program to the individual differences, work attack skills including the
dictionary, and grouping in the intermediate grades. An independent reading program for information and pleasure.
4 credits

417 Developmental Reading in the Junior and Senior High School. The nature of the high
school reading program; the development of reading techniques and skills; development of vocabulary, reading interests, and reading ability in the content fields; appraisal of reading abilities; and
diagnosis and remediation.
4 credits

419 Administration and Supe"ision of the Reading Program. Emphasis on implementation
and improvement of the reading program from pre-reading through corrective procedures in high
school.
4 credits
421 The Analysis and Correction of Reading Disabilities. Causes of reading difficulties, procedures used to diagnose and to correct them. The relationship of the following factors to reading
disabilities will be considered: vision, hearing, speech, intelligence, preference, health, readiness,
home environment, and school environment. Prerequisite: Psychology 262 and Education 250 or
equivalent.
4 credits

423 Practice in the Analysis of Reading Disabilities. Clinical experiences in the administration
and interpretation of various techniques available in diagnosing reading disabilities. Opportunity
to determine the causes of disabilities found in cases sent to the Psycho-Educational Clinic and to
prescribe needed remediation. Prerequisite: Education 421.
4 credits

425 Practice in the Correction of Reading Disabilities. Clinical experiences in the correction
of reading disabilities bf cases diagnosed by the Psycho-Educational Clinic. Prerequisite. Education 421.
4 credits
468 Workshop in Audio-Visual Materials and Methods of Instruction. Opportunity for experienced teachers and administrators to study questions and problems about instructional materials and methods that are of mutual interest. Activities to be based on needs of workshop members.
4 credits
472 School Organization and Administration. Types of organization for elementary and secondary schools, classification and promotion of pupils; the administration of service departments;
public relations; effective office plans; the elementary and secondary school principalship; teacherpupil relationships; co-curricular activities.
4 credits
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474 Educational Administration. The administration of education in the United States; problems
related to the participation of the Federal government in education; organization and duties of State
departments of education; types of school districts; major activities of boards and superintendents
of local school units.
4 credits
476 Supervision and Improvement of Instruction. A general course in supervision for students
in both elementary and secondary schools; opportunities for concentrated work in various fields of
emphasis.
4 credits
477 Special Problems in School Supervision. An advanced course in supervision for the study
of special supervisory problems in either elementary or secondary schools. Prerequisite: Education
476 or consent of the instructor.
4 credits

495 Workshop in Elementary Education. Specific teaching problems of experienced teachers;
intensive study under direction of workshop staff who give personal guidance, suggest methods, references, and resources. Prerequisite: Teaching experience and permission of workshop staff.
4 to 8 credits

PHILOSOPHY
444 General. General acquaintance with nature and place of philosophy in human thought, its
problems, achievements, outstanding thinkers.
sophy.

Integrates experience into meaningful life philo4 credits

459 Philosophy of Education. Education in a democratic society, the principal problems of
general educational theory in relation to the meaning and place of education.

4 credits

PSYCHOLOGY
101 Educational and Personal Adjustment. Orientation to college life, educational and social
opportunities; services for students; study skills; and personal adjustment and development.
Required of all entering freshmen.
2 credits

121 Introductory Psychology. Individual human behavior from a biological-social frame of reference; history of the science; physical basis of behavior; environmental basis of behavior; functional integration of physical and environmental influences (observation, learning, intelligence);
practical applications.
4 credits
122 Applied Psychology. An analysis and interpretation of the facts and principles surveyed in
General Psychology; the application of accepted techniques in reference to personality, vocational
and social adjustments and relationships; personnel guidance toward the understanding of practices
in modern business and the professions: Law, Education, Medicine, Engineering, Journalism.
Prerequisite: Psychology 121.
4 credits
262 Human Growth and Development. From prenatal period through adolescence; significance
of physical, intellectual, emotional, and social phases as related to total growth; implications for
education. Prerequisite: Psychology 121.
4 credits
263 Guidance of Learning Activities I. Psychology of learning in relation to general teaching
method; emphasis on the general nature of learning and the motivational bases of learning; classroom
as a learning laboratory. Prerequisite: Psychology 262.
5 credits

341 Psychology of Childhood. Emphasis on early, middle, and later childhood; principles and
philosophy of growth, and implications for education of elementary school children; mental hygiene
focus. Prerequisite: Psychology 262.
4 credits
343 Psychology of Adolescence. Behavior of the adolescent; characteristics unique to this age
group; home, school, and community relations; application at secondary school level. Prerequisite: Psychology 262.
4 credits
371 Psychology of Exceptional Children. Recognition, needs, and guidance of children who
deviate significantly from the average in physical, mental, emotional, or social characteristics;
implications for education of all children. Prerequisite: Psychology 262.
4 credits
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464 Principles and Procedures in Guidance I. Philosophy of guidance, individual appraisal.
counsel_ing services, informational services, placement organization, group guidance activities, staff
service and contributions, and program organization and administration. Prerequisite: Education 345.
3 credits
465 Principles and Procedures in Guidance II. Methods of achieving guidance program objectives;
laboratory experiences and case studies. Prerequisite: Psychology 464.
3 credits
471 Personality Adjustments. A study of the characteristics of wholesome personality; reading,
discussion, and observations to train the prospective teacher in methods and aims of mental hygiene;
emphasis on both personal development and techniques of effective adjustments in the teaching
situation. Prerequisites: Psychology 121 and Psychology 262.
2 credits
475 Abnormal Psychology. A survey of the types of functional and organic deviations pf psychic
activity for the purpose of understanding the normal behavior of human personality with greater
clarity and precision.
4 credits
477 Introduction lo Clinical Psychology. An introduction to the courses, symptoms and results of
various disorders of personality; consideration of preventive measures, treatment procedures, and
resources in clinical guidance work; methods used in dealing with behavior and personality problems;
continues through two quarters.
3 or 6 credits
481 Psychology of Elementary School Subjects. The laws of learning as applied to the elementary school subjects with special attention to the most recent investigations and reports. Conformity
of school practices and procedures with accepted or established principles. Discovery of the source
and nature of pupils' difficulties in the learning of the elementary school subjects.
4 credits
484a Senior Seminar, History of Psychology. The great systems, experiments, and personalities
in the development of modern psychology.
2 credits
484b Senior Seminar, Schools of Psychology. Current systems or schools of psychology with a
comparative study and critical analysis of each, together with study of the contributions of outstanding persons in each of the schools.
2 credits

484c Senior Seminar, Psychology of Personality. A study of common human traits together
with the individual factors which by their vital relationship within the individual develop the human
personality; consideration of personality organization and development, interpersonal relationships,
and the individual's frame and field of reference.
2 credits
486 Psychometric Technique Binet. The measurement of intelligence by means of the Stanford
revision of the Binet-Simon technique; demonstrations, lectures, practice in administration of the
tests; observation of the individual by the instructor. Open to four-year elementary students only
with admisssion by consent of the instructor.
3 credits

TEACHING
231 Elementary School Teaching. Supervised teaching in the campus laboratory school or affiliated public schools. Two successive periods to be kept open for teaching.
4 credits
232 Rural School Teaching. Supervised teaching for six weeks in affiliated rural school, with student temporarily living in the rural community and spending full time at the school. Preferred plan
is for this course to be preceded by T caching 231.
6 credits
235 Elementary School Teaching. Supervised teaching in campus school or teaching centers in
St. Cloud or Sauk Rapids public schools, for students free of college classes 9 a.m. to 12 nooh or I to'
4 p.m. for most of preparation and for contact with children including observation, participation,
and student teaching.
6 credits

321 Nursery School Teaching. Supervised teaching in college nursery school affording insight
into home and school care and education of young children. Parallel to Education 320.
2 credits
331 Elementary School Teaching. First quarter of supervised teaching by juniors on four-year
degree-elementary curriculum. In elementary grades of campus or affiliated public schools.
4 credits
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332 Elementary School Teaching. Continuation of 331.

4 credits

333 Elective Elementary School Teaching. Available to students desiring additional teaching in
reading clinic. kindergarten, or special subject in which major or minor is taken.
4 credits

33S Kindergarten Teaching. Supervised teaching in campus kindergarten. Available as elective
for students on Provisional Elementary curriculum or as part of required teaching on four year
degree-elementary curriculum. Prerequisite: Education 351. Required parallel, Education 352.
4 credits
338 Elementary School Teaching. First half of supervised teaching required of juniors on fouryear degree-elementary curriculum. Teaching in campus school or affiliated public schools for
students free of college classes 9 a.m. to 12 noon or I to 4 p.m.
6 credits
339 Elementary School Teaching. Continuation of Teaching 338. Senior year.

6 credits

341 Secondary School Teaching. First quarter o'J supervised teaching for juniors on degree
secondary curriculum. Teaching in junior high of campus sohool or in affiliated public high schools.
Prerequisite: Psychology 263.
4 credits
342 Secondary School Teaching. Continuation of Teaching 341.

4 credits

343 Electives Secondary School Teaching. Available to candidates for degree having combinations of majors and minors which make additional teaching advisable.
2 or 4 credits
421 Advanced Nursery School Teaching. Elective for students who have completed Teaching
4 credits

321 and Teaching 335 or 445.

43S Kindergarten Teaching. Supervised teaching in campus kindergarten for students free of
college classes 9 to I 2 noon or 1 to 4 p.m. Prerequisite: Education 351. Required parallel.
Education 352.

441 Senior Year Elementary School Teaching. Available in senior year of four-year degree
elementary curriculum. With higher standard of preparation and achievement, expects student
application of preceding and parallel courses in progressive interpretation and constructive criticism
of teaching. Prerequisite: 144 credits.
4 credits
442 Senior Year Secondary School Teaching. Available in senior year offour-year degree secondary curriculum. In subjects of students' majors and minors. With higher standard of preparation
and achievement, expects student application of preceding and parallel courses in progressive interpretation and constructive criticism of teaching. Prerequisite: 144 credits.
4 credits
479 Student Supervising. One or both of Education 476 ar.d 477 applied in helping other teachers
in laboratory schools. Successful project in actual supervision required.
481T Speech Clinic Teaching. Required parallel, Speech 481.

2 credits

DIVISION OF SOCIAL STUDIES
Mr. Brainard, Mr. Brown, Mr. Cates, Mr. Cochrane, Mr. Folkerts, Mr. Harris, Mr. Jerde, Miss
Larson, Miss Morse, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Lohrman, Chairman.
Many of the forces which influence human behavior arise from the social, cultural, and geographic
environments. The aim of the social studies is to give the student an understanding of these influences and the way in which they do and have affected his life, his group, and how they affect the
destiny of his society.

GEOGRAPHY
171 Regional Human Geography. Fundamental concepts necessary for geographic thinking:
Understandings of climatic patterns. Emphasis on relationships.
4 credits
271-:Economic Geography. Types of industries. Emphasis on methods, practices, and relationships.
4 credits
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272 General Geology. A study of the origin, history and rock structure of the earth; the processes
and agents at work changing the earth and an economic treatment of building stones, iron and
petroleum.
3 credits
275 Geography of North America. Regional treatment with dominant activities as core of each.
Appreciation of the continent.
4 credits
277 Geography of South America. The physical geography, the resources, and the people of the
various regions in each South American country will be studied and related to the economic stage,
and to the possibilities of future development.
4 credits
370 Geography of Asia. Areas not dominated by the U.S.S.R. Problems and adjustments.
Practices in relation to dense population. Standard of living.
2 credits
372 Conse"ation of World Resources. A survey of the conservation movement and its expression in conservation policies and activities. The supply, use, and management of the natural resources, their planned development and use for \he greatest benefit of man.
3 credits

374 Geography of Europe. Regional treatment of areas not dominated by the U.S.S.R. Interpretation of economic conditions.
3 credits
376 Geography of Minnesota. A regional treatment of the geography of Minnesota including a
description and explanation of the distribution of surface features, natural resources, climatic dif.
ferences, crops, and man.
3 credits
378 Geography of the Russian Sphere. A physical, cultural, economic, historical and political
study of the geography of the land and peoples now a part of, or dominated by, the U.S.S.R. Much
attention is given to the geographic reasons behind the rise and expansion of the Russian state as a
world power.
4 credits
386 Political Geography. The geographical strength and weakness of the Great Powers which
influence political changes in the world today. An elective in Political Science.
2 credits
388 Australia and New Zealand. A regional study of those two parts of the world from the
standpoint of human response to the environment.
2 credits
400 Special Problems in Geography. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out special problems in geography. Terms and hours to be arranged.

471 Historical Geography. The effects of environmental factors in the settlement of the United
States for the period from the discovery of the continent up to 1850. An elective in History.
4 credits
474 Meteorology-Climatology. A study of the atmosphere, weather, instruments used in gathering
climatic data, weather maps and weather forecasting.
3 credits
476 Geography of Africa. The physical geography, the resources and the people of the various
regions of Africa will be studied and related to the economic stage and possibilities for future development.
3 credits
479 Geography of the Pacific Basin. The islands of the Pacific and their geographic implication
as a factor in world affairs.
4 credits

HISTORY
141 United States in the Twentieth Century. A consideration of the principal problems of the
United States in the twentieth century with emphasis on their historical perspective.

4 credits

239 Early American History. American Colonial and Revolutionary history and the succeeding
constitutional and Federalist Era, 1497-1800.
4 credits
314 Medieval History. A survey of the medieval world from approximately the 4th to the 16th
century with emphasis on the influences of the Roman world, its own unique development and contributions to modern times,
3~credits
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315 Early Modern History, 1500-1815. A study of the Renaissance and the Reformation, of
absolute monarchy and the beginning of the democratic revolution.

3 credits

316 The Nineteenth Century, 1815-1914. A discussion of the influence of nationalism, democracy, imperialism, and the rise of middle class industrialism.
4 credits
317 French Revolution and Napoleon. A study of the course of a revolution and of the origin of
3 credits

many modern ideas and institutions.

321 Latin American History. An appraisal of the development of Spanish civilization in the west4 credits

ern hemisphere from the time of Columbus to the present.

331 Ancient World. A discussion of the social, cultural, economic and political development of
ancient nations divided half and half between Babylonians, Egyptians, Persians, Assyrians, Hittites, Phoenicians, and Hebrews on one hand, and Greece and Rome on the other.
4 credits
335 English History. A study of the evolution of democracy under the parliamentary system ;
British imperialism; and the economic, social and cultural developments.
4 credits
336 History of the West. A consideration of how the frontier environment, continuously present
from colonial beginnings to 1890, basically affected the development of American history. 3 credits
340 American .History, 1801-1865. A topical study of Jeffersonian Democracy; the New Nationalism; Jacksonian Democracy; territorial expansion, and the slavery issue.
4 credits

341 American History, 1865-1900. A consideration of the problem of reconstruction following the
Civil War and the problems of adjustment which resulted from the growth of industry and population.
4 credits

342 Recent American History 1912 to Date. A presentation of the emergence of the United
States as a world power with emphasis on the interplay of domestic and foreign policies. Open to
those who have not had History 141.
4 credits
345 American Economic History, A study of American History from colonial times to the present
with concentration on economic factors and development in our change from a colonial agricultural
economy to the present industrial state. An elective in Economics.
4 credits
346 Minnesota History. A survey of the entire field of Minnesota history based largely on the
publications of the Minnesota Historical Society.
3 credits
348 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1775-1900. A study of American foreign policy
involving fundamental principles, problems of neutral rights, the Monroe Doctrine, and the influences of sectional politics on foreign affairs.
3 credits

400 Special Problems in History. A seminar or conference course for advanced students wishing
to work out a special problem in any area in history. Terms and hours to be arranged.

434 History of Russia. A survey of the origin and development of the Russian people and state,
beginning in the Middle Ages. Special emphasis on the Revolution of 1917 and upon doctrines and
methods of the Communist Party in governing the Russian people and various conquered nations,
and in promoting the world revolution.
4 credits

435 History of the Far East. A study of .the westernization of China and Japan during the
nineteenth century which led to their becoming participants in world affairs.

3 credits

437 Two World Wars, 1912-1953. A general survey of the major events and trends comprising
global history from 1912 to the present.

4 credits

447 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1900-1953. A study of the United States as a
Great Power and its diplomatic policies in connection with two world wars.
3 credits
448 Social Forces in American History. A study of the historical development of American
thought-exact, speculative, and popular-and its interrelationship with the social environment.
.
3 credits
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ECONOMICS
272 Principles of Economics. An introductory analysis of modern economic society; :the ·nature
of the free enterprise system, income distribution, the role of government, the pricing process under
varying competitive conditions and the composition of the national income. Prerequisite to all
other advanced courses in economics.
5 credits
367 Occupational Analysis. A survey of employment opportunities, skills required, wages, etc.
To prepare teachers for occupational information courses.
3 credits
371 Public Finance. A study of the role of government in the economy: public revenues and
expenditures, tax systems, fiscal policy and the problem of public debt.
4 credits
372 Modern Economic Problems. A consideration of the problems or areas of difficulty in our
American economy and their possible solution; industrial concentration, the decline of price competition, transportation developments, agriculture, and unemployment.
3 credits

374 International Economics. An analysis of international economic relationships and their effects
upon domestic and foreign economies. Major consideration of commercial and financial policies;
Tariffs, exchange controls, international monetary standards and institutions established to facilitate international settlements.
2 credits

378 Economic Analysis. An analysis of the economic processes of the free enterprise system, including pricing under various conditions, capital formation, and the theory of employment. 2 credits
400 Special Problems in Economics. A seminar or conference course for advanced students wishing to work out a special problem in economics. .Terms and hours to be arranged.
470 Business Cycles. An analysis of the factors causing fluctuations in business activity and
national income; various theories of causation, and proposed methods of control.
2 credits

471 Money and Banking. A study of the monetary and banking system of the United States: the
nature of bank credit, the operation of the individual bank and its relation to the banking system,
the Federal Reserve System, central bank policy and the relationship between bank credit, money
and price levels.
4 credits

473 Labor Economics. A study of labor as a factor of production, the growth of collective bargaining, labor legislation with their attendant effects upon society.
4 credits

POLITICAL SCIENCE
281 American Government. An analysis of the functions of the three branches of the national
government of the United States. Special emphasis on the participation of the people in democratic
processes of government. Attention given recent developments such as Social Security. 4 credits

380 Principles of Public Administration. A study of the administrative functions of our federal
and state governments, emphasizing Civil Service procedures on the national, state, and local levels,
and the problems of public finance through budgetary application and reforms.
3 credits
382 State Government. The organization and functioning of state government. Relations of the
state with the national and local governments. Special attention given to the government of
the State of Minnesota.
3 credits
384 World Governments. A survey of governments of foreign countries through study and comparison of selected types: United Kingdom, France, Soviet Union, and others. Special attention to
recent changes.
3 credits
386 Social Legislation. A study of federal, state, and local laws and regulations covering protective
and control measures in social problems of health, safety, social insurance, child labor, advertising,
pure food and drugs, old age benefits, and others.
3 credits
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387 Municipal Government. Functions of city and village government. Relations between state
and local governments. Comparison of city-manager, mayor-council, and commission systems.
Emphasis on Minnesota communities.
3 credits
400 Special Problems in Political Science. A seminar or conference course for advanced students
wishing to work out a special problem in political science. Terms and hours to be arranged.

482 International Organization. A study of the history and development of the community of
nations, the organization and authority of the League of Nations, the United Nations and its auxiliary
components.
3 credits

484 Constitutional Law. A review of Supreme Court decisions relating to civil and political rights,
due process, powers· of legislative, executive, and judicial departments, commerce, taxation, and
other areas of judicial review.
2 credits
486 Political Parties. An analysis of the American party system, its structure, practices, and
policies as found in the caucus, convention, campaign, and election procedures.

2 credits

487 Legislative Process. A course set up on the basis of problems connected with a democratic
legislature. Typical example: the influence of committees; political party influence; pressure
groups.
2 credits
489 American Political Thought. An analysis of the philosophy which underlies our American
system of democratic government. A study of political theories which have contributed to the
formation of our system of government.
2 credits

SOCIOLOGY
260 Principles of Sociology. The study of human relations, including: culture, the group, the
group and personality, group interaction; the community, social institutions, cultural change, and
social disorganization. Prerequisite to all courses in sociology.
5 credits

263 Rural Sociology. The study of human relations in rural environments. Rural population and
trends, rural institutions, rural standards of living, rural economic problems, rural culture. Con4 credits

trast of rural and urban institutions.

361 Contemporary Social Problems. The analysis of contemporary social problems, their causes,
trends, and solutions: the nature of social problems, unemployment, alcoholism, drug addiction,
housing, mental illness, delinquency and crime, and others.
3 credits
362 The Family. A study of the history of the family, functions of the family, and changes in the
American family.
2 credits
• 364 School and Community. The study of community structure, institutions and life. The
relationship between community and personality growth. School and community relationships;
the community school; youth and community surveys; the coordinating council.
3 credits
366 Juvenile Delinquency. The study of the causes, treatment, and prevention of juvenile delinquency.
3 credits
367 Cultural Anthropology. The study of culture: its meaning, analysis, changes. Cultural differentiation. The significance of culture in human relations. Insights and concepts necessary for
understanding and promoting interculture relations. Primitive and modern advanced cultures.

4 credits
368 Ethnic Relations. The study of problems arising from ethnic differentiation, such as cultural
background, religion, and race.

3 credits

369 Marriage and Family. A study of courtship, marriage, husband-wife relationship, parentchild relationships, problems of the family, the factors associated with happiness and success, and
family disorganization.
4 credits

400 Special Problems in Sociology. A seminar or conference course for advanced students wishing to work out a special problem in sociology. Terms and hours to be arranged.
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462 Urban Sociology. The study of the city, its structure.problems, its influence upon personality
and institutional development.
2 credits
463 The Cooperative Movement. The study of the cooperative movement in theory and practice.
The development of the Rochdale principles of cooperatives in Europe and the United States.
Structure and problems of cooperative enterprise, with critical analysis.
2 credits

465 Social Psychology. The study of the influence of human relations and culture upon the
development of personality. Comparative study of the biological, ethnological and cultural approaches to individual, sex, and racial differences. The development of attitudes and prejudices.
The study of propaganda, rumor and other psycho-social phenomena.
4 credits
467 Development of Western Social Thought. Significant contributions of social thinkers and
philosophers from ancient times to the present.
4 credits

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
351 The Teaching of the Social Studies in the Elementary School. The study of the place of
social studies in the curriculum, curriculum content, methods of teaching social studies, experience
in organizing teaching units, and the equipment and materials of instruction.
2 credits

353 Teaching the Social Studies in the Secondary School. A course with three major objectives involving fundamental principles, recommended practices, and valid techniques in teaching
social studies courses in the high school.
2 credits
362 Social Studies Workshop in International Problems. A study through typical workshop procedures of problems arising from world war and its aftermath. Individual and group study.
4 credita

RECREATION
Art 212 Art in Recreation. Theory and practical application of the arts in a community recreation
program.
2 credits
Biology 314 Nature Study and Camping in Recreation. Study of types of areas suitable for
recreational purposes in the field of nature study together with a comprehensive program of nature
recreational activities. Methods of establishing camp activities and for teaching the individual to
take care of himself. The course pre-supposes a general knowledge of outdoor biology.
3 credits

Education 216 Audio-Visual Aids in Recreation. Operation of slide and motion picture projectors, sound amplifiers, and other audio-visual equipment useful in community recreational programs and for the guidance of hobbyists.
I credit
Industrial Arts 340 Recreational Crafts. A course for those who intend to do supervisory work in
a broad recreational program. Emphasis on sources of information, tools and materials, and to a

lesser extent on developing skill in any of the crafts studied.

3 credits

Music 214 Music in Recreation. A course to acquaint the student with the music activities which
have a place in a community recreation program.
2 credits
Physical Education 218 Games, Stunts, and Player Olympics. Natural and play activities in
recreation. This course will give the scope, purpose, and values of games, stunts, self-testing, and '
playground activities.
I credit

Physical Education 322 Team Sports in Recreation. The skills involved in such sports as volleyball, soccer, softball, basketball, and bowling. The use of these games in recreation, methods of
organizing, adaptation to age groups, equipment, rules, and the general supervision of such group
games.
I credit
Physical Education 324 Adult Recreation. Individual and dual activities in adult recreation such
as archery, badminton, tennis, ping-pong, tether ball, horse shoes, hand ball, golf, quoits. I credit
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Physical Education 424 Rhythm in Recreation. Rhythmic activ1t1cs in recreation, at both the
child and adult levels, such as singing games, tap, folk dancing, social dancing, creative dancing,
American country dancing.
I credit
Physical Education 426 First Aid and Safety in Recreation. Methods and skills in giving first
aid in recreation.
I credit
Sociology 222 Public Recreation. A course in the history, theories, needs, and values, organization and administration of public recreation.
3 credits
Sociology 422 The Community and Recreation. A course in the meaning of, typesof,ecologyand
structure of organization and disorganization of the community and methods of community study
and analysis.
2 credits
Speech 241 Recreational Dramatics and Story Telling. An elementary approach to procuring,
adapting, and developing materials suitable for recreational dramatic activities and for story telling.
3 credits

GROUP LEADERSHIP
202 Personal and Social Living. The needs, concepts, standards and skills which will result in a
personal-social-civic orientation to successful living. The units of study of demonstration will include: (I ) personal and social situations and how to meet them; (2) knowledge of ways and
means to experience pleasant and harmonious personal, social and civic relations in life.
I credit

205 Junior Red Cross. · The Junior Red Cross program and its training for promotion of social
service, good citizenship, world understanding through civic, national and international activities.
I credit
210 Girl Scout and Campfire Girl Leadership. An introduction to the practical work of Girl
Scout and Camp Fire Girl Leadership. Girl Scouting is given one year and Camp Fire Girl
Leadership the next.
I credit
211 Elements of Scout Leadership. Psychological and sociological principles of Scout leadership
with actual practice in Scout activities as a part of the course. The use of scouting as an agency
for the development of personality.
I credit
212 Troop Camping. Camp organization, sanitation, balanced rations, and a full camping program of outdoor play and work activities designed to develop personality through the camping
experience.
I credit
215 4-H Club Organization and Leadership. A study of the group organizations in rural communities. An application of the concepts of sociology and the principles of psychology. How the
Club work may utilize the formal education of the school in carrying out a home or community project. Prerequisite: Sociology 263.
2 credits
217 Recreation Leadership Course. An overview of camping in private and organizational camps
presented by specialists in the various phases of camp life, with much actual experience in living out
of doors.
4 credits
302 Counseling. A course designed to train teachers in counseling techniques. The course combines actual experience with classroom instruction. Enrollment limited to selection by the administration.
2 credits
310 Group Leadership. The principles and practices of group leadership applied to school clubs,
home room activities, extra-curricular activities in general, and community organizations. Actual
supervised practice in leadership. May be used as an elective in sociology.
4 credits
320 The Parent-Teacher Movement. Objectives, principles, procedure, and publications of the
parent-teacher movement in the United States. The teacher's part in organizing and in carrying on
the work of an effective association is emphasized.
I credit
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1953 SUMMER SESSIONS
JUNE 8 TO JULY 17

•

JULY 20 TO AUGUST 21

REGISTRATION AND CLASS SESSIONS
First Session: Students register between 8:30 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. Monday, June 8. Class work
will begin Tuedsay morning, June 9. Sessions will be held five days each week.
Second Session: Students register between 8:30 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. Saturday, July 18. Class
work will begin Monday morning, July 20. Sessions will be held six days each week.
Students will not be permitted to enroll later than Tuesday morning of each session except by special
pre-arrangement with the president. Credits will not be given for less than the full session.

EXPENSES
The Tuition .............................................. ............ '..... .. .... ......................... $2.00 per quarter hour
The Fees: Each Session:
Deposit...... .. .. ................................................................................................................ $3.00
Activity .. .... .................................................................................................................... 5.00
Summer Quarter:
Deposit................................................................................ ....... ................................... 3.00
Activity ...... .................................................................................................................... 8.00
Non-resident fee ............................................................................................................ 5.00
A fee of one dollar is paid by students who enroll in a physical education course.
The term fee must be paid before one is enrolled in any class.
No refund of tuition or of term fee is made to a student who cancels registration after Wednesday,
June 10, or July 22.
Payments of all college accounts should be made in cash during the summer seasion. Checks will be
accepted at the business office of the college for collection only.

LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
Shoemaker Hall and Lawrence Hall accommodate about two hundred fifty young women at the
rate of $13.50 per week for board and room. These residence halls are well equipped and beautifully
located. Bills for board and room are payable for the entire summer session before Wednesday noon
of the first week.
Carol Hall accommodates fifty young women and the director, who boardatLawrenceHall. The
cost for board and room is $13.50 per week. All business transactions such as application for rooms,
payment of room and board, etc., are the same as those that apply to all the college residence halls.
Brainard Hall accommodates one hundred eight men who pay $13.50 per weekforboardandroom.
The rooms are fully equipped. The students are required to furnish their towels and dresser scarfs.
Alice M. Eastman Home provides living quarters for five young women who pay $8.40 per month
for their rooms which are fully equipped. Students are required to furnish their towels and
dreaser scarfs.
A money order for $5.00 should be sent with each application for a room reservation to the Dean of
Women. Make money orders payable to State Teachers College.
This amount is refunded to the depositor if in attendance during the entire summer session. No
refund is made to those who leave before the close of the session.
Private Homes have rooms for rent for $3.50 to $5.00 per week per student. A list of approved
boarding and rooming places will be found at the offices of the Deans of the college. Students
should not engage a room at places not on the approved list. A faculty committee assists students
to secure desirable boarding and rooming accommodations. Students should plan to arrive in St.
Cloud during the day and should report immediately at the college.
A special bulletin outlining courses offered during the summer sessions will be sent upon request.
For further information address
THE REGISTRAR,
State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, Minnesota
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The dedicated purpose of the Alumni Association is service to the alumni and to the college. Activities and projects are planned to promote cordial personal and professional relationships between the
graduates and the college.
Each year at Homecoming the association members meet at a dinner in Stewart Hall cafeteria.
The dues for a lifetime membership arc $3.00; it includes the privilege of attending association affairs
and a subscription to the College Chronicle and college bulletins.

BUREAUS OF THE COLLEGE
BUREAU OF SPECIAL SERVICES
This bureau acts as a connecting link between the college and the public. I ts purpose is to aid in the
selection of students by personal interviews with high school students and graduates, alumni, superintendents, teachers, and school officials; to assist graduates in their work; to supply the people of
Minnesota with information pertaining to the college and to the teaching profession through publicity
in newspapers, by radio, college publications, and other means; to supply speakers for public gatherings and for professional organizations from faculty and students; and to administer all extension
work of the college.

BUREAU OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
This bureau is maintained to promote the total development of the individual student. It supplements the services provided students through the academic program. The Offices of Dean of Men,
Dean of Women, Registrar, Placement, Health Service, and Student Activities are a part of the
bureau. Services rendered directly to college students by the Dean of Academic Administration,
Psycho-Educational Clinic and Bureau of Special Services are coordinated through the bureau.

BUREAU OF RESEARCH
The Bureau of Research has as its primary function the maintenance of a continuous self-survey of
the college and of problems very closely related to this institution. These problems divide themselves into two classes. (1 ) Those which are quite distinctly related to college welfare, such as the
functions of teacher colleges in a state, and (2) those which deal directly with student interests and
welfare. Into this latter group belong such studies as summarizing the occupations of parents of
students, determining the distribution of enrollment in cities and counties, and finding the number
of students enrolled in the various curriculum programs of the college. Accordingly the work of the
Bureau of Research is becoming a very vital part of the teachers' college.

BUREAU OF RESOURCES
The college campus contains about 350 acres of land, the larger areas consisting of islands in the
Mississippi River, college woods, recreation fields, a granite quarry with its adjacent land and the
portion of land upon which the college buildings are located. The administration of the areas by the
Bureau consists of developing all-around educational and recreational facilities and beautifications
through the planting and under-planting of trees and shrubs, construction work and maintenance of
the areas. The Bureau aids in the construction and maintenance of the college buildings and adjacent grounds.
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SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT
1952-Year and Summer-1953
Enrollment, College
Men Women Total
Degree-Bachelor of Science
Secondary
Freshman Class.................................................................................... 161
57
218
25
90
Sophomore Class.................................................................................. 65
54
142
Junior Class.......................................................................................... 88
41
173
Senior Class........................................................................................ 132

Total Secondary Students............ .......................................... . 446
Elementary
Freshman Class ................................................................................... .
Sophomore Class ............................................................................... .
Junior Class......................................................................................... .
Senior Class......................................................................................... .
Total Elementary Students.... ..................................................
Total Bachelor of Science Students....................................... .
Degree-Bachelor of Arts
Freshman Class ....................................................................................
Sophomore Class ..................................................................................
Junior Class ......................................................................................... .
Senior Class ..........................................................................................

2
12
18
31

55
37
31
55

21
46
212
139
418
1041
532

8
4
4
5
178

rn

63
41
35
60

232
314
67

12
3
17

53
12

613

590

23
13
4

199

21
222
303
65

11
2

Total Associate in Arts Students........................................... .
Pre-Professional Students
Freshman Class....................................................................................
Sophomore Class................................................................................. .

19
34
194
108
509

Total Provisional Elementary Students ................................. .
Degree-Associate in Arts
Freshman Class ................................................................................... .
Sophomore Class ................................................................................. .

623

355

63

Total Bachelor of Arts Students ........................................... .
Degree-Provisional Elementary
Freshman Class................................................................................... .
Sophomore Class................................................................................. .
Junior Class ......................................................................................... .

177

25
7
15

10
3

32
63
15

Total Pre-Professional Students................................................

65

13

78

Post Graduate Students .... ....................................................................... .
Special Students......................................................................................... .
Unclassified Students .... .......................................•....................................

27
9
0

37
20
4

64
29
4

Total Students................................................................................... .

828
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Enrollment, Off Campus ............................ ..... .................................. .

16

614

630
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1952-GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION-1953
County
Men Women Total
Aitkin .................................. 8
II
19
Anoka............................ 3
12
15
Becker............................
6
0
6
Beltrami.......................
I
0
I
• 94
Benton.......................... 47
47
Big Stone......................
I
5
6
Brown............................ 0
2
2
Carlton.......................... 6
10
16
Carver............................ 2
7
9
· 14
Cass................................ 4
10
Chippewa...... ................ 9
16
25
Chisago.......................... 8
15
7
Clay.............. .. ............. 0
I
I
Cottonwood..................
I
3
4
54
Crow Wing.. .... .. .. .. ...... 34
20
Dakota.......................... 6
8
14
Dodge............................
I
0
I
Douglas........................ 30
21
51
2
Faribault...... ...... .......... 0
2
Freeborn........................ 0
I
I
Goodhue.... .................... 0
I
I
Grant............................
I
5
6
135
Hennepin...................... 64
71
Houston...... ..................
I
0
I
4
Hubbard.. ...................... 2
2
Isanti...... ...... ................ IO
8
18
14
21
Itasca............................ 7
Jackson.......................... 3
0
3
Kanabec........................ IO
13
23
Kandiyohi.... . .. .. .. ........ 28
36
64
2
3
Kittson..........................
I
28
Lac qui Parle.............. 13
15
Lake.............................. I
2
I
Lake of the Woods.. .... 2
I
3
LeSueur........................ 0
2
2
Lincoln..........................
I
7
8
Lyon.............................. 8
15
7
Mahnomen.. .................. 0
I
I
Marshall........................ I
2
3
Martin.......................... 2
0
2
24
McLeod........................ 7
17
Meeker .. ........................ 15
45
60
Mille Lacs .................... 26
54
28
Morrison........................ 27
54
81
Murray.......................... 0
I
I
Nobles............................
I
2
3
Olmsted........................
I
0
I
Otter Tail.................... 5
24
29
Pennington.................... 0
2
2
Pine................................ 8
15
23
Pipestone...................... 0
8
8
Polk.............................. 3
2
5
Pope...... ........................ 9
25
34
Ramsey.......................... 12
27
39
Red Lake......................
I
I
2

County
Men Women Total
Redwood........ .............. 4
11
7
Renville........................ 8
26
34
Rice................................ 0
2
2
Roseau.. ........................ 6
2
8
71
St. Louis........ .. .. .......... 35
36
2
5
Scott..........·-················· 3
68
Sherburne...................... 30
38
Sibley............................ 0
2
2
. 508
Stearns...... .................... 209
299
Steele........ .................... 2
I
3
6
7
Stevens.......................... I
31
Swift.............................. IO
21
61
38
Todd .............................. 23
2
2
Traverse........................ 0
12
7
Wadena........................ 5
18
Washington.... .............. 3
15
2
I
Waseca..........................
I
I
Wilkin ............................ 0
I
70
59
Wright .......................... II
19
15
Yellow Medicine.......... 4
Total... ............... 792

1202
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OUT OF STATE
Place
Men
I
California...... ............... .
Colorado ....................... . 0
I
Connecticut................. .
Illinois ........................... . 2
Indiana ......................... . 2
Iowa ............................. . 6
Massachusetts .............. 0

2

~1::~Ei~i·.:·:·:·.·:·: ·:·:·:::::::::::
Montana ........................
Nebraska ........ ..............
New Jersey................. .
New York ................... .
North Dakota............. .
Ohio ............................. .
Oregon ............. ~ ............
Pennsylvania .... ........... .
South Dakota ..............
W~shin~ton .... ...... ....... .
W1sconsm......................
Alaska ........................... .
Canada..........................
Hawaii.. .... ................... .
Nigeria .. ........................

0
0
0
I
2

I

3

0

I

2
2

2
4
I

I
I
I

Total... ............... 36
TOTAL ALL
STUDENTS
828
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Women Total

0
I
0
2
0
2
I
I
I
2
2
I
0
0
5
I
0
0
7
0
4
0
0
0
0

I
I
I

4
2
8
I
3
I
2
2
2
2
I
8
I
I
2
9

2
8
I
I
I
I

30

66

1232

2060
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FACULTY
1953 - 1954
GEORGE F. BUDD ............... .......... .......... ...................... ... .. ....................... President
B. S., State Teachers College, Buffalo, N. Y.; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University; Ed. D., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Teacher, elementary school, Monticello, N. Y.; Administrative Assistant,
Horace Mann School, Teachers College, Columbia University; Director of
Guidance, Cortland State Teachers College; Director of Teacher Education, Olympia, Wash.; First Mapping Group, U.S. Army Air Corps;
Co-ordinator of Field Services, Oneonta State Teachers College, N.Y.; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1952DUDLEY S. BRAINARD ... ................. ................................ ... .. ......... Vice-Presldent
B. A., Carleton College; M. A., University of Wisconsin; Graduate Student,
University of Minnesota, Columbia University, and University of Chicago.
Superintendent of Schools at Slayton, Redwood Falls and Fairmont, Minn.;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1925THOMAS B. ABBOTT ............ .................... Speech, Psycho-Educational Clinic
B. A., Muskingum College, New Concord, Ohio; M. A., Western Reserve
University, Cleveland, Ohio; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn., Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
Cleveland Speech and Hearing Center, Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio; Director of Speech Clinic, Rosemary Home for Crippled Children,
Cleveland, Ohio; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949ALGALEE P. ADAMS ...................................... ....... ............................... ........ .........Art
B. S., University of Missouri; Graduate Student, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Ill.; M.A., University of Missouri.
Teacher of Art and English in High School, Cuba and St. Clair, Mo.; Art
Teacher at David H. Hickman High School in Columbia, Mo.; Elementary
Art Specialist, St. Joseph Mo.; Supervisor of Art in the Public Schools,
Webb City, Mo.; State Teachers College,~
951-

L

1

ERALD R. AHLQUIST ~
.......................~~~ ~.:;tcal Science
. ., ollege o ilucabon, University of Minnesota; M. A., University of
Minnesota.
Teacher, Mazeppa High School; Captain, 8th & 12th Air Force; Instructor
3rd Air Force; Teacher, Bethel College; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1948EVANS L. ANDERSON ............................................................................ Psychology
Diploma, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; B. A., Gustavus Adolphus College;
M. A., University of Minnesota; Ed. D., University of Denver; Graduate
Student, University of Minnesota; Special Student, University of Wisconsin.
Teacher, Elementary School, Upsala, Minn.; Director of Teacher Training,
Waldorf College, Forest City, Ia.; 'Psychological Research and Personnel
Work, AAF and Army Engineers; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1946-1950; Teaching Fellow, University of Denver; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1951-
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ROWLAND C. ANDERSON ................ ............ ................ ... .......... ..... Mathematics
B. E., State Teachers College, St. Cloud; M. A., University of Minnesota;
Ed. D., Columbia University, N. Y.
Teacher, Principal, Junior and Senior High Schools, Swanville, Renville,
Little Falls, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1939-1943; Lt.,
USNR; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1948k

ED C. ARCHER. .. ........................ .. ................... ........Business Administration
B. C. S., School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance, New York University;
M.A., Ph. D., School of Education, New York University; Graduate Student, Teachers College, Columbia University.
Eastern District Sales Office, Pressed Steel Car Company; Eastern Sales Department, American Gas Machine Company, Inc.; Accountant, Yardley &
Co., Ltd., N. J.; Associate Editor, Journal of BusinessEducation;Instructor,
Washington School for Secretaries, Newark, N. J., Ridgewood High School,
Ridgewood, N. J.; Lieutenant, Ordinance Department, U.S. Army; Instructor, Hofstra College, Hempstead, N. Y.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1947LILLIE ASTRUP ........ ........................ ...................... ..... ...................... ... College Nurse
Graduate Nursing Degree, Fairview Hospital, Minneapolis, Minn.; B. S.,
Public Health Nursing, University of Minnesota; Student, Concordia College,
Moorhead, Minn.
Public Health Nursing, City Health Department, Fargo, No. Dak.; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 19610SEPHINE BANTA ............... ....... .................... ........ .. ............ Foreign Languages
A. B., Western College for Women; M.A., University of Chicago; M.A., University of Wisconsin; Ph. D., University of Michigan; Student, American
Academy at Rome; American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece;
Special Work at Indiana University, Alma College, Butler University, University of Iowa.
Teacher, High Schools, Prophetstown, Ill., Bethlehem, Pa., Portland, Ind.,
Portsmouth, Ohio, Noblesville, Ind.; Assistant Professor, Alma College,
Alma, Mich.; Dakota Wesleyan University, Mitchell, S. D.; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1946ELIZABETH BARKER. .................... .... ... ............................Health Education
Graduate, State Teachers College, Stevens Point, Wis.; B.S., M.S., University
of Chicago; Ph. D., Columbia University; Post-graduate, Northwestern
University.
Teacher in Elementary and High Schools, Wisconsin, Iowa, and New York;
Instructor, Wittenberg College, Sioux City Normal School; Supervisor,
Tulsa Public Schools; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1937-·
HUGH BARKER. ...:......................................................... ...... Biological Science
B. Ed., State Teachers College, Whitewater, Wis.; Ph. M., Ph. D., University
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Assistant, Zoology, University of Wisconsin; Aviation Physiologist, U. S.
Army Air Force; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1946-

~ AB. !~~:!!!t~·~is~~th·n;k~;;;;·M:·i.::·Pi;:·n ::·ohi~·st;;;~·u~i";~~i~;.ature
Instructor, University of North Dakota; State Teachers College, Dickinson,
N. D., Franklin University; Muskingum College; State Teachers College,
Eau Claire, Wis,; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1947103
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ROGER L. BARRETT....... ................ ............................. ... ................................Music
B. M. E., M. M., Drake University, Des Moines, Ia.
Instrumental Music Teacher, Public Schools, Des Moines, Ia.; Instrumental
Instructor, Preparatory Department, Drake University, Des Moines, Ia. ;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949CLIFFORD 0. BEMIS ........ ........................................... ......... ......... .... Mathematics
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; B. A., University of Minnesota;
M. A., Columbia University; Graduate Student, Columbia University.
Teacher and Principal, Public Schools, Minnesota ; Instructor, Demonstration
School, Summer Sessions, Columbia University; State Teachers College,
St.Cloud,1914,1917, 1919HANS S. BERG............................................ .. .... ............... ..... ......... ....... Mathematics
B. S., M. S., University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D.; Graduat e
work, University of Minnesota.
Student Assistant , University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D. ; Stat e
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1950RACHEL GRAVES BODOH. ..... ........ .... .................. . ...... Elementary Education
B. Ed., Southern Illinois University; M. S., University of Illinois; Ed. D.,
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley, Colo.
Teacher, Director of Special Education, Principal, Elementary Supervisor,
Public Schools, Illinois and Michigan; Instructor, Education Division,
Arkansas State College; Gogebic Junior College, Ironwood, Mich.; Campus
School Supervisor, Northern Michigan College of Education; Educational
Consultant, Scott, Foresman and Company, New York; Education and
Humanities Divisions, Colorado State College of Education; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1948HELEN BOTTUM ................................................ Supervisor in Primary Grades
Graduate, Miss Wood's Primary Training School; B. S., M. A., Teachers
College, Columbia University; Graduate Student, Northwestern University,
University of California, Denver University.
Teacher in Kindergarten and Elementary Schools, South Dakota and Idaho;
Supervisor of First Grade, Michigan State Normal College, Ypsilanti,
Mich.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1926A. F . BRAINARD ...................................................................... Physical Education
B. S., College of Education, University of Illinois; M. A., University of Illinois; Ed. D., New York University; Student, Indiana State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind.; Student, Michigan State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Mich.;
Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Teacher in Rural and Consolidated Schools of LaGrange County, Ind.; Supervisor of Student Teaching in Physical Education, University of Illinois;
Instructor in Professional Courses in Physical Education and Athletic
Coaching, summer courses, University of Illinois; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1930ROBERT H. BROWN.......... ................................................ ................. ..... Geography
B. S., M.A., University of Minnesota.
Pilot Instructor, U. S. Army; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949-1951;
Intelligence Officer and Instructor, U. S. Air Force; State Teachers College
St. Cloud, 1953-
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MILDRED BRUST....................................................................................... ... .... Music
B. M., Post-graduate diploma in piano under Dr. Walter Gilewicz, Mary
Hardin-Baylor College, Belton, Tex.; M. M., Piano under Dean Donald M.
Swarthout, University of Kanas; Graduate Student, University of Texas.
Instructor in piano, Mary Hardin-Baylor College; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1949LILLIAN M. BUDGE................................. ................ ........ ...... ......... ... ...... Literature
Graduate, State Normal School, Valley City, N. D.; B. A., University of
North Dakota; M.A., University of Chicago; Graduate Student, University
of Minnesota; Oxford University, England.
Teacher, Elementary and High Schools and Americanization Work, Grand
Forks, N. D., Minneapolis, and Panama Canal Zone; Assistant, North
Dakota State Department of Education; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1924WALTER E. BURDETTE... .......... .................................. ........... ....Industrial Arts
B. S., State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kan; M. S., Kansas State Teachers
College, Pittsburg, Kan.; Graduate Work, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Officer, U. S. Naval Reserve; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1948-1951;
1952R. BURDETT BURK .... ... ........................ .............. .............. Elementary Education
B. S., Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind.; M. S., Indiana University;
Ed. D., Indiana University.
Teacher, Rural and Elementary Schools of Jay and Marion Counties, Ind.;
Elementary Schools, Fort Wayne, Ind.; USNR; Teacher Junior High School
Special Education, Fort Wayne, Ind.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1950L. RUTH CADWELL.................... ............. ...Supervisor in Junior Hi~h Grades
B. A., Iowa State Teachers College; M. A., University of Minnesota; Postgraduate Student, Iowa State Teachers College; Graduate Student, University of Chicago and University of Minnesota.
Teacher in Rural, Elementary and High Schools, in Iowa; Supervisor in Iowa
State Teachers College, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1924M YRL CARLSEN............................................................................. ............... ...... Music
B. A., Carleton College; Music Supervisor's Diploma, Carleton College;
Graduate, American Institute of Normal Methods, Lake Forest College,
Ill .; M.A., Columbia University; Student, College of Puget Sound, Wash.
Music Supervisor in City Schools, Iowa; Private Piano Teaching and professional Accompanying; Instructor of Music, Summer Session, Iowa State
Teachers College; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1926MARIE E. CASE ............................................................... .........Physical Education
Graduate, Drake University, Des Moines, Ia.; B. A., Kansas State Teachers
College; M. A., Colorado State College of Education; Graduate Student,
University of Wisconsin, University of Michigan, American Institute of
Normal Methods.
Teacher in Elementary Schools; County Superintendent, Harrison County,
Ia.; Instructor State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kan.; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1926106
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EDWIN H. CATES.............. ..... ..................................... ..,................. ........... .....Hlstory
A. B., B. A., Ph.D., State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Ia.
Teacher, High School, Martinville, Ill.; Western Union College, LeMars, Ia.;
Upper Iowa University, Fayette, Ia. ; Illinois Wesleyan University; Colonel,
U.S. Army; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1946ERBERT A. CLUGSTON...... .................. Dean of Academic Administration
and Psychology
Student, Wabash College; B. A., DePauw University; B. D., Garret Biblical
Institute; M. A., Ph. D., University of Colorado; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Assistant in Zoology, Wabash College; Assistant in Education, University of
Colorado; Director of Wesley Foundation, University of Colorado; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1931JOHN C. COCHRANE...................... ............................................................... History
B. A., M. A., University of Indiana; Graduate Student, University of Chicago.
Teacher in High Schools of Indiana, Decatur, Ill., Oak Park, Ill., and Davenport, Ia.; History Department, Lombard College, Galesburg, Ill.; Stat e
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1926EDWARD M. COLLETTI................ ......................................Physical Education
B. E., State Teachers College, St. Cloud; School of Coaching, Nort hwestern University, Evanston, Ill.; M. Ed., University of Minnesota.
Teacher, Cathedral High School, St. Cloud, Minn.; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1932-1944, 1946MAR Y THIELMAN COLOMY. ........... Assistant, Psycho-Educational Clinic
B. E., St. Cloud State Teachers College; Personnel Consultants Course,
Adjutant General School, Ft. Washington, Md.
Teacher, Element ary and Junior High School, Minnesota ; Personnel, Wanamakers, New York; Personnel Consultant, The Engineer School, Ft . Belvoir, Va.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1948ILLIAM . COTTON .................................................................................. Education
B. Ed:, State Teachers College, Fredonia, N. Y.; M. A., Ed. D., Teachers
College, Columbia University.
Teacher, Elementary School, Elmont, N. Y.; Supervisor, Campus School,
State Teachers College, Oneonta, N. Y.; Instructor, Teachers College,
Columbia University ; U.S. Navy ; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1952AUDREY R. CRAWFORD.................................... Supervisorin Primary Grades
B. S., Mankato State Teachers College; M. A., University of Minnesota;
Graduate Work, University of Minnesota.
Instructor in elementary grades, Duluth; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1949-
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cago; B. S., M. S., Ph. D., Umvers1ty of Ilhno1s.
Teacher in Elementary and High Schools, South Dakota, and Illinois; Principal of Schools, Illinois and Colorado; Supervisor of Science, Rock Island;
Supervisor and Instructor of Science, University High School and University of Illinois; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1927106
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CHARLOTTE R. CURRAN................ .. .. .............. ......... .........Physical Education
B. S., University of Minnesota; B. A., M. A., Colorado College of Education,
Greeley, Colo.; Graduate Student, LaCrosse State Teachers College, University of Minnesota; Graduate Scholarship, George Williams College. ·
Teacher in Secondary Schools, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Colorado, South Dakota;
Director and Professor of Physical Education, River Falls Teachers College,
Wis.; Northern State Teachers College, Aberdeen, S. D.; Baker University,
Baldwin, Kan.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1948C . E. DAGGETT......................................................................... ...................Business
B. E., State Teachers College, Whitewater, Wis.; M. A., Ph. D., State Uni-

versity of Iowa; Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin, Northwestern
University, University of Colorado.
Teacher in High Schools, Menomonie, Wis., Council Bluffs, Ia., and Kenosha,
Wis.; Supervisor of Commercial Cadet Teachers and Accounting Instructor,
State Teachers College, Whitewater, Wis.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1939-1942; Major, U.S.A.F.R.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1946-

AMY H. DALE .... ..................... ... ............................. ..... ....... ....... .....................English
B. A., Macalester College, St. Paul; Minnesota School of Business, Minneapolis; M.A., Colorado State College of Education, Greeley, Colo.; Bread Loaf
School of English, Vermont.
Teacher, High Schools, Brewster, Minn., New Port Richey, Fla.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1931-1944, 1946LYLE H . .DA ¥ ................................. .................................... ....... ..... ...............Business
B. S., State Teachers College, St. Cloud; M. A., University of Minnesota;
Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Teacher, Rural Schools, Hubbard County, Minnesota; High Schools, Sauk
Rapids, Fergus Falls; Business Manager, State Teachers College, St. Cloud;
USNR; Assistant Supervisor of Business and Distributive Education,
Minnesota State Department of Education; State Teachers College, St.
Cloud, 19480 RVAL DILLINGHAM .......... ............................ .............. ....................... ................. Art
Graduate, Minneapolis School of Art; B. A., M. F. A., University of Minnesota.
Instructor, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis School of Art; Artist for U.S.
Army Psychological Warfare Division in the Pacific; Art Director for Military Government in Korea; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1952GUSTAV P. DINGA.................................. ............................ ....................Chemlstry
B. A., St. Olaf College; M. S., University of Louisville, Ky.; Graduate Student,
University of Kentucky.
Research Assistant and Instructor, St. Olaf College; Graduate Research
Assistant, University of Louisville; U.S., Army Signal Corps Project, University of Kentucky; Instructor, Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington,
Ill.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1951WILLIAM A. DONNELL Y. .............................. .................. ...................Journalism
B. A., University of Notre Dame; M. A., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Teacher, Rhodes Preparatory School, New York City, Junior High School,
Cranford, N. J.; Infantry, U.S. Army; Journalism Instructor,_Camp Pickett
Convalescent Hospital; Reporter and Editor, Associated Press,Indianapolis;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1948-
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CHARLES W. EMER Y......... ......................... ............ ... ......... ........... ......... Supervisor
B. Ed., State Teachers College, Eau Claire, Wis.; M.A., State University of
Iowa; Graduate Student, Colorado State College of Education, Greeley,
Colo.
Teacher in High Schools, High School Principal, Superintendent of Schools,
Wisconsin; Supervisor of Cadet Teaching, State Teachers College, Eau
Claire, Wis.; State Field Representative, Youth Personnel Division, National
Youth Administration, Wisconsin; Investigator, U. S., Civil Service Commission; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1945GEORGE 0. ERICKSON ... ..... .............. .. .... .................. Audio-Visual Education
B. S., St. Cloud State Teachers College.
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1951CARL J. FOLKERTS....................... .......................................................... Economics
B. A., Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Ia.; M. A., Ph. D. State University of Iowa.
Teacher, High Schools in Minnesota; Assistant Professor, Northern Montana
College, Havre, Mont.; Associate Professor, MacMurray College, Jacksonville, Ill.; Teacher, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; Economist, Stevenson,
Jordan and Harrison, Business Consultants, Chicago; Professor of Economics,
Willamette University, Salem, Ore.; Professor of Finance, Montana State
University, Missoula, Mont.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949NINA FRANCIS.................. ... ..................................... .... ...... Elementary Education
B. S., Bemidji State Teachers College; M. A., Wayne University, Detroit,
Mich.; Graduate Student, Colorado State College of Education, Greeley,
Colo.
Teacher, Rural Schools Minnesota; Principal, Public Schools, Minnesota;
County Superintendent, Beltrami County, Minn.; Teacher, Minneapolis
and Coleraine; Elementary Educational Consultant, Oakland County, Mich.;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949RUTH GANT.................................. ...................................................................... Music
B. Mus., Jordan Conservatory of Music; M. Mus., Chicago Musical College;
Conservatory of Music, Kansas City, Mo.; Piano Study, Bomar Cramer,
Wiktor Labunski and Rudolph Ganz.
Instructor in Piano, Jordan Conservatory, Indianapolis, Ind.; Assistant Professor of Piano and Theory, College of Emporia, Kan.; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1946BETH PORTER GARVEY............................ ...... ... ..................... Dean of Women
B. A., Carleton College; M.A., University of Minnesota; Graduate Student,
University of Minnesota, Stanford University, Cal.
High School Instructor, LeRoy, Austin, Faribault, Minneapolis; Junior-Senior
High School Principal, Ortonville; Dean ·of High School Students, Albert
Lea; Dean of Women, Rochester Junior College; State Teachers College, St. ,
Cloud, 1925-
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Minnesota; Ed. D., University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D.
Teacher, Rural Schqols, Minn., Principal, Superintendent, Public Schools,
South Dakota and Minnesota; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 19371942; Captain, Bomber Command, 5th Air Force; State Teachers College,
St.Cloud,1946,1949108
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*HARRY H. GOEHRING ..... ....... ......... .......................... .. ..... ....Biological Science
B. E., State Teachers College, Milwaukee, Wis.; Ph. M., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.; Graduate Work, Itasca Park Biological Field Station
of University of Minnesota.
Teacher and coach; Fall River, Wis.; Junior and Senior High School, Minot,
N. D.; State Teachers College, Dickinson, N. D.; State Teachers College
St. Cloud, 1946EDITHE. H. GRANNIS ............... .............................................................. Librarian
Student, Hamline University; B. A., University of Wisconsin; Certificate,
New York State Library School; M. S., School of Library Service, Columbia
University.
Assistant Librarian, State Teachers Coll~ge, Mankato; Librarian, School and
Public Library, Buhl, Minn.; Librarian, State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1917DAVID F. GRETHER .......... ..... ..... ........ .......... ......................... ...................... Biology
Student, Mission House College, Plymouth, Wis. ; M. S., Ph.D., University of
Wisconsin, Madison Wis. ; Graduate Work, University of Wisconsin, Madison, •Wis.
Instructor, Mission House College, Plymouth, Wis.; University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wis.; State Teachers College, Platteville, Wis.; Lt., USNR; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1952-

0 AM:.~.~w!!!!:e~·c~ii~~~:·~jt~~:··M~·-·;·M:·i:··Ph:·n:·:·u;;i~~~~it;~:s:~:souri.
Civil Service Instructor, Quartermaster School, U. S. Army; Captain, U. S.
Army; Instructor, University of Missouri; State Teachers College, St. Cloud
1949-

VIRGINIA N. HARRIS............ Psychology and Psycho-Educational Clinic
B. A., in Ed., Harris Teachers College, St. Louis, Mo.; M.A., in Ed., Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.; Ph. D., Washington University, St. Louis,
Mo.
Teacher, Elementary Schools, St. Louis, Mo.; Instructor, Washington University; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1950MONICA B. HEYES ...................... ..........................................Children's Librarian
B. A., B. L. S., University of Wisconsin.
Branch Assistant, Milwaukee Public Library; State Teachers College, St.
Cloud, 1950MARVIN E. HOLMGREN ................................... ...........Education and Research
B. S., State Teachers College, St. Cloud; M. A., Ph. D., University of Minnesota.
Teacher in Secondary Schools, Ogilvie and Rush City, Minn.; U.S. Navy;
Research Assistant and Teaching Assistant, University of Minnesota;
Instructor, University of Minnesota; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1949HELEN STEEN HULS............................ ............ ...... ........................................ ..Voice
B. Mus., M. Mus., Northwestern University; Graduate Study, Indiana University; Voice training under Walter Allen Stults, William Stickles, Edmund
J. Myer, Katherine Hoffman, Bernard Taylor.
Teacher of Voice and Theory, Cottey Junior College, Nevada, Mo.; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1926109
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0. J. JERDE....... ................................................................ ........... .. Political Science
B. A., Luther College, Decorah, Ia.; Graduate Student, University of Minne-

sota.
Principal and Superintendent of Schools, Toronto and Brandt, S. D., Alta,
Ottumwa and Hedrick, Ia., Jackson, Minn.; Instructor, Summer Extension
Schools, Iowa State Teachers College; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1928-1944,1946-

JOHN D. KASPER. .......... .........................................................Physical Education

B. S., M. S., University of Wisconsin; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Instructor, Division of Physical Education and Athletics, Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio; State Teachers College,,St. Cloud, 1949MAR Y C. KOLST AD................ .......... ......... ............................................... Supervisor
B. S., M.A., University of Minnesota.

Teacher, Principal of Elementary and Junior High Schools, North Dakota;
Teacher, High Schools, Minnesota; Instructor, Minnesota School of Business, Minneapolis, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949*JOHN W. LAAKSO......................... ... ... .. ......................... ... ............... ...... Chemistry

B. E., Winona State Teachers College; M. S., Montana State College.
Teacher, High Schools at Fosston and Tyler, Minn., Montana State College;
Lieutenant, USNR, Aerial Navigator; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1948ANNA C. LARSON .... ......................... ..... ......... .................. .......................Geography

B. A., Iowa State Teachers College; M. S., University of Chicago; Graduate
Student, University of Chi.cago.
Teacher, Rural Elementary, Junior and Senior High Schools, Iowa; Instructor
in Geography, Summer School, Iowa State Teachers College; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1927RA YMOND H. LARSON ..... ................. ........................................... Industrial Arts
B. A., University of Nebraska; M.A., Ph.D., University of Minnesota.

Teacher of Industrial Arts, North Platte, Nebr., Ida Grove, Iowa; Research
Assistant, University of Minnesota; Interim Instructor, State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minn.; University High School, University of Minnesota,
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1942; Technical Instructor and Liaison
Officer, U. S. Army Air Corps; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, .1946VICTOR L. LOHMANN ............. ...............Dlrector, Psycho-Educational Clinic
B. S., State Teachers College, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; M. A., Ed. D., University

r

of Missouri.
Teacher, Rural School, Perry County, Mo.; High School, Puxico and Perryville, Mo.; Supt., Perryville, Mo.; U.S. Navy; Instructor in Speech and
Education, University of Missouri; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1948-

P. LOHRMAN.......................... .................................... ............................Sociology
B. S., M.A., Ohio University ; Ph.D., Ohio State University.

Teacher in Elementary and High Schools, Ohio; Superintendent of Schools;
Critic Teacher, Instructor, Ohio University; Teaching Assistant, Ohio State
University; Instructor, Summer Session , University of Kentucky; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1942110
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L. LESLIE LUYMES..................................................................Physical Education
B. A., Central College, Pella, la.; M.A., State University of Iowa, Iowa City,
la.; Graduate Student, State University of Iowa.
Teacher, Colo High School, Colo, Ia.; Northwestern Junior College, Orange
City, Ia.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1960GEORGE H. LYNCH ................................................... ......... ... .. Physical Education
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; B. S., M. S., University of
Minnesota; Student, Harvard University, Notre Dame School for Coaches;
Graduate Student, University of Minnesota; Student, School of Coaching,
Northwestern University, Evanston, lll .
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1903LUCILLE S. MAIER ....................................... ............. .................... Reading Center
B. S., University of Minnesota; M. S., University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wis.; Graduate Student, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
Teacher, Elementary and Secondary Schools of Wisconsin; Instructor, Normal
School, Reedsburg, Wis., Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Ia.;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949MAMIE R. MARTIN .......................... ................. ....... ............ ...... ................ Librarian
B. A., Ohio Wesleyan University; Certificate, New York State Library School;
M. S., School of Library Service, Columbia University.
Teacher, High School, Alma, Wis.; Librarian, Emerson High School Branch,
Gary, Ind.; Cataloger, Public Library, Aurora, Ind.; Librarian, Public
Library, Clinton, Ind.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1922LORENE MARVEL.. .......................... ............................... ........... ..................... .Music
B. A., Morningside College, Sioux City, Iowa; B. M., M. Mus., MacPhail's
School of Music, Minneapolis, Minn.; Advanced Summer Work, Christiansen Choral School, Chambersburg, Pa., and Vassar, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.;
Harp Study from Loretta Delone, Omaha, Neb., Henry Williams, Minnepolis, Minn., and Mary Reeder, Tallahassee, Fla.; Graduate Student, Dale
Carnegie Course, New York, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.;
Graduate Study, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.
Teacher and Supervisor, Stanhope, Pocahontas, Carroll, Webster City, Ia.,
Southeastern Louisiana State College, Hammond, La., Mary Hardin Baylor College, Belton, Texas; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minn. 1946EVA P. McKEE ............................................................................ Physical Education
B. A., Iowa State Teachers College; M. A., Columbia University; Graduate
Student, University of Wisconsin, State University of Iowa.
Teacher in Secondary Schools of Iowa; Supervisor of Physical Education,
Elementary Schools, Iowa; Instructor in Physical Education, State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kan., Northern Illinois State Teachers College,
DeKalb; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1947RICHARD J. MEINZ... ....... ..........................Supervisor in Junior High Grades
B. E., State Teachers College, St. Cloud; M.A., University of Minnesota.
Teacher in Junior and Senior High Schools, Minnesota, Hennepin County
Schools; Army Medical Corps; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1946111
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FRED T. MENNINGA .... ........ .............................. ....................................Supervisor
B. A., Central College, Pella, Ia.; Graduate Student, S, Dak. State College,
Brookings, S. D.; M.A., University of South Dakota; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Teacher, Principal, Superintendent of Elementary and Secondary Schools in
South Dakota; Lecturer in Education, Augustana College, Sioux Falls, S. D.;
Principal, Senior High School, Winnebaio and Princeton, Minn.; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949LOREN W. MENTZER. .................. ............ ...................... ......... Biological Science
B. Ed., A. B., M. S., State Teachers College, Emporia, Kan.; Ph.D., University of Nebraska; Special Study, Field Station, University of Colorado.
Teacher, Elementary and High Schools, Kansas; Medical Corps, U.S. Army;
Biology Teacher, Emporia Teachers College; Instructor, University of
Nebraska; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949RICHARD S . MITCHELL ..................... ......................... Audio-Visual Education
B. S., City College of New York; M. A., Columbia University Graduate
Faculties; Ed. D., Teachers College, Columbia University.
Teacher, Elementary Schools, Rome (N.Y.) Junior High School, Horace
Mann-Lincoln School of Columbia University; Instructor, Teachers College,
Columbia University; Editorial and Film Production Work for Encyclopedia Britannica Films and others; Professor of English and Education,
Eastern Montana College of Education; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,

1949-

MARJORIE J. MORSE. ............... ... .. ......................... .... .............. ............ Geography
B. A., M. A., Ph. D., University of Wisconsin.
Teacher, High Schools in Wisconsin, Stevens Point, Sheboygan North, Madison West, University High School, Madison, Wis.; Instructor, University of
Wisconsin Extension Division, University of Wyoming, Michigan State
College, Summer Sessions; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1951RUTH MOSCRIP..................... ............... Supervisor in Intermediate Grades
B. A., University of Iowa; M.A., University of Iowa; Student, University of
Chicago.
Instructor, Elementary Schools, Marshalltown, Ia.; Demonstration Work,
University Elementary School, University of Iowa; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1930DAVID B. MUIRHEAD ....... ....... ........................................................ ...... Psychology
A. B., Nebraska Wesleyan University; M. A., Colorado State College of
Education;.Graduate Study, Harvard University.
Engineer, Weather Service, U.S. Army Air Force; Advertising; Teacher, High
School, Giltner, Nebr.; Instructor, State Teachers College, St. Cloud;
Fellow in Education, Harvard University; Industrial Training Consultant;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1952EDWIN A. NASH ............................................................................................Business
B. A., State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Ia.; M. A., State University of
Iowa; Graduate Student, University of Iowa and University of Minnesota.
Teacher in High Schools, Renwick, Grundy Center, Ia.; Principal and Instructor, Moline Institute of Commerce, Moline, Ill.; Major, USAFR;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1947112
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FRANCES NEALE._ ............................ ......................Su pervlsor in Kinderiarten
B. S., State Teachers College, Kirksville, Mo.; M.A., University of Missouri;
Graduate Student, University of Chicago, Teachers College, Columbia
University, George Peabody College for Teachers.
Teacher in Rural and Elementary Schools, Missouri; Kindergarten Critic
Teacher, State Teachers College, Kirksville, Mo.; Teacher, Hammond,
Ind.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1931ARTHUR FREDRICK NELSON ............................................................ Chemlstry
B. A., St. Olaf College; M. S., Ph.D., University of Iowa.
Instructor, St. Olaf College; Assistant Professor, Dana College, Blair, Nebr.;
Research Assistant, Harvard University; Assistant Professor, American
International College, Springfield, Mass.; Assistant Chief Chemist, Lever
Brothers Company, Cambridge, Mass.; Research Engineer, Bendix Aviation
Coroporation, Scintilla Magneto Division, Sidney, N. Y.; Professor of
Chemistry, Hartwick College, Oneonta, N. Y.; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1947MAXINE NORDQUIST ............. ...... ............ ........... Supervisor in Nursery School
B. S., M. A., University of Chicago.
Instructor, University of Chicago Nursery School; State Teachers College, St.
Cloud 1950-

GRACE S. NUGENT................................ Supervlsor in Intermediate Grades
Graduate, Bemidji State Teachers College; B. S., M. A., University of Iowa;
Student, McGill University, Montreal, Can.; Graduate Student, University
of Texas; University of Chicago.
Teacher in Rural Schools of Minnesota, Junior High School, Bemidji, Minn.;
Elementary School Principal, Iowa City, Ia.; Sur,ervisor of Elementary
School for Crippled Children, University Hospita, Iowa City, Ia.; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1931-1944, 1945AX L. PARTCH .............. ................................. ...............................................BioloiY
B. S., University of Minnesota; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin.
Weather Service, Army Air Corps; Assistant Botanist, University of Wisconsin; Arbortum Botanist, University of Wisconsin; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1949RAYMOND H. PEDERSEN ............................................................................Speech
B. A., Iowa State Teachers Coll!'l&:e, Cedar Falls, Ia.; M. A., University of
Michigan; Graduate Student, University of Michigan.
·
English and Speech, Instructor and Supervisor, Elementary and Secondary
Schools, Iowa; Lieutenant, U.S., Army; Technical Theatre Director, Radio
Workshop Director, Oklahoma College for Women, Chickasha, Okla.;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1947PAULINE PENNING .... ............................................................ ................................ Art
Student, Northern State Normal School, DeKalb, Ill.; Graduate, Academy of
Fine Arts, Chicago; Ph. B., University of Chicago; M.A., Columbia University; Student, Academic Royale des Beaux Arts, Bruxelles, Belgium.
Teacher in Rural and Elementary Schools, Illinois; Supervisor of Art, South
Bend and Bloomington, Ind., and Wilkinsburg, Pa.; StateTeachersCollege,
St. Cloud, 1927113
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FLOYD E. PERKINS..................................................................................Geography
Graduate, State Teachers College, Winona, Minn.; Student, University of
Chicago; B. A., M.A., University of Minnesota.
Rural School Teacher, Grade and High School Principal, Superintendent of
Schools; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1939-

DORA C. PERRY............................................Supervisor in Junior High Grades
B. A., Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Ia.; M. S., Cornell University, Ithaca,
N. Y.; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota, University of Iowa.
Teacher in Rural Schools and High Schools; Supervisor, State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1925MARY LOUISE PETERSEN ................ Supervisor in Intermediate Grades
Graduate, St. Cloud State Teachers College; B. S., University of Minnesota ;
B. S., University of Oregon; Graduate Study, University of Minnesota.
Teacher, Rural Schools, Ramsey County, Minn.; Grade Teacher, St. Paul
Schools; Supervisor, Moorhead State Teachers College; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949-1951-

ELISE D. PREUS...................... ................ Supervisor in Intermediate Grades
Graduate, State Normal School, Lacrosse, Wis.; B. A., University of Wisconsin; M. A., Columbia University; Graduate Student, University of
Minnesota, National University, Mexico City, Mex., University of Southern California.
Teacher in Rural Elementary and High Schools of Wisconsin; Principal, Coon
Valley, Wis.; Supervisor, River Falls, Wis.; State Teachers College, St.
Cloud, 1928-PERRY G. RAWLAND.................... .................... ............................Industrial Arts
Graduate, State Teachers College, Charleston, Ill.; B. A., State University of
Iowa.; M. A., Ohio State University; Student, Teachers College, Columbia University, and New York School of Interior Decoration; Graduate
Student, University of Minnesota.
Instructor and Coach, Junior and Senior High Schools of Iowa City, Ia.;
Instructor, Avery Coonley School, Downers Grove, Ill.; Superintendent of
Schools, Orland Park, Chicago; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1942JOHN L. RHOADES....................................... ............... .............. ....................Sceince
B. A., Valley City State Teachers College, Valley City, N. Dak.; M. A., State
University of Iowa; Graduate Work, University of Washington.
Instructor, Construction Engineers, U. S. Army; South Idaho College of
Education, Albion, Idaho; Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, ,
Mont.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1952RONALD G. RIGGS ............................ ................ .................... .......... Social Studies
B. S., State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minn.; B. A., M. Ed., University of
Minnesota; Ed. D., University of North Dakota.
Salesman, Fritz-Cross Co., St. Cloud, Minn.; Salesman and Band Organizer,
Frank Holton and Co., Elkhorn, Wis.; Teacher, Farmington and Thief
River Falls, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1939114
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LAURA J. ROEHNING............ .................. ................ ............ Assistant Librarian

B. A., State Teachers College, Winona, Minn.; B. L. S., University of Wisconsin.
Reference Librarian, MacMurray College, Jacksonville, Ill.; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1950cL~'CE E( SA.DDL.ER. ............. .. Psychology, Counseling and Guidance

B. S., B. S. in Ed., Central Missouri State College; M. Ed., Ed. D., University
of Missouri.
Teacher, Rural Schools, Henry and Bates County, Mo.; Junior and Senior
High School, St. Joseph, Mo.; Captain, U.S. Army; Counselorandlnstructor in Psychology, University of Missouri; Lecturer, Summer Sessions,
University of Michigan; State Teachers.College, St. Cloud, 1949A. H. SCHELSKE.... ........ .......... .................... ........ Principal, Laboratory School

A. A., Rochester Junior College, Rochester, Minnesota; B. S., State Teachers
College, Mankato, Minn.; M. A., Teachers College, Columbia University;
Graduate Student, Teachers College, Columbia University.
Flight and Ground School Instructor, Naval Aviation Cadets; Supervisor of
Elementary Grades, Laboratory School, Southern Idaho College of Education, Albion, Ida. ; Assistant Director of Campus Schools, Southern
Idaho College of Education; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1952AGNES MARIE SERUM .................................................................. ..............English
B. S., University of Minnesota; M.A., University of South Dakota.

Teacher, High School, Gettysburg, S. D., University of South Dakota; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1947MYRTLE W. SCHLUETER. ...........................Supervisor in Primary Grades

B. S., State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minn.
Teacher, Rural Benton County, Minnesota; Elementary Schools, Sauk Rapids,
St. Cloud, and Brainard, Minn.; Sp. (T) 1/c, USNR (Wr); State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1952GEORGE J. SKEWES................. ...................... ................... Educatlon and Science
B. A., Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.; M.A., Ph. D., University of Wis-

consin.
eacher, Norway, Mich., Jefferson, Wis., Wisconsin High School, Madison,
Wis., State Teachers College, Mayville, N. D.; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1942-

FRA,NK B. SLOBETZ........................................ ...... Educatlon and Psychology
!B. S., Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kan.; A. M., D. Ed., Uni-

versity of Missouri.
eacher, Principal, and Superintendent, Elementary and Secondary Schools,
Missouri; Instructor, Educational Psychology, University of Missouri;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949-

EUNICE H. SMITH.......... ................ .................................................. ..............English
A. B., University of Minnesota; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University.

Teacher, St. Cloud Technical High School, Duluth Central; Montclair State
Teachers College, Montclair, N. J.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud,
1946-
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LEWIS C. SMITH, JR ................. .............................. ................................... English
B. A., M. A., Colorado State College of Education, Greeley, Colo.; Ph. D.,
State University of Iowa; Graduate Student, University of Denver.
Teacher, Eaton and Brush, Colo., Boise, Ida.; U.S. Army Program for Illiterte Soldiers; Special Service Officer, U. S. Army; Graduate Assistant, State
University of Iowa; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949-1951; U.S. Army
Assistant Operations Officer, Ordinance School; State Teachers College,
St. Cloud, 1952*RICHARD M. SMITH ...................................................... Elementary Education
B. A., Simpson College, Indianola, Ia.; M. A., Colorado State College of
Education, Greeley, Colo.; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota;
Ed. D., University of Oregon, Eugene, OrJ!.
Instructor of Senior and Junior High Schools, Indianola, Ia.; Superintendent
of Consolidated Schools, Beach, Ia.; Teaching Fellowship, Education Department, Colorado State Teachers College; State Teachers College, St.
Cloud, 1931LELA STANLEY.................................................... Supervisor in Primary Grades
B. A., Iowa State Teachers College; M.A., Columbia University.
Teacher, Elementary Schools, Iowa and South Dakota; Principal, Elementary
School, Aberdeen; Supervisor, Primary Grades, Instructor of Primary
Methods, Northern State Teachers College, Aberdeen, S. D.; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1926JOHN E. TALBOT.................................. Professional Laboratory Experiences
B. A., Nebraska Wesleyan University; M. A., Teachers College, Columbia
University; Graduate Student, University of Nebraska, University of
Chicago, and Columbia University.
Teacher, Rural Schools, Grade and High Schools and Superintendent of
Schools, Nebraska; Assistant Superintendent of United States Government
Schools, Canal Zone, Panama; Director of Training Department, State
Normal College, Bowling Green, O.; Professor of Education, Summer Session, Ohio State University; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1921ROLAND A. VANDELL ...................................................................... Mathematics
B. E., State Teachers College, St. Cloud; M.A., University of Colorado,Boulder, Colo.; Graduate Student, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks,
North Dakota.
Teacher and Superintendent of Public Schools, Minnesota; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1943M. EUGENE VAN NOSTRAND.................... .............................. .......... Psychology
B. A., University of Rochester; B. D., Colgate-Rochester Divinity School,
Rochester, N. Y.; Ph.D., Boston University, Boston, Mass.
Clinical Training, Monroe County State Hospital, Rochester, N. Y.; Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston City Hospital, Boston Mass.; Chaplain, U.S.
Army; Professor, Psychology, Shurtleff College, Alton, Ill.; State Teachers
College, St. Cloud, 1949WAVA LEE WALFRED VINEYARD............................................................ Music
B. S., St. Cloud State Teachers College, M.Mus.,SchoolofMusic,Northwestern University; Graduate Student, Columbia University.
Music Supervisor, Willmar, Minn.; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1951116
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HARVEY R. WAUGR ...................... ................................. ..... ....................... ....Muslc
B. A., Grinnell College, Ia.; M.A., University of Iowa; Studied Violin under
Leon Samatini, Chicago Musical College, and Leopold Auer; Student,
Columbia University.
Violin Instructor, Grinnell College, Ia.; Instructor in Violin and Theory,Dickenson Junior College, Williamsport, Pa.; Violin Instructor, Summer Session,
Grinnell College, Ia.; Assistant Professor of Violin and Ensemble, Iowa
State Teachers College; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1933-1942; Sp.
1.c. USNR; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1946JOHN J. WEISMANN .................. .. .............................. ................... ..... Dean of Men
Graduate, State Teachers College, St. Cloud; B. A., St. Thomas College; M.S.,
University of Southern California; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Instructor, Industrial Arts, Appleton, Minn.; Assistant in Drafting, St.
Thomas College; Instructor, Industrial Arts, High School, Iowa City; State
Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1927*AUDRA E. WHITFORD .......................................................... Buslness Education

Student, Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.; B. S., University of Wisconsin;
M. A., University of Iowa; Graduate Student, Northwestern University.
Secretary, Botany Department, Iowa State College; Teacher, High Schools,
Iowa; Principal, Baxter, Ia.; Instructor, University High School, Iowa City;
State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1943ROBERT H. WICK. ........................................................................................... Speech
B. A., Iowa State Teachers College; M.A., University of Southern California;
College of Law, University of Iowa; Graduate Student, University of Iowa.
Principal and Teacher of Speech, Andrew, Ia.; Head of Department of Speech,
Newton, Ia.; Captain, U.S. Army;StateTeachersCollege,St.Cloud,1948H. BEATRICE WILLIAMS.............. ........ ........ ......... ................. Rural Supervisor
Student, Iowa State Teachers College; B. A., Penn. College, Ia.; M.A., State
University of Iowa; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota and University of Chicago.
Teacher in Rural and Elementary Schools, Iowa; Normal Training Supervisor
and Principal of High School,Iowa;StateTeachersCollege,St.Cloud,1926VIRGINIA G. WILLIAMS.................................................... ....Business Education
B. S., Oklahoma College for Women; Gregg College; M. A.,DenverUniversity.
High School Instructor in Alden, Appleton, Wells, and St. Cloud, Minot State
Teachers College; St. Cloud Teachers College, 1962ARTHUR WORMHOUDT .................................... ................... .. ..................... English
B. A., University of Iowa; M. A., Harvard University; Ph. D., University of
Iowa; Student, Columbia University.
Instructor, University of Iowa, Central College, Ia., Queens College, New
York; U.S. Army; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949PHILIP G. YOUNGNER. ................................. .................................. ............Physlcs
B. S., St. Cloud State Teachers College; M. S., University of Wisconsin;
Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin.
Teacher, Rural Schools, Minnesota; Instructor, Racine Extension, University
of Wisconsin; State Teachers College, St. Cloud, 1949•oenotes Leave of Absence.
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changes incidental to the inaguration of the graduate
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ldueation together with t.he regulationa governing
t hat program and courses provided therefor. The
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GlU.DUATI STUDIES

THE

MASTER'S DEGRi:E

Pl:'ogr.a.1H; of g;raduat ~ study leadi ng to the degree of Master of
Sciencs i~ Education ue provi ded for studentB 'Wll~ ri @h to become
(1) aaster t eachera i n sleaentaey and secondacy t ehool s and (2)
principals i~ d eaentary s1:hoo .. e. Work for the degree is offer ed
in most af tha academic and professional t i,ld1.

Genenl ~Wr~oee~ cf the Graduate Pro,g;::am

the program ~f graduate studi es is adapte d to the increased
matu:rity, t he richer ba~kground, the stronger professional
11.tc;ti1ratio:u P e:.nd the gr.eateI' rs.nge of i ntellectual interest•
~hi ~h ~hara~ter s~ poet-baccalaureate students who are accepte¥
l.li>,lldi¾£,tta for t hP.· adv!1.lloed degr ee a t this college. The
prog,-:-am ttt, . lan.'le d cocps rat:i.vely by l earner and teacher and is
r ,1ot11d :tri t-hi!' 1.mpo.-t.ant. a.epec'i.;s of study which find focus in
tri,, 1~,s;;f gid:l:.io:o, and definition of a. problem, gat hering of
ddaD \'l,';ld j.r.:rt ex>pNttation and appllaatioil!. of the leuninga
SIR

!!1611)', l.l\·ld.

Jmpha3fcy i s p1a , ed on direct ed reading, technique 1 of primary
iF.iwe:atig.i,t:.on , i ndependent and constructive thi nki ng. High
2ta.nda? d~ of perfo1-mance i n the ability to organize and
e;&:aluat ~ ,in•:1d8!l @lfl and defrmd conclusions are required.
Tha pi>.rpo!!P. 2' of graduate study a t t hi s college are:

a.

Ta desrislcip ic the op·,imua degree t he professional ability
of t e a(;lhers who show pr omi se of becoming supen.or prof e· Piontl wo~ker9. The program is des i gned to aeet the
ne ed~~: thosa 11ho rish to continue preparation in the
f!e,J.t:l cf t each:i..ug 'by ext ending and augmenting their pro~sssi c:o.a! s.r.:.d cul tural understandings 8.!ld ekills.
T.n p~ond~ for the oon~entrated study of the more strictly
~~~f ~ijs~ona.1 pha.se~ of preparation for teaching for students
YL C!'-~ -.m.de;,;gz,aduat e atudy di d nl)t providt f or those phases.
Tic d11< ·e> J · i,jpreciations e att.itudes, and unde:rstand:l.nga
-Jb.t~'?a ,i ;• s':io of ~-du.ca+ d peraons.

~o pr.o-ide £iC.ll!& pir~pal"atlton and e xper iene:e in educat ional
ll'l,sear."lh '· th end that ia®n!iit ivity to change and an
~ttitud~ ~f i nt ellige~t inqui ry may be fostered.

Adminiatratioo of the Gr advata Progr ar.i
The administx-ati·we direotion of t he graduate program is

delegated to a Gr aduat e Council . The executive off icer of the
Graduate; Council is t he Coordinator of Graduat e Studi es. The
Council appro~es applicati ons , r ecommends cour ses , hel ps
studente select an adviser , f or~ulates general pol i cy, pr epuee statements f or publ ication, and admineter a and graduate
studies pr ogram.
Appointment of Adviser
adviser rill be choss~ by i he prospective gr aduate student
wi th t he appr oval of the Dirlaion or Department Chairman of
hh chosen f1.eld and the Coordi nator of G:\"aduate Studies.
An

Admissi on to Graduate St u9,1
1 The hol der of a ba u,;.lsurea.te degr.l)e f r om a ::ollege or
universit y accr ~dit ed by t he American Association of Col lege,
f or Teacher Edu~t!on, or the appropriate regional acer.edi ting ageney, ~r. by a @oll eg8 r ecognized by the state univer:ait y of t.lie stf.te in wh:k h the college or universi ty is
l o<eated, may be adlili.tt '! d \lllco11ditionally to graduate at 11.dy.
0

2. A gradl.!2'.it.e

(}f @ u.r.accredite d college may be admit ted
(Wnd1,~ionally nth the e.ppi'oval of t h<1 Gr adua.te Council.

J. The Coordi;:iato~ of Graduate Studiee rll l pass on tha
application for adm!asioM t gr adu~te Btudies an~ refer
the appHCR..'O.t t o th1 apprcpd at e Di visi on or Department
Chairman for the appoint ment of an adviser.

4. St.udeuts who hawi!l :l.2 '~.: i~te.- hc·urg or lellii to complete for
grt'ldtlaii on id~h the b~~h@l or 1 a dagree may, n th t he consent of
th e Graduu1;,9 CoMo:0. , be peX'»1itt.ed to enter graduate courses
f o~ t he bal ance of tha nor m~i l oad.

5.

Complete of f:l. CillJ. t ?e.ll-scr:!.pb of all college work taken at
½h<! tw.der gr&.dlbl.i-s l evel wiH be r eqt.\ired upon entrance.

Graduat e cr ~d..l.ts e;a.,-:T.e; d at o·i:Jler i nstitutions will be
accept ed o~l;· '!lb.in supported by complete offi cial transcripts
that ilndicat,e t..'iat ths credits weI'e earned at the graduate
hnl . All t.~o.:r, JC:l'ipta wi@i · be aent di rectly from the
col legs where , au ~r ed!t a we~~ earn~d.

6. Additional inf ~;',;ion a.nd ~pplics.tion blanks for admission
to graduate st udy may be obtained f rom the Coordinato~ of
Ox-aduate Studiea. CoQploted appli cation forms and official
Tran.script• should be sent to the Coordinator of Graduate
Studies.

?.

Adlli1aion to fraduat6 ~tudy doea not guarantee candidacy
for th• master III dt1g1-"G~.

Adlli1sion to Candidaey for the De&ee of Maater of Science 1D Education

1. Before a atudent completes more than sixteen quarter hours
of graduat e oredi t at St. Cloud State Teacher111 College he
should apply for admission to candidacy for the degrae.
2. Adllisaion to candid,acy ·d ll be eontillgent on evidence of
personal and proteaaioMl fitness and pr eparation tor the
Maater 1 a degree, and on d\!lmonstrat ed abHity to do aatiatactory and creditable work at the graduate level .

3. The Graduat e Council may deny admission to candidacy or may
r efuse further regiatrati on on the basi s of unaatisfactory
scholarship or unfitneas f or teachi llg.

4. In caaea in which grad·u ats oouraea !'&Quire aa pr erequisitea
the coap!et i on of unde~gradua.te courses , such courses whll be
reqaired but wit hout graduate cr edit.

5. ill def i ciinCi~; m:~st be removed before admission t o
candidacy f or the degr ee rill be granted,

6.

A program of 11tudy l eading t o the degr ee must be approved by
the Graduate Council before admission t o candidacy is granted.

7. Pri or to adlllia si on to eandidacy for the degree a student must
have aet the unde~graduate requ~ementa of the college on
t.be leTel (el eaenf.ary or secondary educati on} on which he
expect, to do his graduat e 110rk.

8. Qualit)'itl8 Pr.oci,duxu :

a. A ~ c c~pt of t he st udent '~ undergraduate record.
b. The r e~o!'d rA: the ~tuden't' ~ work in graduate ooursea

,dven

oy

th;• col!*g~.

c. The at udeni 0 i wor.k in graduate coursea given by other
institut i ons as i?ecorded in ~ffieial transcript,.
d. A genere.l college apti tude teat (graduate leTel).
~. A standardi5ed E:ugli ah t est.
t" • .,.., a .:,ner.- s~Ut.11.d~ inventory.

g. Peraonality i nventory.
h. Speech teet..

-5Reguire■enta

l. J.

for the Ma1ter of Science in Education Degree

■ini■wa

of 45 quarter hours shall be required for the deil'H•

2. Only 500 level cour1a1 1hall be accepted for graduate credit.

J. lach candidate for the degree must maintain a NB" average.
lfo grade below

C

11 11 ■ay

be offered for graduate credit.

4. Until June 1 1955, graduate ■ of St. Cloud State Teachers College
may offer 1, quarier houri of graduate er.edit frora an accredi~
ad college or univer1ity i n tran1fer,provided such credit• nre
earned prior to June, 1953. After J~, 1955, UP to 9 quarter
houri of tranefer and/or extension cnQ1t ~ be i.ccepteda

5. Graduate, of colleges other than St. Cloud State Teacher ■
Collage ■ay offer 9 quarter hours of transfer and/or extensi on
graduate credit from an accredited college or univer1ity.

6. Advanced standing or transfer credit at the graduate level

will be i.llond only on the basi s of work taken at inatitutiona qualified to give graduate work at the tirae the credit
was earned.

7. Tran1cript1 will be evaluated and tranlfar credit allowed in
ter■1 of' the requirements for the Master of Science in
Educati on degree at this college.

a.

ill credit• used in ■eating degree require■ent1 ■u1t be
earned withi n 7 yeara of the awarding of the degree.

9. Th•

nor■al atudent load per quarter 1•. 15 quarter houri for
th• regular year and 8 quarter houra for each 111111■er auaion.

10. Teaching experience before the awarding of the degrH ii
r egarded a1 being highly deairabl• but ia not a requirement.
ll. The baaic de1ign of the program 11:
a.

Teachi ng Field • • • • • • • • • 9 to 21 quarter hour,

b.

Profeaeional lducation Cour1e1. 9 quarter houri

■inimua

c. IU•ctiv•• in areas other than a orb
- 9 quarter hours ■in1■1111
12. For certification in Minnesota (1953), J6 guarter houri
(secondary) or 54 quarter houri (elementary) of profe11ional
education cour1e1, undergraduate and graduate, are required
for the degru.

13. Independent Study
a.

So■• apeci fic part of the graduate progru will be
deliberately deaiped to prortde opportwuti•• tor the
graduate 1tudent to do indirtctaal, independent work of
a creative &DIJ~r ~nv11tigattve nature.

b. Th• ability to locate, int1rpnt, •valuate, and apply
the re1ult1 of research (to be a con111111r of re1earch)
i1 de•i ~~• tor all students.
c. The candidate ■ust , moreover, pnHnt ertdenoe of hie
ability to attack specific educatiqnal probl••• and to draw
'ft.lid and r elevant conclu1iana froa the data that have
bHn a1H■bled 0
d0

Th••• ob jective, will be achieved by one of the following:
(1) .l HriH of papers, the subject and denlopaent of
of which ■ust tend directly toward th• objectivea of
the degree. These papers will be an integral part of
the requiN91nta of certain cour1ea. (2) 'l'h• candidate
aay elect to write a thuia, for which three quarter
houri of credit will be grante~.

l.!ll
Thia coll•&• ia required
th• 1-■• tuition f•• for
of Minneac;,ta ohargea ita
tiae, the following f•••
10

Suuer
-a.

by the atate legislature to charge
graduate studies that the University
graduate atudenta. .lt the preHnt
are charged:

81HiODI

145.00 per

1u■11er HHioa f~r ■ore than
credits.
$35.00 per au■■er ••••ion for 4 credit•
or leas.
Ruidlnt ud non-reaident feu are the nae in

Tui t1011:

4

aua■er

HHiona.

b. Activity fee:

$5.00

c. Depoait fee:

$J.OO

••· There are apecial f••• for certain cour1ea.

2. Regular
a.

.lcade■ic

year.

Tuition:
(1)

Reaident:

•~.oo
per quarter for more than
6 credit,.

$19.00 per quarter for 6 cr1dit1 or
1111a.

-7(2) IOJl-l'Hidct: 1100.00 per quan1r tor more
tbu 6 CNdita
per qll&l't1r tor 6 credit•

sso.oo
01' 11.. ,

b, AcUnt.7 tees 110,00

ta1:

00

Dlpo1it

d,

ThlN U'I

I 3.00

apecial t, .. tor

DIYISIOI

or ARTS

Olnaill

oov....

AID 11.UIJC

Cheer• 1B Updere,49tte Oourt'I
Fig 6!1•
Th• tollon111 couraH rill Ill 1oh1dl&l.1cl tor double perioda:
An

,3' • Clay Work

Pho~==

An 4~
436 • Prill .

Prea•nt

COUlJ111

Fig

1

Daublf

lpbere4 -

• 3 CNdita
• 2 Ol'4!dit.a

• 2 ONdita

g~fflt£&duat• and

4111
431-531 a11tory ot An

432-532 llodel'll Art
438-538 Great. Maatera ot Paillt.1111
451-551 AZ't Ourriculua

401..,01 lbop Plalm1111,

4 credit•

4 CNditl
4 or1dit1

4 cndtta (credit

obuc•d troa 2-4)

lquipM11t. UMl ll&illte-,io1

407-'JCYI IllNtrial Aida
•;0-510 ll1ct.rioi t,y and kdio

3 ondit.a
2 ONdi ta
3 credit.a

!!Bw
430-530 Iutrua1a\ation

440-540 Illltnaent.al Co11ducti11 and
•pert.oiN

3 CNdit.a
) ONdita

-s2 credit•
2 credita

44~3 .AD&ly1i1 of Vocal Problt■a
444-544 Ttchniquta of Marching Band

I w Cour

Ulldtr

ta

11111

te and Gradu tt

♦rt•

439-539 1rt

1p

lh•

u,s,

Study' of paint113&, aculpture, architecture and
dtaign in general fro■ Colonial ti■H to th•
prtaent. Special t■pha1i1 rill bt- ginn local,
Ninnaaota and Nid-Weat Art and their particular
problems.
Prerequisite: P1r■ission of inatrutor
4 credit•
tiftllctd Crafta for T•~hera
phaail on new at.tri s and IIUCh uperi.llentation rith old and uw.
Prerequisite: Art 236 or equiftl.ent.
4 CNditl

452-552 Recent Trenda in Art lducation tor the

lkilii

lle■entaq

,

l"coiir11 intended to 'bring tht student up-todate in the teaching ttc:hniqutt in Art and alao
to get a preview of trendt that
to 'bt oo■ill&
and the i■portanoeof 'being able to tftl.uatt them.
Prtrequiaite: Art -~52 or tquiftl.1nt.
4 credit•

11••

Worklhop in ll•••n~ 1rt ldufttiol.r,
rcourae ?or studenaon the enen
progra■ and
•l•••ntary tsaoh1r1 in aervice. Special needs of
ttachera; pro'bl••• of teachinc art; work in
-..rioua aedia and ttchniquta.
Prerequiaite: Art 152 or tquiftl.tnt.
4 credit•
Ipduatr1a1

W•

417-517

sation and 1dllinia
· ca on
s sn• to iapart under1tand113&1 of thl organin-tion aDd adlliniatration of tht all~, parttime and eveni13& industrial prograu.
3 credit•

-9431-531 ~ualion ~ I~duatrial Su~ct, ·
ya I of ac ora to be~uated; inatruaenta
ot aeaaure■ent to be etudiea; a.nd tecbniquea ot
their uae.
2 credit.a
t•kMion and Orr.inti! :Lrbiec, Jlatt•r
•
que of tra • andJo
ya•• select on
ot teaching content. and the organisation ot
content into inatruction aheeta and courae 11&teri&l.
3 credit•

463-563 Su'Oerviaion ot I~uatriif lducation
fhe principles o !■provnc inatru.cticn in in..
duait~ 1ubJect1.

2 credit•

pr~d
In•truu~t Semtynar
pee proJectan
11tu of' atringed inatl'llllenta,

including atudy of' apecial techniquH ot i,owing,
poaition work a.nd artiatic lkilla. SurTey ot aolo
ateriala.
2 credit.a

CqgN11 tor GF!fuaH Studenta Only

''- m,

t!ftnC.id
Stut;o •rrkan;, ot the tollowi~il
peel probe■an

paintiJli, water color painting, aov.lptun, deaisn
or c01111ercial art.
·
Prer1qui1ite: Art 232 and Art 234 or equi'ft.lent.
4 ONdita .

554

Researe.1,
AtlJd~t~n
Inveat Conaachin&a
in

the

u.s.

and

fontsn countriea. lvaluatiQU and·crtttci.l
analysis or th11e philoaophiea and procedur•••
Prerequiaite: Major in underp-aduate art or
•quiruent.
4 credit•

555

C

0

or pr ncipala and ad■iniatratora priu.rily. An
analysis and evaluation or the part that art
should have in the total acbool progru and how
it ahould be i■ple■ented and ad■iniatend.
4 oredita
~~ Laboratory
·
ave uperl■entation in ~ ater1a1, and
crit.ioal analyaie ot reault. Pnrequiaite: J>eaip
232 and 234 or equivalent.
4 cndita.

. Jteltrial 4"•
, 500

505

510

Sptci,t Probl1 ■1
Specie proble■ in industrial education • .Uao a
aemc• course tor students who wish to study
Induatrial probl••• aa they relate to other tielda.
Peraiaaion ot Instructor.
2-6 credit•
Handioratta Se■inaf
lpproached both aa a shop subject and a recreational
acti'rity. ll&aed upon atudent d•oll8tration and reports.
Peraita experi mentation with new ••dia.
2 credits

a•aill&f
in Industrial lducation
roup exploration of topics bearing on Industrial

lduoaUon. \lxupl-.1:Yolution ot payohologiea ot
ll&l'lling aa they relate to Industrial J:duoatioa).
2 credit•

530

ronHnt of individual all:illa and knowledgea; opportu.ity tor experiaentation; and the aettinc up of
new shop area,.
2-6 credi ta
Current Literature and Rea1arch
Iiiaiyaia of the literature o! the induatrial
field with apecial attention to indiYidual readings
and reporta ; the i■ploationa of such literature
on current probleaa in Industrial lduoatioa.
4 credita

and MoTeunt5 in Industrial lduoa't;f
ontrib•tora to theevelopaent of induatr ~
educati on with special attention to th• econo■io,
,oeial and philoaophical factor• aotivati111 thla
develop.. nt.
4 credit•

~adera

~earoh i n Induatrial~ducation
Yatudents who areting a thesi ■ ■ay register
for this courae. Independent atuc!y ••ploying
acientifio aethods and procedure ■ in the solution
of probleas relating to industrial education.
0-3 credit,

JIiii!
...,.._..,,20.

~Heal Technique
·
o, ■elodic and structural analysi• ot auaic
in variou1 period, with ••pha1is on a1pect1 specifically needed by the atudent.
4 credita

-ll-

531

Chor&l Ar~M
.
Principleaan detlcu in chor&l arranging ror
ohoruae• of all typea and degnH of dnelopaent.

542

Chor&l Literature
A 1\udj of ohotal lit erature from Pal••trin& to the
pre•ent day with 1pecial attention to the greater work ■
in Oraton.o 9 Opel!:'a tio 9 Chor&l. 9 Symphonic, and Ma11
fora.
2 credi t1

550

Music for the Cl assroom Teacher
ldvanced methods in the teaching of Public School
Music through the first six grade• which include•
Unit etudy in connection with music, aide to the
elementary teacher in her music integration, apecial
projects in music i n the claaaroo■• The purpo1e of
this oourae !a to provi de the ad'f'l.1lced 1tudent or
t he &xpe~ienced. t eacher with a •urvey of current
u.teriaJ.2 0 and to offer a compari1on of ·teaching
methodi o
4 credit•

553

Music Educat ion SeminaT
Reaeuch a:nd di acu1i!on of the lateat developments
in the f i el d of Musi c Education. Individual
probl ems analy1ed and diacu1sed.
2 credit•

DIVISIOJ OF BUSINESS

2bew: 1n Ulldfrgraduate

Coun,u

Delete:
Bua. 402 ijtenographic Tranlfotiptiona
Bus. 190 mprowement of I nstruction in Bu1ine1s Education
Present C9urses1 Numbera Chmed and Double luabered - for Advanced
!fuderg,radua Ii and Graduate Students
JOl to 435"-535'
to 4%-530
:,03 to 4'3?~51i
J04b t o ~40-540
,'.306 to 419-519
307 t o 444-.5~4
J'roa 321 io 455-555

Fro•
!'ro11
h'om
J'rom
!'ro•
From

4 credit•
Buline&1 Law
4 credit•
BuainHs Law
4 credit•
Corporation Finance
4 credite
Princi ple• of Marketing 4 credit•
P~inciple1 of Inaurance 4 credit•
Advanced Secretarial
4 credit•
Training
!'rom 322 to 456-556 Advanced Secretarial 4 cndi ta
Training
from 340 to 446-,546 Consuaer lducation
.3 oredi ta
1ro• .370 to 4613-568 Personal Income Tu
.3 oredita
Accounting
302

Eudne11 Law

-12-

rroa YT, to 475-575 Advanced Accounting
From YI~ t o 47~7~ Advanced Accounting
From ':117 to 477=577 Adnnced Accounting

4 ore.Sita
credit•
4 credit,
4

Note: The ~hangee reported above muat be renected in the
major and m:l.nor courses and in prerequiaite courHa
where appl icabl9p
Preaent Couraea;

Double NMbered

~

ror Advanced Undergraduate and
Graduate Students

Special Problems i n 13\wineaa
1-4 ondits
Educati on
Office Pra~t iee and Office Machinaa 4 credits
Foreign Trade
4 credit•
Gowern11ent Regulation in BulinaH 3 oredita
Business Report Writing
4 credits
Peraonn(tl Administ ration
4 credits
Offi~e Management
4 credits
Retail St er~ MaJl86ement
4 credits
El ements of Retail Merchandising 4 credits
Pr.inoipl es of Advertising
2 cndi ta
Sal@smanehi p
2 credits
Problems of Retailing
4 credits
Income Tax Accounting
4 credits
Element&Jcy Cost Accounting
4 crediti
Auditing
4 credits
Advanced Income Tu Accounting
4 credits
Advanced Coat Accounting
4 credits
le• Courses·

Double hmbered - For Adv
ra uate

aduate and

Advanced Secretarial Training
A continuation of Bus. 456. lllphaais on
secretarial techniques. Includes office style
dictation and transcription, a study ot personali ty development, and practical secretarial
problems .
4 credits
Courses f or Graduate Studentfi

r

Ow.y

J'ol1l).dat:!.ona cf Busineaa Educa on
, Backc
~s neaa I ucat on
i ntegrated study of basic principles! philo..,
ophy, a,id curricl11U11 developunt in bus neaa
education
3 credits luaer

1"'1s!fmss

Bui. 581 Foundati ons of Busineee Education
Evaluati on of Current Literatw:, in

Jducation
r oviclea a comprehensi ve knowledge of professional
and business literature and fur nishes guidance
in evaluation and application of contemporary
wri tings.
3 cretits
Summer
Bu.a. 582

Bua. 585

roundati ona of Busi ness Education llif Suney
or· Needed Researcli I n Busineas Zducat on
1 compr.ehen~ive survey of current problems,
eontrover eial issues, and areas of needed research
in busin~ss educati on. 3 credits
Summer
struction in

ancl

e instructional materials,
standards of achievement, deaonatrationa, and
problems of teachi ng these subjects.
3 credits
SWIiier
Bu.a.

586

~ rovement of Instruction in Shorthand and
rana~
Astudy of curr ent materi als, integration
met hod~, and t eachi ng procedures in Gregg
shorthand and transcription.
J credits
Suuer

BW!. 587 Impronment, of I nstruction in Baaio Business
fubi eots
sudy of the aims and purposes of the general
(social ) business courses, available inatructio~
al mat erials , teachi ng procedures, curricular
or gam.zation, and other clasarooa problems.
3 credits
Suuer

Bus. 588 l!Y!r ovement of Instruction in Bookkeeping and

Re l ateTOf"r1cesk!iis
'.I""ifo,dy of aili1 courses of study, materials,
teachi ng t echniques, testing prograas 1 and other
classroom pr oblems.
J credit■ .. ISUIUler

Bus.

_590 !dlllinistrattop and Superviaion of Business
~ uca"'t@i'.
·
·

oncerns pr obl ems of the teacher, departaent head,
or supe:ni.Bor beyond those involved in cla11roo■ t e&.(lh:l.ng.
Are• dealt with an equipment
and leyout, budget making, publicity, selection
of t extbooks , and related problems,
J credits
Suuer

Bua. 592

Met hods and Mat erials in Clerical Practice
Provide s practice in developing instructional
units ; emphasj zes teaohing aethods adapting the
course to the needs of the coamuni{y, selection

.Bua, 59.3

ls in Conaumer
nc
on o consumer
in
the schools, methods of including cons1111er
educat ion i n the curricul~, teaching aateriala
and methods.
.3 crecuta
Swuler

~nia
~ ri br ive Eduruon
neiuHof tlie
eve opment o
stributive education,
its funct ion i n the achoole, legislation affecting distl'ibutive education, type• of programs,
t eachi ng methods, selecti on of materials,
equipment n~eded, and adjusting the prograa to
collllllWlit y needs.
.3 credits
Suuer

Bua. 599

'fheais in Busi ness Education
l>eai gned f or those who elect to write a theais.
3 credits

DI VISION 01 EDUCATI ON, PHILOSOPHY !ND PSYCHOLOGY
Changes in Underg!aduate Pr ogram
Del ete:
Ed. i 68 Wo,rkshop in Audio-Visual Materials and Method•
of Instruct i on
4 credits

Ed.

477 Special Problems i n School Supervision

Phi.1.459 Pro.losophy of Education

4
4

credits , :·,:credits ·

Hi st oH of Education in .A.merioan Culture
lppra\sai of distinct i ve patterns of American
educat i on from coloni al ·time• to the present.
Social and intel lectual factora ahaping our
education,u theory and practice; aain trends
in purposes and program of education; probleas
and con'i:.rovereies which arise when illherited
traditions confr ont new conditions and new
demands.
4 credits
Present Courses:

Number s Ch~ ed andDouble Buabered - for
J.dvan,:iedlJncjl'graduate and Graduate Student•

h'om Ed. 368 t o Ed. 468-568 i udio-Viaual Material• and
Methods of Inatruction
4 credita

-15reaen C Ul"gl)ll

•

ldo 40()..500

415-515

416--516

417...,17
419---519
421-521
42.3-523
425c,525
472,=572
47+'374
476=576

495->525

Pay. ~4-5M

465.,.;65
472ca5 l
q,71jdj75
477.Jj77
481-581
~~,a

~B-~1>,,584t>

484Cc>584G
04136-0586

1bl e Numbered - for
ra ua e

d

Reading and Conference
arr.
The Teaching of Reading in the
4 credit ■
Primary Grade ■
The '!'ea~-hing of Reading in t.he
4 credit■
Intenediate Grades
Il8velopmental Reading in the
4 CNditl
Junior and Senior High School
4 credits
Administration and Supervision
of the Reading Program
'!'he Analyaio and Correction ot
4 0Ndit1
Reading Disabilities
Practice in the Analy1is of
4 CNditl
Reading Disabilitie1
Practice i n the Correction ot
4 cndit1
Reading Disabilities
Scltool Organization and Adain4 ONditl
ist.:r.a.t i ol!l
Educati oMl Admi nistration
4 credit■
Supervision and Illlprovement of
4 credits
Inatl"llction
lorkshop i n Elementary Education 4-8 credits
Principles and P!'ocedures in
3 credits
Guidance l
P~inci plea and Procedures in
3 credits
Guide II
Personalit y Adjustments
2 credits
Abnormal Psychology
4 oredit1
Introductiolll to Cli nical P17),-(i credits
chology
Psychol ogy of Eleaentary School 4 credit•
Subjects
Senior Seminar, History ot Pay- 2 credits
cholog}·
Seni or Seminar, Psychology ot
2 credit ■
Personali t y
Senio~ Seillinar, Schools ot Pay- 2 cndits
cholc;gy
Pay<m~metric Technique Bine~
J credita

ODouble=,lA!l1Jlber fo~ 1953 S'l.lllllller Session only.
¥2Y•e.1,,,for O~aduate S~entz Olll_y
0

1d., 566

Cun-iculum Imarovement
Proce.durea· an prograas ot curriQUl.ua iapronment with emphasis on curriculua ChaJl&e aa _
social pr ocess ; factors involved in leadership
in curriculua developaent; probleu ot production and uti lization ot curricula doouents;

empha1i 1 on r ol e of action research in curriculua
:l.apr.,weaent .
Prei'equisi te: Id. 366 or equ;h alent 3 credi ta
HUIIII.Il Rel ations

SiUdy of t echniques and the practice of group
i nt eracti on i n probl ema.ti c huaan relations ait,..
uatio.ua . Case analysil ; Group di1cu111ion; Sociod.lr8.11% and r ol e- playing; Action reaearch--colllllUDit:,
and achcol project ■•
'3 credit•

Ed. 570

0

Phil .599

Workshop i n .A.udi o- Viaual Material• and ltthoda of
lnatruction
Opportunity f or experi enced teachers and ad,.
lliniatrator a to study questions and probleaa about
i n.tt ruot i onal aat eri als and aethoda that are of
mutual i nterest. .A.ctivitiea to be baaed on needs
of workah~p members.
4 credit•
Probl em~ i n Ameri can Education
on the moat general of the iisue1
ar i si ng i n owr American educational situation.
Or g&lli~ing pr i nciple of education iD a
democ~acy ; t he 1chool and the 1tat1; education
and social reconst ruction; public school ■ and
r el:igioua educati on; academic freedom ; teachi ng aont rover ai al i ssue,.
3 credits

~~

Advanced Educational Psychology:
Pri nc2pl e3 of psychol ogy of learning and
experlmental fi ndings, a.nd application to problems
encountered i n t eachiilg and learniJli. Kxamina.tion of theories of learning.
P~ereqvi ;it e g 15 credits of Education and 12
@redf.t s of Psychol cgy
3 credit•
0

G;;oa.duat;, 1:f.:.ud'!ri t,i. must. s«ilect three of four cour1e1 for a
total '00 nilil.e q_iiar.;er hour& as a cor e in profeaaional education.

DIVISI ON OF IIE.A.LTH AND PHYSICAL EDUC.A.TIOl'I

Deli.i~ g

P. E.· j 5ll. 5ciloo1 1?.!'ogl'&lllli and History
4 credits
lot e: · '!'he new courseP P.E. 450P replaoea this course for
ma j X'E and mi110rr; ,

-17Jlelt' Cour1es;

Double l1111bered - for Advanced Undergraduate and Graduate
Students

P.I. 450,,,550 Curriculua in Physical Education
Princi pl e, and aethods of curricul1111 construot ion in physical education. Pla.nniJI& of units
of work, keepi ng in mind the educational points
or. ~i ew as regards the psychological, sociological, and phydological factors involved.
Open only to major s and minors in physical
eduoation or consent of instructor. 4 credits
Courses for Graduate Students
Seminar in School Health lducation
Designed to1'lt the needs of teachers engaged in
t eaching or supervising health education in the
pui>lic s.:hoola. Attention given to special
problems.
3 credits

P.I. 511

O~ganization and ,velorent of Physical lducation
in thf-iruient~ choo
Prine pl es 9_ proems and procedures in the development f the elementary school program in ph;ys! w education. Open to four year elementacy
graduat ei.
3 credita

P.E. 552

1ests and Measurement, iM91sical Education
~ritical st udy of tests
aeasureaen\1 aiiilabltt in physical education; methods of conatruct:1.Dg and e:ffl.luating D811' teats and 11easure111ent1 0
Op!'!il t o maj oni and ainora in physical education.,
3 credits
Prob eme i n Physical Education
'consideration or speclai probie111 in physical
educat i on i ncl uding facilities, equipaent, space,
tillle, coat, etc. Such conaideration includes
the social, physiological and paychological
i mpli cationa .involved. Open to Jiajors and
~inors in physical education.
3 credita

DIVISIOI OF LAJIGUAGES ilD LITEliTURI
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Courses for Graduate Students
French, German, Spanish 531, 532, 5:33. Individual studiu in
foreign languages and literature.
Each 4 credi ta

-lS-

LITERATURI
Cha:agea i~ Undergraduate Course•
Delete:

234.f35, 2J6 Wor l d Liter ature

352

337
340
,341
342

343
345

Medieval Romance And 11:pic
Survey of American Literature
Suney of American Literature
The Engliah Renaissance
T"ne Sevent eent h Century
Elizabethan Drama
The Ei ghteent h Century
Contemporary 14terat'\lN
Contempor ary .J.terature
The Romanti c•
·
The Victorians

347
371
372
430
432

&istoey ud J'unctiona of

441

I.&.nguege
'r.he Novel

442
444
446
447
Notes

Chau~el"'

3 credit•

2 CNditl
2 credits
2 credit•
2 cndits
4 credit•
2 credit•
3 credit•
2 credit•
2 cndit1
4 credits
4 credit•
4 cr edit•
5 credits
4 CNdit1

3 credit•

Shakeepeare
Language Art• Problem•

l credit
2 credits
4 credits

Sftllinu

llistoey of' Draaa

The ext ensive changes in the undergraduate curricula
ai:-e mad• t o ene,ble t he student to coaprehend better
t he chronology , t he continuoua 1treu of English
and Amer i can Literature, thereby provicliJI& ■ore
adequat e pr eparati on f or teaching IDglilh in high
aehool
The new curriculWI will provide a sound
basis f or t he new graduate couraea. Student• who
expetien~ di~l ocation1 in their 11aJor and liinor
pX'OgraL1~ a.ll.t-eady st arted will auffer neither delay
oor }?'!ntl';y o S-11b1titutiona will be arranged.
~ l illh Lite&!ure

quired of

fro■

Chaucer to Milton.
and ■liiora.
4 credits
den to Blake.
or,.
4 credit•

liah 11ajors

266

i ah Literature fro■ W
gresein. - equl.l'e o
mfiiors .

338

.A■ Hiean

4 credit•

Literature. American literary
thought from the colonial to the conte■porary
era. Required of Englilh ■aJors ud ■inora.
·
·
4 credit•

-19343

Shalteapeare. Introduction to the historie• •
coaed:l.ea. and tragedies. Required of Inglish
majora and ainors,
4 credit■

'.348

~ontea~ora.ry ft!terature • . Trend■ in aodern
Hera ure.
quired of bglish aajor1 and
lllinora.
4 credit■

431

446

Scientific and hi1torical
1tu o l i i g u it applie ■ to aodern
co1111UJU.eation. Required of IJlgliah major,.
4 credit•

_fheNi lh ~ •

Individual probleu !or aajor
1tudent1 in Speech and lngliih. Adjustment
to the prote11ion.
2 credi ta

Seainar.

I n Coysu; Doubl e lluabend - f or

Acmmc•da?:f•l"@'ll:d\&ate

Gryduate Stu n

&114

1

Chau~er . 'l'he Canterbury Talu and other
narrative• in Middle IJlgli1h.
4 ·credit1

435-535, 4:36-536 W2ru rr,te,rin• Cla11io1
t r oa the Classical pe o to • present,
with apecial reference to the unoonaciou1
def ense• whi ch they ••body.
la.ch 3 credit•
Mil t on and ~den. Proae. poetry, and drau.
of the Age oContronray,
4 credit•
Histou Dr ama. Studiea in repreaentatin
world
a from 9()0
4 credit•
0

Courses tor Graduat e St udent&

501

Liv.eran ?neot; and Critici ..
Problua
Ying an understanding of the artist 1 1
work. his public, and hi• ability to create.
Th• problem o! how theoretical knowledge can be
uaed to improve the teacher'• instructional

n't'O

method&.

4

credit■

531

f~otural Liugw.1~ic1
vanced 1tudi11 o 10Ulld1, ■entence atructure,
!nf'l ectiou, and vocabulary. Prerequilite; l!lgliah
43]. or 432.
4 oredit1

538

t;er.ioan Studiea

investigation of American author, and their
worka.
2-4 oredita

- 20-

543

548

Shake1p1are Studiea
Cr i tical examination of the text and 1ource1 ,
theor ies, and history of representative comedie1,
tragediea, and hi1torie1.
4 credits
Con ~ora;zy St udies

lii.y1i 1 of si gnificant aspects of cont emporary

literacy t hought, designed to proride the student
with the oppor t unity to explore thoro1J&hly the
worka of selected writera,
4 credits

551

552

555

Studiea in Chi ldren 11 Literat ure
1tudy of t he more recent development• in the
f i el d of l iterature for children: Scientific
atudie~ dealing with chi ldren'• interests and
needa: a 1urvey of the most outstanding books
of the paat five yeara. impha1i1 -on indiridual
r eseaYc.h. Pl:'erequisite: Engli sh 151. 4 credits

l

~ e Art• Problems

ffidyof' the l atest t r ends in language arts
t eaching and course organi zation. Application to
apecific probl ems of class members nth
empha,s i s on i ndividual research.
Prerequisite: Ingli sh 352.
4 credits
Indivi dual Studies

Li intensive examinati on of selected writing~ , writers , and literary trends. 2-6 credit•
JOURNALISM

Chapg••Add:in Under graduat e Couraes

Mt 4,34--Photography - t o the last paragraph liating
~additional 1l ect ive1 in Journalism".

aent

COlll'IHI

....................,-.................................................. -

From 345 to «<!5-545.
Fro~ 346 tc ~46-546
From 349 to 449-,49

for Advanced

High School Journali sm 3 credits
Communication Media
3 credits
School Publi c Relationa 2 credits

2 credits

Courses f or Graduate Students

550

Research Problems in Kasa Communication

-21Individual i nvestigati on either in the field of
maaa co1DJ1unication or i n the teachi ng of i t.
2-3 credit•
~

Chang~, in Undergraduate Courses
Delete:
210

Elementary Publ i c Speaking

2 credits

Add (n places 210 where i t was required) :
281

or e ementary
pupi ls with therapy f or functional diaorders and
recogni t i on 1tudy for major apeech di1order1. Bot
open t o degree atudenta.
2 credit•

_fresent

Couri e ■:

42()..520
44()..540
441""541
442--542
445"'545
447-=-547
470al'j70

471=-571

481"'581

482-582
483-583

521

Double Numbered - for Advanced Undergraduate and
Gr aduate Students
Plll'BUUlion
Advanced Play Producti on
Theatre l orkahop
Theatre Lighti ng
Theatre Make- up and Coat uming
Hi story of Theatr e Desi gn ·
Radio' Wr.-i ti?Jg
b,dio W•>rkaho,p
Spefl ~h C:Unic
Speech Pathology II
Hea~i.Dg Conaervati on

3

credit ■

2 credit•
4 credit•

2 credita

3 credit•

2 credits
2 credit•
4 credits
2-8 credits
3 credit•
2 credit•

Semi nar i n P"~bl i c Address
lresearch probleaa in public addresa 3 credita

8•~inar
in. Theatre Art•
ufd"ed r eading and discussion of research

cov~ring t he major area, of educational theatre
p::!"Cduction.
3 credit•

550

Semi nar in Spee ch Education
Lecture , discuasi on and demonstration of
p:coblems i n speech educati on.
3 credita

500

Thesis
Approved research in ■elective phase, of apeech
education including the writing of an original
play.
3 credit ■
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DIVISION OF MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
MATHEMATIQ§.
Changea in Undergraduate Courses
Change 4JO to JJ2 Integral Calculus
Pr esent Courses;

Numbers Changed and Double Numbered for Advanced
Undergraduate and Graduate Student,

From 325 to 425-525
from 359 to 459-559
Present Courae1;

5 credit,

College Geometry
4 credit1
Recent Trends in Arithmetio
4 credita

Double Nuabered - for Advanced Undergraduate and
Graduate Student,
Theory of Equation■
Theory of Nuabera
Differential lqu&tion,
Differ ential Equation,

4

end.it•

3 end.it,
3 end.it•
3 credit•

ed - for Advanced Under aduate an
en•

N1t1r (;o

Hieton

of ll&~he•ti~s

H ■torical eurvey of

mathe■atica develop■ent

and contributions from beginning to preae:at
ti■e.

Prerequisite : Mathematica 332 ·

4

credits

Collll"ffi~ Nfor Graduate St udents

524 Fu.nct i onal Mathematica tor Secon~ Teachers

Profeaeionallzed subject matter ntended to broaden
and deepen t he teachera knowledge of mathe11atics.
4 end.its

544

Pro
n Mathematics l l eaenta or
Se o
A seminar o
er ence course on special projects
in Mat hematica. Hours and ere di ts to be arranged.
Maxi.mu■ 4 credits

~

-23SCIDCl:S
Science
Changes in Undergraduate Course,
Change Science Education 324 to Science 324

lfn Cour11s:

4 credits

Double luabered - for Advanced Undergraduate and
Graduate Students

408-508

~hyaical Science Techni9ue1
onatructlon repair, an salibration of laboratory
in1tr1111ents and de■onstration devices. Preparation
and atadardisation of solutions., checking balances,
simple glass blowing techniques, apparutus asseably
and checki ng. 4 hrs. Lab.
2 credits
Bi ological Science Techniques
'O'ollection, preparation, and display of biological
speci mena ; plastic ■ounta, tiBBue elides, mounted
plant and animal speci■ena. Prerequisite: Biology
242 and 246. 4 hrs. Lab.
2 credi ta

Courses for Graduate Students

501

504

I•~ct of Sci ence en Modern Civilisation
Hiaorical and descri ptive consideratfon of development
of science and its influence on hu■an life and relation.ships.
3 credits
connected with
teaoh:l.n.g ele■entary science. Strengthening of scientific
under!!ltandings. Oral and written reports on findings.
4 credits

506

S@■inar in Junior High Science Proble■s
s"urvey and evaluation o? the content o? general scisnce.
I ndi vi dual and group study of the proble■ a connected
wit h teaching junior high science. Oral and written
ll'epcr t a.
4 credits

510

Science Col lo giu■
Individual study and reporting on selected and specific
sci ence topics. Presuppose, a strong background in
soma area of science.
l .credit per quarter

512

~nce~eais
vi
study of an investigative and experiuntal
nature or of a teaching problea in &111 area of science.
Presupposes a etrong background in the area of the topic.
3 cndits

Biology
Ohap.ges in .Uedergraduate Courses
Cha1:1ge t i tle ot 349 troa "Conteaporary Conaervation Probleas"
to "Principles of Resource Manageaent"
3 credits
Present Courses ;
441-541
443-543
445-545
Hew Courses •

Double Numbered - for Advanced Undergraduate and
Graduate Students
·
Ecology
Genetics
General Physi ology

4 credits
credits
4 credits

4

.

uble lumbered - for Advanced Unde
· ra ua e tu ens

te an

442-542

Embryolo~
Prenatal evelopaent of the huun body; laboratory
emphasis on chick and pig.
Prerequi site: General soology. 2 hrs. Disc!!
4 nra. Lab.
4 oncuts

449-549

Pr oblems of Resource Menap•ent
Detailed analysis of conaern.tion probleas eapecially
centered in Minnesota. The ecological approach
will bs st ressed. Individual re,earch including field
atudy rill be required with both oral aDd written
report,.
·
Pr erequi si te: Biology ainor. 2 hra. Diec., 4 hra.
Lab.
4 cinti ta

Course, for Graduate Students
546

Advanced Field ~colo~
'!roadening the iologcal IUlderstandinga to the ujor
bi otic couunitiea ot our region. Prenquiaitez Bioloa
ainor. Second 1uaaer 1eaaion only. Fir1t week preliminary di1cuaeion; Hcond week, three day field trip
~ deciduou1 forest area; third wek, three day field
tri p t o prair i e r egion; fourth nek, tour-day field trip
to northern coniferoua-hard-wood Ngion; fifth nek,
1uuarisation dilcuuion.
4 credits.
Advance~col og Probleu
Indivi d
stu of the biological aapeot ot a chosen
l ocality aiming at better utilisation of the local
condition, in teaching. Prerequisite: Bioloa 441.
Tille arranged by conaul tation;. •
4 ondi ta

Qheaiatr;r
Present Couraea: IW1ber1 Chayed and Double luabged - tor Advanced
Oiidergraduatea and Graduate Stu nt1

rroa 325

to 521-521

Quantitative Anal.71i1

4 credita

lew Cour1e1; ituble Nwabered. tor Advanced Undergraduate and Graduate
udente
411--511

.dvanced Inorganic Chemietp:
heoreticai approach to an a1pecta ot general
inorganic chemietry. Prerequisite: Cheai1t17 322.
4 hrs. Disc.
4 credita

422-522

Quantitative Analysis
foiwaetric and gravimetric uthodll ot greater
complexity and finer ·te.chniqu11 than tho11 presented i n 421-521; includ11 ao■e ina~ental
analyses. Pr erequiaite: Che■iatey 4~21. 2 hr••
Disc. and 4 hra. Lab.
4 oredita

423-523

O;ualttative .or~ic
Iden ificatlono aeve
8 ngle and ■ind organic
compounlla by phyaical and organic qualitative ■ethodll.
Prerequieites Chemiatey 322. 2 hra. Diec., 4 hr••
Lab
4 ONdita

~•if

0

425-525, 426-526, 427-527

lhY•tcal
Che■i1'17
ppl cation of fiiidauntal

lawa and
theoretical principle• to p1e1 1 liquih, aolidll,
aolutiona, and colloid•• llaaa aw pbaae rule,
electroohe■ioal proble■1 0 Prtre;ltite; Che■iatey
420-521 ud Calculus. 2 hra. DiH., 4 hr•• Lab.
per quart.er.
4 oredii1 per quarter

~

Changes in Undergraduate Couraea
QhaDge 335 to 330
Change 336 to 331
Change 337 to 332

Modern Ph71ic1
Modern Phylica
Eleotronica and Ra41o
Communication

J oredita
J credit•
4 credit•

E.-eaent Cour111; Double luabered - tor Advancad Uyergraduate &pd
. <[raduate Students

433-533
434-534

Experi■ental Phyaica, Mechanioa
4 credit•
Experi•e~tal Physics, Electricit7 and
llagnetia■
4 ONditl

Bew Coureea•

raduate Stu ent
~ri■ental

Ph{aiClj Heat

uure■ent ofe■perature and theru.l enera; change•

of phase; kinetic theory and real gaaea; theraodynuica
and thenaodynamic cyclea; entropy; heat tranafer ud
radiation ; nry high and very low te■peraturea and
related phenomena. Prerequisite: Integral calculua
and one year college phy1ic1. 2 hra. Diac.t_and 4
hra. Lab.
4 crecuta
eriaental Ph7sic1• Li~t
7-etricand{physlca:i opic1; retraction; diffraction;
interference ; polarization; optical inatru■ent1;
1peotrao Pnrequiaite: Integral Calculu1 and 011a
yea,r college phy1ic1. 2 hra. Diac. and 4 hra. ·Lab.
4

credit■

4'17-5'5/

.ldnnced llectronic1 and CircuU A,e~ia
tldeo aapli f i ers; r.M. andT.f.1:ran 11ion and
r eception; aerv~echani••• and electronic 00ntrol1;
tran1mia11on line, ; tran1reducer1 non-Jinav device••
Pnrequiaite: Integral Calculu1 and Ph.yaic• 332.
2 hr a. Di sc. , and 4 hrs, Lab.

538

Basi c Theor ies if Pl1ic1
Jailc and u.iilfy ngeorie1 and concept• of
phy1ic1 i ncl uding; Reaonance and dallped1 ~daaped and
forced vibrati ons in electrical and .. cnamcal
s7-1tea1: magnetic, electric, and gravitational
potentials and fielda; dielectric co111tant1, per. aeability, fundaaental uni ta and di■ enaiona. Prer • quiaite : Integral caloulua and one year college
physics. J hr1 . Diac., and 4 hra. Lab.
·
~ cndit1

539

Ba.aic theories ot P~aics
ot 5. lnolude1: Schrodinger1
wave equat ion in one di■enaio111; uncertainty
principle ; Pauli '• excluaion principle; interato■ic for cea! electrical and theru.l conduction;
el ectromagnet c, aechanical, and aoouatipal wave
propagati on. Growth, decay and exponential
tunctio:aa i n mechanic•~ optic,, elactricity, and
nuclear phyaioa. Prerequiaite: Sa■e u 538. J
hr•• Diec. and 4 hra. Lab.
5 credi ta

.l conrnuation

Science lducation (ProfeHional Couraea}

553

BSleu
in Teaohina Sefg Bjp t:1:ffl
. yail ot aethodluee
proao
ou

1cience learning,. IYaluation of tnnd1 in 1cienoe

-21teaohing. Adjustaent of the soienoe currioulua to
indirtdual differences in interests, soientitio
aptitude . and vocational goal• Prerequi1ite: Major
or ainor in 1cience.
3 credi ta
DMSIOI

or

SOCIAL STUDIIS

SOCIAL SCIDCJ
Change1 .1Jl Undergraduate Course!
Add (Oaitted froa 1953 catalog}:
101, 102, 103 A 1tudy of the social, pol,iti~1 and econoaic
probleaa at'feotinc the indirtClU&J. or group in
dail y lite. Course 101 1a econollic; 182,
polit i cal; 103, 1ooiological. The approach i1
per1onal, and endeavor,, through the 1tudy and
analy1ia of proble•~, to lead the student to an
Haential under stamung of, and an insight into,
the ever-increasing social-econoaic-political
coaplexities and responaibiliti11 of day to day
_l i rtng i n the aoden world.

Attention ii given such probleaa u thoae involving
i nter - cult ural relations, dating and court1hip,
inter -personal r1lationlhip1, owner1hip ot properv
taxes i nsurance, fuily oonauaption, tllllily
budget, , voting, health and safety, alcoholi1m,
soci al security, and ■any others.
3 qr1dit1 each
Pr esent Cour1es •

ered - for Advanced
Political Geography

4· ondit1

(changed troa

2 credits)

te and
Hiatorical Geography
Meteorology - Cliaetology
Geography of Africa
Geography ot the Pacific S,1in

4

credit ■

3 oredit1
3 oredita
4 oredita
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Doubl e Nuabered - for Advanced Undergraduate and
Graduate Students

Hew Course ■;

Trade Center, and Trade Route•
study of the geographic cauae1 for th• growth and
demise of the world'• trade oitie1 and trade route,.
Particular attenti on given to the variou1 kind• of
carriers of world and .laerican trade. 3 credits

I
497-597

GeographY of the Polar Rerlon1
I study of the Arctic ancFintarctic area,, their
discovery , environment, h1UUU1 adjuataent and
relati onshi p• to present world proble•••
3 credits
ieography of Middle .laerica
geographic analysis of Central Aaeri can
countries and West Indian Ialande.
J credits

Courses for Graduat e Students
500

Seminar in Geography

ONdit
arranged

HISTORY
eyes i n Undergraduate Courses
Chang~ 434 t o 334
Delete:
,348

447

History of Russia

Foreign Relation• in the United
States 1775-1900
Foreign Relati ons in the United
States, 1900-1953

4 credita

J ondits

3 credits

resent Courses•
From 317 t o 417-517
From 342 to 442~542

French Revolution and
lapoleon
3 credits
Recent American Biatory
1912 to Date
4 credits

P~ea~nt Courses; Doubl e NUJ11bered - for Advanced Undergraduate
· and Graduate Students

40()..500

Special Problems in History

435-535
437"'5.37
448-548

History of the Far East
Two World Jars, 1912-1953
Social Forces 1n herioan Bi1tory

credit

arranged

.3 credits

4 CNdits

J 0Ndit1

-29New Courses; ~uble Nwnbered - for Advanced Undergraduate and
duate S t ~
.
.

434-534

Central and tstern il!IOF
l study of Fe breakupothe three empires; Genian,
1uatro-HUllgarian 0 and Ru11ian-Yith the consequent
political , ecoaomic and social diaruptiou leading
to lorld le.r II and the present power struggle for
domination of this area.
3 cNdits

peStudy
Middle East
of the national, religious,

and geographic
force1 whi ch have made this area a center of unrest
and ponr struggle today.
2 credita

445-545

iorei® RelatioI'c of the United Stat••~I72:1865
· stu of lier can foreign policy vol ng
i'undallental pr.i nciples problems of neutral rights,
the Monroe Doctrine anA the influence of aectional
politics on foreign affair■•
3 credits
t.o a world ponr after the Si.-niah-American lar.
) CNdita

44'/..lj4'7

450-550

[2,reim Rel ation• of the United State,, 1912 to the
PresenJ
·
·
in analysis o how the participation of the United
States in two lorld Iara haa brought it to a
position of world leaderahip.
3 qredita

The Liberal Movement

In examination of the rise of liberal political

thought and practice, it■ capitulation befoN con- •
eervative fascist, and coJUDUD:iat forces nth a
c®aideration of the prospect for libei;iiam in
t he contemporary world.

Cour~e~ for Graduate Students

551

552

~ s i n American

Bisto'i

study of liierican iatory through individual
investigation of special period■ and topics.
2 credits

lgii.i~

Hiator i o ~

I a"tuey" o ngnificant historicana and historical

theory ; probl emo in the preaentation of historical
interpretation.
2 credit■

553

The Refol'll&tion

l study of the origins,

course, and effects of the
religious upheaval of the nineteenth century in Western Europe.
2 credits

ECOIQHICS
Changes in Undergraduate Courses
Correct1-n: Econ. 378 should have carried the nuaber YT6 and
3 credits - no other chaJlge (aee change to new
n1.111ber below)
•
Add (Oaitted from 1953 catalog):
ICOD~

Yl8

Economic• of Acicul~
I suney of thedeveopaent of agricultur. al production and ita probleaa in the
United Statea: soilntitio developaents,
organizational progrua and legislation
proposed toad agriculture.
2 credita

Present Courses•
International Eoonoaica 2 oredita
Economic inal7aia
3 credita
_e,ent C uraes
400-500

470J;70
471..Jj?l

47)..Jj73

Special Problems in Sconoaica
h llinesa Cycles
Money and BIIDking
Labor loonomica

CNdit
arranged

2 credita
4 oredita
4 CNdita

Courses f or Graduate Studenta
501

Mon•~• BanltiM and Fia~ PolioY

flow ot 1xpenditur1a
and i ncome and their impact upon national inooH and
price levela with appropriate oonaideration of
poaaible atabilization control••
3 credita

1 at ilof the dynaaioa otlie

PQLITIQAL SQDIOI
Prennt

Cour1ea:

fGbeN: - for ..ldyapce4

fflbeara~d and Double
er_ te and Graduate _lid8jij

J'ro• '.386 to 485-585
freaent Oour111;
400-500

482-582
48+-584

486-586
IH/-587
489-589

Social Legialation

3

credit ■

Double Nuabered - for Adyyced Undergraduate and
Graduate Cour1e1
Special

in Political Science credit
arranged
International Organization
3 credit ■
Conatitutional Law
2 credit ■
Politcal Partiea
2 credita
LegialatiYe Proce11
2 credita
American Political Thought
2 credit•
Proble ■ a

~our1e1 fo;_~ni4¥ate Studenta
501

Th• 'featern Political Keri~
.
A atudy ot the developaentopolitloal thO\lillt,
Yi th eaphada upo12 the backgrcnmd ot IIOdern
democratic principl•••
3 oredita

SOCIOLOGY

9!!:¥••. , in Undergraduate Cour1e1
Ohaqe. 362 to 262 inuaber change onl.7}
Change 462 to ,65
II
II
II
Change 463 to 363
II
II
II
Pre1ent Cour1e1:

md -f&

Nuaber1 Oh~ed and Double
!i.vaneed Un ergraduate and_• Stu_nt1

Froa. 364 to 4~64

From 367 to 467-567
J'ro• 368 to 468-568
Froa 369 to 469-~9

. School and Coa,mity

Cultural Anthropoloa
lthnic Relatiou
Marriage and Faaily

3 or•dita

4 cndit1

3

credit ■

4 credi ta

Preeent Couraeaa Double Buabered - for Adyuoed Updergraduatt
and Graduate Student,

400-500

Special Probl••• in Socioloa

465-565
467-567

Social P1ycholoa
Dev■ lop■ent of Weatern

··

Thoupt

credit
arrqed
4 credit ■
4 credita

Cour1e1 for Gpduate Student1
501

~gial Control
"•Y, &J1&ly1ia and evaluation of th• uthodl
and objective, of 1ocial control. Co■pari1oi:i.a
betnen de■ocratic and totalitariaa 1oci1ti11.
3 cr1clit1

502

social
tudy or t f ~ i c l of 1O0io-cultural change,
the con1equ1nce1 of change, adjuataent probl••••
the problem of prediotiOll.
3 cndita

Ch•r

.

PROJ'ISSIONAJ,· COUBSIS
.Q.our11 for Gr aduate Stud1nt1

•o-

Soc. St. 501 ~cial Studiu Se■iJll.l'
• world in the Tnntieth Oentvy iD
grai,hy, hiatory, 1cono■ic1, political 1oi1nc1,
100lology and an~opology. Pl'uoribed for
tho1e pur1uing a field of concentration iD the
Division of Social Studiea.
3 credit,

